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Abstract
The Encyclopedia of Life Support Systems (1998) defines sustainability or industrial
ecology as: the wise use of resources through critical attention to policy, social,
economic, technological, and ecological management of natural and human engineered
capital so as to promote innovations that assure a higher degree of human needs
fulfilment, or life support, across all regions of the world, while at the same time ensuring
intergenerational equity.
Developing and integrating sustainable energy systems to meet growing energy
demands is a daunting task. Although the technology to utilize renewable energies is well
understood, there are limited locations which are ideally suited for renewable energy
development. Even in areas with significant wind or solar availability, backup or
redundant energy supplies are still required during periods of low renewable generation.
This is precisely why it would be difficult to make the switch directly from fossil fuel to
renewable energy generation. A transition period in which a base-load generation
supports renewables is required, and nuclear energy suits this need well with its limited
life cycle emissions and fuel price stability.
Sustainability is achieved by balancing environmental, economic, and social
considerations, such that energy is produced without detriment to future generations
through loss of resources, harm to the environment, etcetera. In essence, the goal is to
provide future generations with the same opportunities to produce energy that the current
generation has. This research explores sustainability metrics as they apply to a small
modular reactor (SMR)-hydrogen production plant coupled with wind energy and storage
technologies to develop a new quantitative sustainability metric, the Sustainability
Efficiency Factor (SEF), for comparison of energy systems. The SEF incorporates the
three fundamental aspects of sustainability and provides SMR or nuclear hybrid energy
system (NHES) reference case studies to (1) introduce sustainability metrics, such as life
cycle assessment, (2) demonstrate the methods behind exergy and exergoeconomic
analyses, (3) provide an economic analysis of the potential for SMR development from
first-of-a-kind (FOAK) to nth-of-a-kind (NOAK), thereby illustrating possible cost
reductions and deployment flexibility for SMRs over large conventional nuclear reactors,
(4) assess the competitive potential for incorporation of storage and hydrogen production
xii

in NHES and in regulated and deregulated electricity markets, (5) compare an SMRhydrogen production plant to a natural gas steam methane reforming plant using the SEF,
and (6) identify and review the social considerations which would support future nuclear
development domestically and abroad, such as public and political/regulatory needs and
challenges.
The Global Warming Potential (GWP) for the SMR (300 MWth)-wind (60 MWe)high temperature steam electrolysis (200 tons Hydrogen per day) system was calculated
as approximately 874 g CO2-equivalent as part of the life cycle assessment. This is 92.6%
less than the GWP estimated for steam methane reforming production of hydrogen by
Spath and Mann (Spath & Mann, 2001). The unit exergetic and exergoeconomic costs
were determined for each flow within the NHES system as part of the
exergy/exergoeconomic cost analyses. The unit exergetic cost is lower for components
yielding more meaningful work like the one exiting the SMR with a unit exergetic cost of
1.075 MW/MW. In comparison, the flow exiting the turbine has a very high unit
exergetic cost of 15.31, as most of the useful work was already removed through the
turning of the generator/compressor shaft. In a similar manner, the high unit
exergoeconomic cost of $12.45/MW*sec is observed for the return flow to the reactors,
because there is very little exergy present. The first and second law efficiencies and the
exergoeconomic factors were also determined over several cases. For the first or base
SMR case, first and second law efficiencies of 81.5% and 93.3% were observed
respectively. With an increase in reactor outlet temperature of only 20°C, both the SMR
efficiencies increased, while the exergoeconomic factor decreased by 0.2%.
As part of the SMR economic analysis, specific capital and total capital investment
costs (TCIC) were determined in addition to conditional effects on the net present value
(NPV), levelized cost of electricity (LCOE), and payback periods. For a 1260 MWe
FOAK multi-module SMR site with 7 modules, the specific capital costs were 27-38%
higher than that of a 1260 MWe single large reactor site. A NOAK site, on the other
hand, may be 19% lower to 18% higher than the large reactor site, demonstrating that it
may break even or be even more economical in average or favorable market conditions.
The NOAK TCIC for single and multi-module SMR sites were determined to be $914$1,230 million and $660-$967 million per module, respectively, reflecting the substantial

xiii

savings incurred with sites designed for and deployed with multiple modules. For the
same NOAK 7-unit multi-module site, the LCOE was calculated as $67-$84/MWh,
which is slightly less than that of the conventional large reactor LCOE of $89/MWh with
a weighted average cost of capital of 10%, a 50%-50% share of debt and equity, and a
corporate tax rate of 35%. The payback period for the SMR site, however, is 4 years
longer. Construction delays were also analyzed to compare the SMR and large reactor
sites, demonstrating the SMR NPV and LCOE are less sensitive to delays. For a 3 year
delay, the SMR NPV decreased by 22%, while the large reactor NPV decreased by
34.1%. Similarly the SMR and large reactor LCOEs increased by 7.8% and 8.1%,
respectively.
An NHES case with hydrogen production and storage was performed, illustrating
how the profit share of revenue is improved with the addition of hydrogen production.
Although the costs are increased with the addition, 78% of the hydrogen revenue is profit,
while only 50% of the electricity generation revenue is profit. A second NHES case study
was analyzed to assess the NPV, LCOE, and payback differences in deregulated and
regulated electricity markets. For a 60 year lifetime, Case C (with nuclear, wind, and
hydrogen production) is economical in the deregulated market with an NPV of ~$66.3
million and a payback period of 10 years, but not in the regulated one with an NPV of
approximately -$115.3 million and a payback period of 11 years. With either market type,
the plants levelized costs remain $82.82/MWh, which is still reasonable with respect to
prior LCOE values determined for SMR and large reactor sites.
Utilizing all the methodology and results obtained and presented in this thesis, the
SEF may be calculated. The NHES SEF was determined to be 18.3% higher than that of
natural gas steam methane reforming, illustrating a higher level of sustainability. The
SEF quantitatively uses the exergoeconomic cost and irreversibilities obtained from the
exergy analysis, the GWP obtained from the life cycle assessment and costs/fees
associated with emissions and pollutants, and relevant economic data obtained from an
economic analysis. This reflects the environmental, socio-political, and economic pillars
of sustainability.
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1. Introduction
Energy demands continue to escalate worldwide and are often met through the addition
of fossil fuel power plants. The major concern is that these plants contribute to the
emission of greenhouse gases, demonstrate high levels of uncertainty in pricing, and are
subject to potential costly political and regulatory rules and limits. Even regions focusing
on the installation and development of low-carbon emitting, intermittent renewable
energy technologies—wind and solar—are limited in their ability to meet the
instantaneous electricity demand effectively and see the stress these technologies place
on the electricity grid and market. To meet the demand, either significant investment in
energy storage technologies or the installation of excess energy supply is required to
ensure supply reliability, both of which drastically increase the costs associated with
these power plant facilities. Furthermore, the electricity market is influenced by the nearzero production costs associated with intermittent renewable technologies, which drives
the price of electricity to a low and may even cause other non-renewable power plants to
operate with very little or even negative revenue. Thus, the primary concern for the future
is how to provide sustainable electricity that meets the increasing energy demands.
Sustainability is defined as meeting current demands without preventing future
generations from being capable of meeting their own demands. Assessing sustainability is
a difficult concept, and many have attempted to further breakdown the definition in an
attempt to do so. Several areas for assessment have been devised and include economy,
environment, society, and institution/government and their respective interactions. It is
necessary to address all four of these fundamental areas in developing the most
sustainable, alternative energy systems. Looking to the possible alternative energy
sources makes renewable energy a must; the only other clean-air energy production
technology lies in nuclear energy, which contains very high energy density, exhibits
minimal fluctuations in the long term fuel price, and provides base-load energy with high
availability. However, the limitations of each must be overcome—reliability of supply,
high capital costs, and low production costs for intermittent renewable energies and high
capital costs, inability to follow the instantaneous load demand, and public perception for
nuclear energy.
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Some of these nuclear concerns may be addressed through the use of small modular
reactors (SMRs) which offer the environmental advantages of large commercial nuclear
reactors, but exhibit reduced investment risks through their inherent modular design and
mass production, potential to site multiple modules at one site, and the possibility to
produce heat and electricity at levels closer to that of industrial process heat applications.
SMRs typically refer to nuclear reactors with rated capacity of 300 MW or less and with
the nuclear steam supply system contained within a module. The additional concerns may
be addressed through the integration of SMRs, intermittent renewable energy, energy
storage, and process heat applications, where excess production is used for hydrogen
production, desalination, district heating, etc. and stored in energy storage. During
periods of low wind or solar production or during peak demand, the storage may then be
used to help meet the load demand. This nuclear-renewable energy integrated (NREI)
system incorporating an advanced helium-cooled SMR producing electricity for the grid
and heat for high temperature steam electrolysis (HTSE) hydrogen production is analyzed
in this thesis. An economic study on the methodology of determining SMR costs and the
potential economic advantages for incorporation into a hybrid energy system are also
included in this thesis.
The primary research objective is to develop the Sustainability Efficiency Factor in
Chapter 6, which provides a technical manner of comparing complex energy systems in
terms of the four focus areas of sustainability. To provide the necessary background for
this metric, Chapter 2 provides a definition of sustainability along with several useful
methods of measuring distinct aspects of sustainability for energy systems. A case study
for one of these methods, the life cycle analysis, is performed for a nuclear-hybrid energy
system. The scope and purpose of the SEF is also introduced. Chapter 3 outlines the
methodology and history of exergy and exergoeconomic analysis and performs a case
study analysis to demonstrate the methodology presented.

Both the exergy and

exergoeconomic results are significant in the determination of the SEF. Chapter 4
includes an economic study outlining a methodology of estimating First-of-a-kind
(FOAK) through Nth-of-a-kind (NOAK) SMRs, project feasibility, and the required
upfront orders to warrant development of a dedicated factory for mass production, all of
which aim to address the economy focus area of sustainability. Chapter 5 addresses

2

relevant background information on electricity grids and the reason for the development
of hybrid energy systems in terms of grid stability and economics. It also includes two
economic hybrid energy system case studies. Although not directly used in the
determination of the SEF, this chapter is necessary to understand the electricity grid and
market challenges facing both renewable and nuclear energies.
Chapter 6 details and discusses the results of all case studies, including the LCA,
exergy and exergoeconomic analysis, and the SMR and NHES economic analyses. The
SEF equation is also shown and explained. To test the equation, an example is performed
to compare the nuclear hybrid energy system with high temperature steam electrolysis to
steam methane reforming. Chapter 7 presents additional discussion that is relevant to the
future development and deployment of SMRs internationally and domestically. This
chapter is focused on the society and institution/government focus areas of sustainability
and includes a review of the market potential, licensing and deployment challenges, and
potential government incentives. The thesis concludes with a summary of SMR and
NHES sustainability, including the potential advantages and disadvantages with regards
to the sustainability pillars.

3

2. Sustainability1
Sustainability refers to “a solution that meets current needs without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (Brundtland, 1987). In energy
production, this refers to meeting energy demands, such that no damage is done to the
environment, societal stability is not affected, and the well-being of future generations is
not compromised. Various sustainability models have been proposed, but it is common
practice to model sustainable development in terms of “pillars” (these have also been
referred to as “dimensions,” “triple bottom line” or “sustainability triad”). The three most
common pillars include economy, environment, and society. Another perspective on
sustainability (Munasinghe, 1998) distinguishes between an “economic objective,” an
“ecological objective – natural resources,” a “social objective – poverty/equity,” and their
interactions. Recently, many other interpretations and models have emerged, some of
which incorporate an institutional pillar to represent governance (Meadowcroft, 2007;
Waas, Huge, & Verbruggen, 2011). This institutional pillar primarily focuses on the
institutional changes required to merge environment and economics in decision-making
and promote greater public participation, both locally and internationally. Similar to other
models, it aims for harmonious integration of the three fundamental pillars. In general,
sustainable changes are driven by the following performance and service needs:


Technological innovation and optimization for better performance.



Clear understanding of the pros and cons for lifestyle changes, goals, and practical
vision in terms that are meaningful for decision making.



Government support and encouragement to promote sustainability (in terms of
incentives and benefits).



Standardization of measurements wherever possible to permit comparison on a
consistent basis.



Focus on lessons learned and building on historic and current conditions to
anticipate future conditions (Tester, Drake, Driscoll, Golay, & Peters, 2005).

Portions of this chapter to appear in: Boldon, L., Sabharwall, P., Rabiti, C., Bragg-Sitton, S., & Liu, L.
(2015). Sustainability Development Platform for Nuclear-Renewable Energy Integration:
Environmental Impacts, Economics, and Socio-political Implications. International Journal of
Energy, Environment, and Economics, 23(1).
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Currently, the thermal energy requirements in the U.S. are being met by burning
fossil fuels, resulting in significant greenhouse gas emissions. Fossil fuels have uncertain
and volatile long-term fuel prices, leading to energy security stability issues. Natural gas
combustion produces significant greenhouse gases, despite being a comparatively cleaner
burning fuel than other fossil fuels, such as coal or oil (Institute for Energy Research,
2012; Kamalick, 2013; Zweirs & Weaver, 2000; Roege, Collier, Mancillas, McDonah, &
Linkov, 2014). With domestic natural gas prices at historical lows in the U.S., the share
of natural gas among other energy sources has been increasing at a steady rate. Fuel costs
constitute a large share of fossil fuel production costs or levelized cost of electricity
(Boldon & Sabharwall, 2014). As a result, large fluctuations in fossil fuel prices directly
impact electricity prices. On the other hand, fuel costs represent only a small portion of
the levelized cost of electricity for nuclear energy, which is less likely to experience
significant fluctuations in fuel costs (with the exception of inflationary effects associated
with labor costs), demonstrating a higher level of economic stability. Although the
availability of fossil fuels is unlikely to be a driver for future sustainable energy
development, the adverse environmental impacts and escalating costs associated with
emission controls may become the impetus behind such development. If sustainability
goals are not recognized in energy markets, the transition will be delayed accordingly
(Roege et al., 2014).

2.1 Sustainability Metrics
Sustainability, as described previously, has three core pillars: environmental, economic,
and societal (Abraham, 2005). Neumayer explained that the two main thoughts for a
system exhibiting a strong or high level of sustainability include the preservation of the
value of natural capital and its subset critical natural capital (Neumayer, 2003). One way
to address this is by substituting nonrenewable resources with renewable resources
(replacing coal-fired plants with wind or solar energy sources). A sustainability and
development platform for energy systems should be created so that natural capital cannot
be substituted by other forms of capital, either in its entirety or by “critical” forms of
natural capital (Dietz & Neumayer, 2007). To do this, it is necessary to understand the
sustainability assessment criteria, develop a qualitative approach to clarify the conditions
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and challenges specific to NREI, and understand the life-cycle processes and emissions
contributing to sustainability.
NREI is a new concept under development; hence, the technical feasibility must be
considered. This entails identifying assessment criteria or indicators to measure
sustainability during the early stages of development. Individual challenges for successful
sustainable deployment of NREI may be divided into four broad categories from which
the key sustainability measures are derived:
I. Technical Feasibility of the concept
II. Environmental Impact
III. Economic Considerations
IV. Social Impacts (public or political attractiveness)

2.2 Sustainability Development Platform
The considerations for developing sustainable energy systems are enumerated below and
are representative of the four key assessment areas identified. The numbers in parenthesis
describe under which of the four key assessment areas the consideration falls. This
platform provides a framework that may be utilized in the decision-making and planning
process when evaluating energy system development. If the platform is considered, one
could expect to achieve a high level of sustainability. In reality, it is always necessary to
make compromises to obtain the maximum benefits in terms of economic, environmental
(reduced emissions), and/or efficiency gains (higher efficiency could lead to lower prices
for consumers). As a result, the importance of optimum sustainable yield (maximizing
economic profit for the resources consumed) needs to be taken as a measure to support
the path toward implementing a strong sustainability platform.
1. Compare the potential advantages of integrated hybrid systems with individual
plant operations, identifying the key economic, technical, safety and regulatory
risks associated with both forms of operations through the evaluation of return on
investment (ROI) (Bragg-Sitton, Boardman, Ruth, Zinaman, & Forsberg, 2014a;
Bragg-Sitton, Ruth, Zinaman, Forsberg, & Collins, 2014b) (I-IV).
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2. Ensure the energy system provides a high level of grid reliability, controllability,
and flexibility to meet the energy demands and to adapt to new and changing
needs (Bragg-Sitton et al., 2014b) (I).
3. Conserve and improve natural ecosystems while protecting human health and
well-being (Abraham, 2005). This incorporates land and resource use, air
pollutants and emissions, disposal of waste produced, and any additional
environmental impacts (Bragg-Sitton et al., 2014b) (II and IV).
4. Evaluate licensing challenges and siting considerations (Bragg-Sitton et al.,
2014b) (IV).
5. Assess the Component Technology Readiness Level (TRL) and the Integrated
System Readiness Level, determining when deployment could feasibly occur
(Bragg-Sitton et al., 2014b) (I).
6. Determine how construction should feasibly occur (Bragg-Sitton et al., 2014b)
(I).
7. Use life-cycle assessment in the design and engineering activities (II).
8. Preserve and minimize natural resources, utilizing the net return on energy as a
method of measurement (Bragg-Sitton et al., 2014b) (II).
9. Consider and develop engineering solutions that look beyond current needs and
dominant technologies in an effort to support future development of new and
more sustainable technologies (Abraham, 2005) (I).
10. Design the overall system and components to ensure minimization of losses
through thermodynamic efficiency and exergy analysis (I and II).
11. Assess the economic feasibility of energy systems, analyzing possible price
fluctuations which may impact future manufacturing and operation costs;
incorporating risks associated with design, development, and construction; and
accounting for adaptability of design (Bragg-Sitton et al., 2014b). For NREI
adaptability of design refers to redirecting energy production to the economically
lucrative output (electricity production or industrial application) as the value of
those products varies (III).
12. Ensure process designs and systems include integration with overall reductions in
greenhouse gas emissions, provide an accurate account of the ecological footprint
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using yield and equivalence factors, and will eventually be able to obtain
government incentives to support development (II and IV).
13. Ensure the reliability of the system directly impacts the economic performance
and is compared to competing technologies. Resource extraction needs to be kept
below the maximum sustainability yield of the resource (II and III).
14. Consider the end of the life cycle throughout the design process (i.e.,
decommissioning phase) (I, II, III and IV).
15. Determine and address how the political climate may influence deployment and
how the energy system supports energy security and diversity (Bragg-Sitton et al.,
2014b) (IV).
16. While designing and at various stages of development, ensure performance
metrics include environmental, economic, and societal aspects such that the
platform for strong sustainability can be provided and is sustainable in the future
(I, II, III and IV).

2.3 Life Cycle Assessment
Life cycle assessment (LCA) is method of environmental management that identifies how
a process or product influences the environment by analyzing the acquisition of raw
materials, manufacturing, process use, and waste/disposal. This cumulative effect on the
environment generally incorporates all stages of life for a particular process or product.
Depending on the particular application for LCA, several categories may be assessed
based on priority. These include: atmospheric emissions, land use, water use, solid waste
and byproducts, etc. In comparing the sustainability of distinct energy systems, LCA may
be useful and help in the decision-making process. As Figure 2.3 demonstrates, the LCA
process is performed following a four step methodology, which includes defining the
scope and goals, developing an inventory analysis, analyzing the impacts of the
inventory, and interpreting the data (Environmental Protection Agency [EPA], 2006).
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Figure 2.1: Life Cycle Assessment Stages

2.3.1

Goal Definition and Scope

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) details the following project goals for
which LCA may be useful (EPA, 2006):
 “Support broad environmental assessments
 Establish baseline information for a process
 Rank the relative contribution of individual steps or processes
 Identify data gaps
 Support public policy
 Support product certification
 Provide information and direction to decision-makers
 Guide product and process development”
The particular information which the LCA is meant to convey must be identified. If
the goal is to rank the contribution of specific process steps or to compare distinct energy
systems, the primary question may be which process results in the least impact to the
environment. If the project goal is to guide process development, the question may be
how changes to the process may reduce this impact. Often multiple questions should be
identified in support of multiple project goals. These questions are significant in
determining what information will be necessary to adequately support the LCA project
goal and in assessing how detailed the LCA must be. The ability to access accurate
databases with product-specific data or with industry averages will play a role in the LCA
level of detail. Based upon the goal, specificity, and available data, the final results must
be presented in an appropriate functional unit—emissions, land area, etc. The final LCA
scope selected identifies the system boundary in terms of the process stages being
incorporated, as shown in Figure 2.4 for a cradle-to-grave LCA. In this figure, each of the
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stages must incorporate the necessary raw materials and energy for the stage to be
performed. For example, the output for Uranium acquisition must include all emissions,
water, waste, etc produced as a result of both the materials and energy used to extract
Uranium.

Figure 2.2: LCA Inputs and Outputs (EPA, 2006)

2.3.2

Inventory Analysis and Impact Assessment

The life cycle inventory (LCI) is a quantification of the inputs (materials, energy, etc) and
outputs (emissions, land, etc) and is the primary stage in which data is obtained and
analyzed. This inventory is significant, as it requires thorough selection, classification,
and characterization, which will support the scope of the life cycle assessment.
Characterization factors are utilized to put the results into more accurate depictions of the
impact on the environment (EPA, 2006). Impact indicators are representative units for
broad impact categories that allow for comparison of different emissions and are
determined from Eq. 2.1. For example, CO2, CH4, and NO2 characterization factors would
be used to incorporate all the data that influences global warming in terms of CO2equivalent units. Table 2.1 displays many common impact categories along with their
classification, characterization, and location grouping/scale. Each impact category
incorporates multiple emissions. Following the IPCC 100 year impact methodology
(International Panel on Climate Change [IPCC], 2015), each of the life cycle inventory
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data must be scaled according to its contribution. For example, the global warming
potential is usually measured via CO2-equivalent and the non-CO2 emissions must be
adjusted based on their actual impact. For the 100 year impact, CH4 and NO2 must be
multiplied by conversion factors of 21 and 310, respectively, for conversion into CO2equivalent units.
(2.1)
There are additional stages of analysis, such as normalization of results, which
allows for comparison between options, grouping or ranking according to location, and
weighting according to the importance of particular assessment or impact.
Table 2.1: Several Common Life Cycle Impact Categories and Characterization Factors

Impact
Category
Global
Warming

Scale

Ozone
Depletion

Global

Acidification

Regional
Local

Eutrophication

Local

Global

Life Cycle Inventory
Data
Carbon Dioxide (CO2)
Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)
Methane (CH4)
Chlorofluorocarbons
Hydrochlorofluorocarbons
Methyl Bromide
Chlorofluorocarbons
Hydrochlorofluorocarbons
Halons
Methyl Bromide
Sulfur Oxides (SOx)
Nitrogen Oxides (NOx)
Hydrochloric Acid
Hydrofluoric Acid
Ammonia (NH4)
Phosphate (PO4)
Nitrogen Oxide (NO)
Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)
Nitrates
Ammonia (NH4)

Characterization Factor
Global Warming
Potential
(CO2-equivalent)

Ozone Depleting
Potential
(trichlorofluoromethane
equivalent)
Acidification Potential
(hydrogen ion H+
equivalent)

Eutrophication Potential
(PO4-equivalent)

2.4 Life Cycle Assessment Case Study
An LCA was performed for the Nuclear Renewable Hybrid Energy system shown in
Figure 2.5. The scope is to develop a broad environmental assessment for a High
Temperature Helium-Cooled Reactor coupled to High Temperature Steam Electrolysis
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and wind energy. The dashed boxes in Figure 2.5 indicate the boundaries for the LCA.
The primary focus is on global warming and acidification potentials and the major
contributors are analyzed in this analysis. Several additional emission types are also
included.

Figure 2.3: Nuclear-Renewable Energy Integrated System with defined LCA boundaries

2.4.1

Nuclear Materials and Emissions

Table 2.2 displays a summary of the methods used to estimate the amount of fuel
materials at each stage following the methodology used by British Energy for the Torness
High-Temperature Gas Reactor (HTGR) (British Energy [BE], 2006). The assumptions
for the Torness plant’s fuel fabrication, conversion, enrichment, and mining facilities
(Gronau, Camenco Port Hope, and Blind River) are used for the NREI nuclear fuel input
(BE, 2006). The Torness reactor operates with fuel of burnup of 28 GWd/t U with a 37%
efficiency. This is considered reasonable and conservative, as SMRs incorporating a
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Brayton cycle boast efficiencies of over 40% and these reactor operates with the same
fuel and coolant. Based upon the required reactor input, the requirements for enrichment,
conversion, refinement, and mining may be determined (BE, 2006).
Table 2.2: Nuclear Fuel Material Requirements

Reactor Fuel Input/Fuel Torness High-Temperature Gas Reactor operates with fuel of
Fabrication Output
burnup of 28 GWd/t U with a 37% efficiency. This is
considered reasonable and conservative, as SMRs
incorporating a Brayton cycle boast efficiencies of over 40%
and these reactor operates with same fuel and coolant.
The required fuel input to the reactor (grams) was scaled from
the Torness value, using the proportion of electricity
generated:

Enrichment Output/
Fuel Fabrication Input

Gas centrifuge, 3% uranium enrichment at the Gronau UF6
plant.

Conversion Output/
Enrichment Input

Gronau site exhibits a ratio of enriched to natural UF6 of
14.37%.

Refinement
Output/Conversion
Input

Camenco’s Port Hope Facility exhibits ratio of UO3 to natural
UF6 of 80.98%.

Refinement Input/
U3O8 Mining Output

Camenco’s Blind River facility observes a ratio of U3O8 to
UO3 of 97.81%.

Table 4 then presents the varying emissions at relevant stages of fuel manufacturing,
reactor operation, and decommissioning (BE, 2006; White, 1995; Ecolateral, 2015).
Table 2.3: Nuclear Fuel Process, Operation, and Decommissioning Emissions per kWh

Mining

2.22 g CO2/kWh (69.7 CO2/gU3O8) (BE, 2006)*
0.001 g SOx/kWh (White, 1995)
0.013 g NOx/kWh (White, 1995)
0.008 g CO/kWh (White, 1995)
0 g particulates/kWh (White, 1995)
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Milling

0.89 g CO2/kWh (White, 1995)
0.01 g SOx/kWh (White, 1995)
0.01 g NOx/kWh (White, 1995)
0 g CO/kWh (White, 1995)
0.001 g particulates/KWh (White, 1995)
Enrichment
0.42 g CO2/kWh (445,033,347 gCO2 annual)** (BE,
2006)
0.01 g SOx/kWh (White, 1995)
0.003 g NOx/kWh (White, 1995)
0 g CO/kWh (White, 1995)
0.001 g particulates/kWh (White, 1995)
Fuel Fabrication
0.62 gCO2/kWh (White, 1995)
0.003 g SOx/kWh (White, 1995)
0.013 g NOx/kWh (White, 1995)
0 g CO/kWh (White, 1995)
0.001 g particulates/kWh (White, 1995)
Operation
1.15 gCO2/kWh (Ecolateral, 2015)
0.023 g SOx/kWh (White, 1995)
0.027 g NOx/kWh (White, 1995)
0.001 g CO/kWh (White, 1995)
0.002 g particulates/kWh (White, 1995)
Decommissioning
27.26 gCO2/kWh (Ecolateral, 2015)
* Data for the Olympic Dam mining facility is used. Only 25% is dedicated to uranium
mining and extraction at this site. The Olympic Dam facility is conservative, as the ore
grade is quite low compared to other mining facilities (BE, 2006).
** Data for the Gronau facility determined from 1.2% SMR fuel portion of the total
production (BE, 2006).

The production and manufacturing of components and materials present at the nuclear
power plant must be incorporated into the LCA. Since no list of materials is available for
SMRs, it is necessary to extrapolate from existing reactors. It is assumed that most of the
materials and their respective mass may be scaled from 1000 MWe PWR estimates.
However, since SMR plant designs do not typically incorporate a containment structure,
the concrete and steel material amounts will vary significantly. These two values were
scaled from the 286 MWe GT-MHR. Eq. 2.1 displays the scaling equation used as a
function of rated capacity, where LR refers to large reactor (Peterson, Zhao, & Petroski,
2005). Table 5 displays the materials and amounts used in this LCA (White, 1995;
Peterson, Zhao, & Petroski, 2005; Haynes, 2012). Each of these materials has its own
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emission intensity factor based upon the particular type of emission (IPCC, 2015, White,
1995). The IPCC emission intensities for steel and concrete were taken from the detailed
analysis performed by the IPCC (IPCC, 2015).
(2.1)

Table 2.4: Nuclear Fuel Materials (ton)

PWR (ton)

GT-MHR (ton)

SMR (ton)

Rated Capacity

1000 MWe

286 MWe

125 MWe

Aluminum

32

-

5.62

Asbestos

114

-

20.04

Cadmium

1

-

0.18

Chromium

283

-

49.74

Concrete

-

43872

21522.66

Copper

1363

-

239.57

Helium

-

2 (initial)

0.98

Lead

27

-

4.75

Magnesium

783

-

137.62

Manganese

434

-

76.28

Molybdenum

83

-

14.59

Nickel

292

-

51.32

Silver

1

-

0.18

Steel

-

5802

2846.34

Tin

1

-

0.18

Zinc

51

-

8.96

Each of these materials has its own emission intensity factor based upon the particular
type of emission. Table 2.5 displays these factors for each material (g/kWh) (White,
1995; IPCC, 2015).
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Table 2.5: Material Emission Factors (kg per kWh)

Material

CO2

CH4

SOx

NOx

CO

Particulates

Aluminum
Asbestos
Cadmium
Chromium
Concrete
Copper
Lead
Magnesium
Manganese
Molybdenum
Nickel
Silver
Steel
Tin
Zinc

10654
231
1519
3889
507
4592
2412
20726
3111
8755
7616
913458
1060
30136
4898

1E-10
-

83
83
26
9
0.72
3537
20.07
109
9
70
28296
28300
9
3540
26

23
5.19
4.65
3
20
9.18
49.5
3
37
19.9
3380
3
93.1
14

342
1.34
1.78
55
2.54
2.86
6.63
55
4.78
3
1160
55
9.83
1.78

147
6.35
6.21
183.85
37.97
6.35
184
6.35
184
-

2.4.2

HTSE Materials

Prior research into a 600 MWth High Temperature Reactor (HTR) coupled to SulfurIodine hydrogen production includes the emission contributions of concrete, steel,
helium, water, and a heat exchanger (Lattin & Utgikar, 2009). Table 6 displays the
material accounts, which are assumed to be similar to those for a HTSE system (Lattin &
Utgikar, 2009). These values were scaled from the HTR values using Eq. 1, as the SMR
is smaller and will not have the same throughput of helium as the HTR. The primary
difference between S-I and HTSE processes would be the sulfur and iodine inputs for the
S-I process and the electrical input to the HTSE process. The electric input is provided by
the reactor and as a result is already accounted for in the nuclear emissions.
Table 2.6: HTSE Materials

Material
Concrete
Steel
Helium
Water
Heat Exchanger

HTR (ton)
10242
3272
3.7
40
800
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SMR (ton)
5024.5
1605.17
1.82
19.62
392.46

2.4.3

Helium Emissions

The SMR and HTSE systems considered in this study require helium for operation.
Normally, the amount used in the reactor would be sufficient; however, additional helium
is necessary for the extra track to and from the HTSE system and is displayed in Table 6.
The price index for helium, average electrical emissions, and average electricity prices
for 2014 were all used to estimate the helium emissions, as shown in Table 7. This
method assumes the emissions are proportional to the market price.
Table 2.7: Helium Emissions

Helium Price (Bureau

$95 per 1000 ft3 at 101 kPa and 15.56 °C

of Land and

$19,934.02/kg Helium

Management [BLM],

Density determined at 101 kPa and 15.56 °C.

2014)
Adjusted Helium

$11,960.41/kg Helium

Price

Overhead reduction of 40%.

Electricity Generation $0.056/kWh
Cost 2014
Electrical Generation

0.61 kg CO2-eq/kWh

Emissions
213,578.84 kWh/kg Helium
Required Electricity
for Helium Extraction
130,283.09 kg CO2-eq/kg Helium
Helium Extraction
Emissions

0.00034 kg CO2-eq/kWh
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2.4.4

Wind Energy Emissions

The wind energy contributions have been studied through numerous sources. Since the
NREI site in question may be broken down into nuclear/HTSE and wind, the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) study on wind greenhouse gas emissions were
utilized in this report, such that 86% of GHG emissions occur upstream in raw material
and manufacturing, 9% occurs during operations, and 5% occurs during the turbine and
wind farm decommissioning (National Renewable Energy Laboratory [NREL], 2013).
This study compiles the results from 49 different studies, which were selected based upon
the capacity factor, operating lifetime, system boundary, and global warming potentials
utilized. In summary, a 12 g CO2-eq/kWh median value was estimated for a farm with
30% availability of land generation with a 20 year lifetime (NREL, 2013). This results in
materials and construction, operation, and decommissioning CO2-equivaent emissions of
10.32, 1.08, and 0.6 g CO2-eq/kWh, respectively.

2.5 Sustainability Efficiency Factor
A metric to quantitatively compare different energy systems was developed and utilized
to compare the NREI system in Figure 2.4 to a natural gas plant with steam methane
reforming production of hydrogen. This equation is displayed in the results and
discussion section. The SEF incorporates life cycle assessment, exergy analysis,
exergoeconomic analysis, and economic costs. More sustainable systems will have a
higher SEF percentage, as they have less emissions and higher efficiencies (lower
irreversibilities).
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3. Exergy and Exergoeconomic Analysis1
Exergy is defined as the inherent value of energy or the ability to induce change (Kotas,
1995). In general, it represents the maximum useful work potential present in a
thermodynamic system or process and distinguishes between types of energy (Kotas,
1995; Valero & Torres; Lozano & Valero, 1993; Abata, 2011; Tsatsaronis, 2007). Some
forms of energy, such as mechanical shaft work, are in a readily usable form, while others
such as heat or chemical energies must be transformed into useful forms and will exhibit
some losses or irreversibilities during this transformation. Thus, the exergy represents
only that portion of energy that may be transformed and then utilized with respect to the
reference environment or the surroundings. The reference environment is a theoretical
environment generally used as the basis for comparison and is considered to be in a
natural and well-ordered state. This means that a process in balance or at equilibrium
with the reference environment will contain zero exergy (Rosen, 2002). The further a
process deviates from equilibrium, the greater the exergy will be. Thermodynamic
analyses of systems typically utilize a particular performance metric for a component or
for an entire system or apply energy balances amongst the system to identify where losses
may be present (Kotas, 1995). Often, the results obtained from these methods are not of
significance, as the criteria or metric may be difficult to define and energy balances do

Portions of this chapter previously appeared in:
Boldon, L., Sabharwall, P., & Schneider, E. (2015). Study of the Parameters that Influence Small
Modular Reactor Investment Costs. Transactions of the American Nuclear Society 2015. San Antonio,
TX: American Nuclear Society.
Boldon, L., Sabharwall, P., Rabiti, C., Bragg-Sitton, S., & Liu, L. (2015). Thermoeconomic Analysis
for Nuclear-Renewable Hybrid Energy System with Hydrogen Production. Transactions of the
American Nuclear Society 2015. San Antonio, TX: American Nuclear Society.
Boldon, L., Sabharwall, P., & Liu, L. (2015). Exergy Analysis for Small Modular Reactor Hybrid
Energy System. Proceedings of the ASME Power and Energy Conference (PowerEnergy2015). San
Diego, CA: American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
Portions of this chapter to appear in:
Boldon, L., Sabharwall, P., & Schneider, E. (2015). Sensitivity Study of the Factors Affecting Firstof-a-kind and Nth-of-a-Kind Small Modular Reactor Investment Costs. European Physical Journal
Nuclear Sciences and Technologies (in review).
Boldon L, Sabharwall P, Rabiti C, Bragg-Sitton S, & Liu L. (2015). Thermodynamic Exergy Analysis
for Small Modular in Nuclear Hybrid Energy System. European Physical Journal Nuclear Sciences
and Technologies (in review).
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not differentiate between the quality of energies (Kotas, 1995). Furthermore, the results
may not incorporate or identify internal losses (Kotas, 1995).
Environmental protection, energy conservation, and emissions concerns have become
highly researched topics over the last few decades, and as a result, exergy applications
have widely expanded and evolved to become a key measure of ecological and industrial
system analysis. Rosen summarized how exergy is connected to environmental analyses
via the exergy destruction that occurs as a result of process irreversibilities and creates
disorder in an otherwise well-ordered and clean environment (Rosen, 2002a). This exergy
destruction may be considered as the work required to return the environment to its
original and ordered state (Rosen, 2002a). When interactions occur with the environment,
such as the emission of pollutants, the environment is disturbed to the extent of the
magnitude of the exergy contained in the pollutants, which increases with larger
deviation from the reference environment conditions (Kotas, 1995; Rosen, 2002a). This is
precisely what prompted further study and research into the field of exergy.
In the 1970s, Reistad proposed that the cost to return polluted air to its original state
or the cost to society having to endure the pollutants be incorporated into the fuel
pollutant cost—essentially applying the exergetic cost to the primary resource (Reistad,
1970). Around the same time, the use of exergy analyses for environmental processes
was proposed by Tribus and McIrvine as a method to assess the degree to which natural
disturbances are influenced by environmental changes (Tribus & McIrvine, 1971).
Szargut further detailed the significant uses for exergy and second law analysis in
determining an “ecological economy for the purpose of saving natural resources” or
resource utilization and consumption (Szargut, 1980). Many other researchers contributed
to the development of exergy analysis methods for distinct applications related to
studying environmental impacts. For example, Creyts and Carey detailed its use in
industrial applications, assessing their effects on the environment (Creyts & Carey,
1997); Ayres et al. broadened its uses and applied it to resource consumption accounting
through the use of life-cycle assessment (Ayres, Ayres, & Martinas 1999); Zhang and
Reistad developed exergy methods for the analysis of energy systems and its resultant
environmental effects (Zhang & Reistad, 1998); Sciubba utilized exergy as a metric for
changes to the environment (Sciubba, 1999); Wall and Gong developed the Life Cycle
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Exergy Analysis methodology utilizing the exergy flows for the entire life cycle of the
plant (Wall & Gong, 2001); and Cornelissen developed a similar approach with the
Exergetic Life Cycle Analysis in which resource depletion is assessed through exergy
destruction (Cornelissen, 1997).
Sustainability and industrial ecology focus on solutions to meeting energy demands
without detriment to the environment and future generations’ abilities to meet their needs
or a manner of meeting a rational energy demand that is sufficient for societal advances
in technology, culture, etc. to continue to grow (Graedel & Allenby, 1995). Ultimately,
the solution lies in the reduction of irreversibilities as energy is both transformed into
useful forms and utilized by the public (Cambel, 1980). Energy supply reduction is
unlikely to be a sustainable manner to meet energy demands. Exergy, sustainability, and
industrial ecology are interrelated concepts which have been explored for many
applications, such as the assessment of biofuels in terms of their level of renewability
through exergetic methods (Berthiaume, Bouchard, & Rosen, 2001; Wall & Gong, 2001;
Connelly & Koshland, 2001; Rosen & Dincer, 2001).
Exergy analyses have more recently become an extremely powerful method of choice
for studying energy savings where the actual savings will be less than the theoretical
savings, and for designing, optimizing, improving, etc. efficiencies, reducing resource
consumption and waste, and preventing the natural deterioration of system performance
with time (Le Goff, 1979; Valero, 1982; Valero, Lozano, & Muñoz, 1986; Rosen,
2002b). Overall, this helps mitigate many concerns, such as climate change, air and water
pollution, soil degradation, and unintentional spills or releases to the environment (Rosen,
2002b). Figure 3.1 illustrates the relationship between the exergy efficiency of a process
and exergy losses which contribute to resource degradation and increase disorder in the
surroundings (Rosen & Dincer, 2001).
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Process Exergy Efficiency
Figure 3.1: Process Exergy Efficiency vs. Environmental Impact (Rosen & Dincer, 2001)

Kotas detailed exergy and its uses in thermal power plant analysis (Kotas, 1995).
Exergy analysis has been applied to the study of numerous systems, such as natural gas
boilers, ethanol production systems, geothermal district heating systems, solid oxide fuel
cell combined cycle facility, heat exchangers, combined cycle thermal plants, coal and
nuclear power plants, etc. (Palacios-Bereche et al., 2013; Kecebas, Coskun, Oktay, &
Hepbali, 2014; Petrakopoulou, Lee, & Tsatsaronis, 2014; Ozcelik, 2007; Hepbasli &
Kecebas, 2013; Petrakopoulou et al., 2012; Rosen, 2001).
Despite being able to determine the allocation of exergy amongst individual
components in a complex system, exergy analysis alone does not provide the necessary
information to find the appropriate balance between performance/efficiency and
economics. The most efficient system may in fact be far too expensive to operate. More
recently, advanced exergy and second law analyses have been performed for a wide array
of energy production and industrial process systems with the primary goal of improving
both efficiency and economics in support of more sustainable practices. Research even
expanded to include economic evaluations coupled with exergy analysis. GeorgescuRoegen pioneered this field of thermodynamics and economics, detailing the relationship
between economics and entropy (Gorgescu-Roegen, 1971). Von Spakovky and
Frangopoulos coined the term “environomics” to describe their exergy and economic
assessment of environmental impacts (Frangopoulos & Von Spakovky, 1993). Valero and
Torres provided the methodology behind thermoeconomic analysis for the purpose of
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diagnosing economic inefficiencies, optimizing performance or economics, determining
appropriate prices for products, assessing the influence of inefficiencies on resource
consumption, and even to compare distinct design features or operational decisions
(Valero & Torres). Tsatsaronis researched the boundary where thermodynamics and
economics intersect and demonstrated the use of the exergoeconomic factor for the
purposes of optimizing the costs for thermal power plants (Tsatsaronis & Valero, 1989;
Tsatsaronis & Moran, 1997). He also discussed the distinct types of exergy and economic
interactions through cost accounting, calculus analysis, similarity number, and product
and cost efficiency (Tsatsaronis, 1987; El-Sayed and Gaggioli 1989; Rosen 2002c).
Exergetic cost and exergoeconomic analyses has been used to evaluate the economic
and exergetic effectiveness of numerous systems, such as fuel-cell combined heat and
power facilities, space heating systems, biodiesel production systems, fuel cell-gas
turbine systems, steel mill plants, gas turbine engines, combined power and water
desalination facilities, etc. (Lee, Ahn, Morosuk, & Tsatsaronis, 2014; Jingyan, Jun, & Na,
2010; Cornonado, Tuna, Zanzi, Vane, & Silveira, 2014; Mamaghani, Najafi, Shiraxi, &
Rinaldi, 2015; Modesto & Nebra, 2006; Turan & Aydin, 2014; Hosseini, Amidpour, &
Shakib, 2012; Hepbasli, 2010).
Rosen summarized the primary benefits of exergy-based methods of analysis (Rosen,
2002b):


Efficiencies based on exergy, unlike those based on energy, are always measures
of the approach to true ideality, and therefore provide more meaningful
information when assessing the performance of energy systems.



Exergy losses clearly identify the locations, causes and sources of deviations from
ideality in a system.



In complex systems with multiple products (e.g., cogeneration and trigeneration
plants), exergy methods can help evaluate the thermodynamic values of the
product energy forms, even though they normally exhibit radically different
characteristics.



Exergy-based methods have evolved that can help in design-related activities. For
example, some methods (e.g., exergoeconomics and thermoeconomics) can be
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used to improve economic evaluations. Other methods (e.g., environomics) can
assist in environmental assessments.
Several limitations for exergy analysis have also been recognized:


Exergy is unable to incorporate and represent all forms of change occurring
within system (Connelly & Koshland, 2001; Ruth, 1995; Ayres, 1994; O’Connor,
1991)



Methods are often specific to particular system or generalized to a point that
makes it difficult to apply.

3.1 Exergy Theory
Exergy is defined as the maximum work potential as the system in question is brought to
equilibrium with the reference environment through a reversible process (Kotas, 1995;
Valero and Torres; Lozano and Valero, 1993; Abata, 2011; Tsatsaronis, 2007; Keenan,
1948; Rant, 1953; Gong & Wall, 2001; Carnot, 1978; Gibbs, 1873). In other words, it
represents the difference in energy quality between the system and reference environment
conditions, as shown in Eq. 3.1 where

, ,

and

represent the exergy, system

entropy, reference environment entropy, and the reference temperature (Connelly &
Koshland, 2001).
(3.1)
Exergy is fundamentally based in the second law of thermodynamics, which details
the generation of entropy as energy is transferred as a result of dissipative losses
(Kaminski & Jensen, 2011); the system containing exergy is not in stable equilibrium
with the reference environment (Rosen & Dincer, 2001). A reversible process is one in
which the thermodynamic conditions may change, but the system may be returned to its
initial state without the generation of entropy or increase in disorder. An actual process
will always exhibit irreversibilities or losses due to entropy generation. In a real process,
exergy does not follow the law of energy conservation or the first law of
thermodynamics, which states that energy cannot be created or destroyed; it may only be
transformed into another form of energy (Kaminski & Jensen, 2011). Exergy removal or
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destruction

occurs through irreversibilities (Rosen & Dincer, 2001) and is

directly proportional to the entropy generated

by the process, as shown in the Guoy-

Stodola theorem Eq. 3.2 (Lozano and Valero, 1993). A process is internally reversible if
exergy is conserved, else it is irreversible.
(3.2)
There are many distinct types of energy, such as heat, mechanical work, electrical
work, chemical energy, etc. Each of these will possess a distinct magnitude of exergy for
the same quantity of energy. For example, 1 MW of heat and electrical work will not
have the same exergy. While the electrical exergy is simply 1 MW and is already in a
usable form, the heat exergy will depend upon the temperature of the system and will
include only a fraction of the 1 MW. In general, the different types of exergy may be
divided into physical exergy due to the thermodynamic state (temperature and
pressure)—mechanical and thermal energy, chemical exergy—reactive and nonreactive,
kinetic exergy, and potential exergy (Tsatsaronis, 2007). The total unit-mass exergy of a
system

is then defined by Eq. 3.3, where the physical exergy

, kinetic exergy

, and potential exergy

, chemical exergy

are determined by Eq. 4-7,

respectively (Tsatsaronis, 2007).
(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)
The physical exergy for an energy flow may be determined from the enthalpy and
entropy or the mechanical and thermal work, as in Eq. 3.8. Exergy transfer occurs
through mechanical work—boundary or shaft, mass, and heat flows in a thermal power
plant. Boundary work flows represent those in which the system boundary changes
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during a process, such as compression or expansion. Exergy is consumed and lost to the
surroundings in changing the boundary, as shown in Eq. 3.9, where
the final and initial specific volumes,

and

represent

represents the work resulting from the process,

reflects the work losses to the surroundings. Shaft/electrical work, on the other
hand, is entirely useful, as shown in Eq. 3.10. Thermal exergy flow is a function of the
heat energy added or rejected during a process

and the Carnot thermal efficiency

, as shown in Eq. 3.11-3.12 . Eq. 3.12 represents the maximum exergy or work
that may occur via heat transfer (Kaminski & Jensen, 2011). For an adiabatic system
changing from state 1 to state 2,

. If there are multiple temperatures from which

heat transfer to or from the system is occurring, then the contributions from each must be
considered,

.
(3.8)
(3.9)
(3.10)
(3.11)
(3.12)

Mass exergy transfer occurs in an open system proportionally to the system flow rate.
It has exergy, energy, and entropy, as shown in Equation 3.13, where m represents mass.
This article does not focus on mass transfer within the system analyzed.
(3.13)
The specific internal energy

is a function of the specific enthalpy , pressure , and

specific volume , as shown in Eq. 3.14 (Kaminski & Jensen, 2011). The energy at states
1 and 2 may be determined from Eq. 3.15-3.16 (Kaminski & Jensen, 2011). The change
in energy and entropy between states is then determined from Eq. 3.17 and 3.18,
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respectively (Kaminski & Jensen, 2011). Using Eq. 3.3-3.7 and 3.14-3.18 and assuming
there is no chemical exergy present, the exergy at states 1 and 2 of a theoretical process
may be calculated from Eq. 3.19-3.20. The resulting change in process flow exergy for a
system is then determined from Eq. 3.21 and includes the exergy destroyed during the
process. If there is no boundary work, then the

term will become zero. More

generally, the change in process flow exergy may be determined from Eq. 3.22 as a
function of heat exergy, work exergy, and destroyed exergy.
(3.14)
(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21)
(3.22)
In assessing the exergy flows of a system comprised of several complex components,
it is useful to identify the resource (F), product (P), and loss (L) exergies per the resourceproduct-loss definition shown in Eq. 3.23, where each flow is only included once as
either a resource, product, or loss and the component net exergy is non-negative (Lozano
and Valero, 1993). The destroyed exergy is then equivalent to the exergy difference
between the resources, products, and losses. The exergy of irreversibilities
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incorporate

the unavoidable losses—destroyed exergy—and the process efficiency losses

, as

shown in Eq. 3.24.
(3.23)
(3.24)
Consumption is defined as the “process of destroying natural resources” or the
“process of increasing a substance’s entropy” (Connelly & Koshland, 2001). In
thermodynamics, “exergy removal provides a uniform non-resource specific measure of
consumption that uses first and second law principles to account for transfers and
irreversible losses of resource quality” (Connely & Koshland, 1997), as measured by the
ratio of the resource exergy to the product exergy for each component in a system or for
the plant as a whole per Eq. 3.25. The second law efficiency for a component process is
then the inverse of consumption or the ratio of the product exergy to the resource exergy
per Eq. 3.26. The first law or energy efficiency is shown in Eq. 27 as a function of
resource and product energies.
(3.25)

(3.26)

(3.27)
The exergetic cost for a process flow i,

, represents the input exergy required to

produce the exergy in an output flow. For example, if a component power output exergy
of 100 MW is required and the system sees 25 MW in losses, then the exergetic cost for
the process would be 125 MW. In essence, the exergetic cost provides a mechanism of
comparing the quality of distinct types of energy. The unit exergetic cost

reflects the

exergetic cost per unit of exergy for a process flow. The unit exergetic cost is
dimensionless and may be calculated from Eq. 3.28.
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(3.28)

3.2 Exergy Analysis Methodology
The following steps outline the general methodology of an exergy analysis:
1. Break down the plant into physical subsystems and flows.
2. Identify resources, products, and losses for each subsystem.
3. Determine the design or operational energies ( ) and resultant exergies ( ) of
flows.
4. Define an incidence matrix

of dimension [subsystems x

flows] based upon the resources, products, and losses.
5. Develop system of equations using exergy analysis propositions in the form
per the propositions derived for thermal plant analysis (Lozano &
Valero, 1993; Lozano, Valero, & Muñoz 1986; Valero & Torres):
For each component, the exergetic cost is conservative. The exergetic cost
balance will follow the form

, where

is a [flow x 1]

dimension matrix containing the unknown exergetic cost for each flow i. In
assessing the plant as one process, the exergetic cost and exergy for each
plant input flow are equivalent, such that

, where j represents the

plant.
If no external assessment is made, meaning that no fees or taxes are
placed on the loss flows, then the exergetic cost for each loss may be
considered as zero. The costs are allocated to the flows leading to a
product rather than the loss flows, such that

where k

represents individual subsystems or units.
The unit exergetic cost of a flow that both leaves and returns to a
component are equivalent, such that.
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. For example, the unit

exergetic costs for steam leaving a boiler and then returning as liquid
would be the same.
If multiple output flows are present for a component, the unit exergetic
costs may be considered equivalent, such that
6. Solve the system of equations for exergetic cost
cost

.
and calculate the unit exergetic

per Eq. 3.28.

7. Calculate unit exergetic cost for resources and products and first and second law
efficiencies per Eq. 3.25-3.27.

3.3 Exergoeconomic Analysis Methodology
The exergoeconomic cost for a flow

incorporates the monetary cost of exergy inputs to

the plant (exergetic cost) and the costs associated with production (capital, operation and
maintenance, etc) (Valero & Torres). The unit exergoeconomic cost for a flow

reflects

the exergoeconomic cost per unit of exergy, as shown in Eq. 3.29 (Valero & Torres;
Lozano & Valero).
(3.29)
The methodology for the exergoeconomic analysis follows the exergy analysis
methodology:
1. Determine the levelized or amortized cost of installation and operations for each
component

(Valero & Torres).

2. Develop system of equations in the form:

for

each component (Valero & Torres; Lozano & Valero).
3. If a component has more than one output, the Equality or Extraction methods may
be used based upon how priority is allocated amongst products (Valero & Torres).
In the equality method, it is assumed that multiple plant products are equally
important, such that the unit exergoeconomic cost of the flows are considered
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equivalent (Valero & Torres). Thus, the monetary costs are allocated
proportionally based on the product exergies. In the extraction method, one
product is deemed the priority of the plant and the whole cost of the system is
charged to that product (Valero & Torres). The unit exergoeconomic cost of the
non-priority product will be equal to the input exergoeconomic cost.
4. Solve for the exergoeconomic and unit exergoeconomic costs per Eq. 29.
5. To optimize the plant, two methods may be useful. The first involves determining
a relevant production function which must be minimized and devising additional
constraints. For economic optimization, it may prove useful to use the form
, in which the exergoeconomic cost for the plant product
is minimized and

and

represent the cost and exergy for external

resources (Valero & Torres). Another method of system optimization was
presented by Tsatsaronis and Moran, in which the exergoeconomic factor for each
component

is shown in Eq. 3.30, where

,

, and

represent the

levelized installation and operation cost rates ($/sec), unit exergoeconomic costs
for input flows to each component, and the respective irreversibilities resulting
from the input flows. This factor is used to assess where operational and design
changes could be enacted to improve subsystem economics (Tsatsaronis &
Moran, 1997).
(3.30)
The exergoeconomic factor acts as a fraction between 0 and 1. If the factor is very
high or approaching unity, then minimal exergoeconomic costs are lost to
irreversibilities, whereas the lower the factor is, the greater the effect of
irreversibilities. Decisions, such as reducing the efficiency of a component that
must be purchased, may help reduce the installation and operation cost rates, but
will increase the irreversibilities. As a result, changes will be made to balance the
monetary costs and efficiencies. This method of analysis may prove more useful
for increasingly complex systems due to a lack of information available to
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describe constraints for mathematical optimization, the necessary computational
time, and the inability to allow for design changes which may alter the economics
(Tsatsaronis & Moran, 1997).

3.4 Case Study
The hybrid energy system analyzed includes: 300 MWth helium-cooled high-temperature
SMR utilizing a Brayton power cycle, 100 MWe wind farm, 400 MWth CAES, and
HTSE hydrogen production, as shown in Figure 3.2. The SMR produces high
temperature helium which is directed to the turbine or HTSE. The electricity grid demand
is sufficient, such that no heat is sent to energy storage. The turbine provides power to the
compressor and mechanical work to the generator. The generator, in turn, converts
mechanical work to electrical work, which is then sent to the grid or to power the HTSE
system. HTSE system yields hydrogen and oxygen, utilizing 1 MWe from the generator
and 5 MWth from the reactor (Idaho National Laboratory [INL], 2005).
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Figure 3.2: Nuclear—Renewable Energy Integrated System

The following conditions are present in this case study:


Steady-state reactor operation at 5 MPa with 850°C outlet temperature
(Zhang, 2008; INL, 2005).



Electricity grid demand of 245 MWe.



Reactor exhibits heat transfer losses from fuel to helium.



Reactor fuel average temperature of 1000°C.



Wind farm exhibits 5% losses.



Constant pressure in heat exchanger.



Negligible losses incurred in the heat exchanger.



Fractional pressure loss of 4% is observed in the turbine (Weston, 2000).



Turbine isentropic efficiency of 89% (Weston, 2000).



Compressor isentropic efficiency of 86% (Weston, 2000).



Generator exhibits conservative losses of 10% (EURELECTRIC, 2003).
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Exergy and exergoeconomic analyses were performed for the system shown in Figure
3.2. Figure 3.3 shows the closed Brayton cycle, along with the actual and theoretical T-s
diagram lines. The theoretical cycle shown in blue includes isentropic expansion and
compression in the turbine and compressor.

Figure 3.3: Brayton Power Cycle and T-s diagram (red—actual and blue—isentropic)

The turbine and compressor isentropic efficiencies and the reactor outlet temperature
were varied in the four analyses performed, as shown in Table 3.1. For the reactor outlet
temperature, a reduction of 5% in the levelized installation and operation cost rate for the
SMR is observed for a 20 °C decrease in reactor outlet temperature. Each 2% reduction in
turbine and compressor efficiency results in a 5% reduction in the levelized installation
and operation cost rate for the turbine or compressor.
Table 3.1: Turbine, Compressor, and SMR Conditions for Four Runs

Run
1
2
3
4

Turbine
Efficiency
89%
87%
85%
87%

Compressor
Efficiency
86%
84%
82%
84%

Reactor Outlet
Temperature
850 C
830 C
830 C
870 C

The physical structures and the flows for the plant are included in Figure 3.1, while
the flows for each component are designated as resource, product, or loss in Table 3.2.
Table 3.3 displays the incidence matrix for each flow developed upon the information
shown in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Resource, Product and Loss Flows for Each Component

Component

Resources

Products

Losses

HTSE
SMR
Turbine
—

Heat
Exchanger
Compressor
Generator
Wind Energy
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Table 3.3: Incidence Matrix

The heat exergy of helium flows were determined from Eq. 3.12, where the heat
added is considered to be the power present in the input flow and the reference
temperature is 25°C. The energy and exergy of individual flows is solved for as a
function of component efficiencies and the required electrical output to the grid.
Furthermore, the temperature of the individual flows is also determined as a function of
the Brayton cycle and interactions between the turbine, heat exchanger, and compressor.
These values are displayed in Table 6.1 in Section 6.1. In these calculations, the reactor
efficiency was calculated from

with a fuel temperature of

1000°C.
The following system of equations were developed for the case study based on the
propositions described in Chapter 3.2 with Eq. 3.31-3.37 (proposition 1), Eq. 3.38-3.41
(proposition 2), Eq. 3.42 (proposition 3), and Eq. 3.43-3.44 (proposition 4), and Eq. 3.453.48 (proposition 5):
HTSE:

(3.31)

SMR:

(3.32)

Turbine:

(3.33)

Heat Exchanger:

(3.34)

Compressor:

(3.35)

Generator:

(3.36)

Wind Energy:

(3.37)
(3.38)
(3.39)
(3.40)
(3.41)
(3.42)
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(3.43)

(3.44)

(3.45)

(3.46)

(3.47)

(3.48)
Following the form shown in Chapter 3.3, as series of equations for the unit
exergoeconomic cost of each component may be developed and are shown in Eq. 3.493.55.
(3.49)
(3.50)
(3.51)
(3.52)
(3.53)
(3.54)
(3.55)
Since several components have more than one input and/or output, the equations may
not be directly solved and it is necessary to determine the overall priority of the plant
products and make assumptions regarding certain subsystem products. Either the
extraction or equality method would be reasonable to apply, because only a small portion
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of the heat produced in the reactor in utilized for hydrogen production. It was determined
that plant priority was electricity production. As a result, the extraction method was
utilized, such that the unit exergoeconomic cost leaving the reactor is equal to the unit
exergoeconomic cost of the fuel

. The unit exergoeconomic cost for the nuclear

fuel must be determined from installation and operation cost rate for the reactor,

, as

well as the proportion of fuel costs present in the overall SMR production costs. The
Nuclear Energy Institute states that fuel comprises approximately 31% of the nuclear
production costs (Nuclear Energy Institute [NEI], 2013a). It is assumed that the
production costs comprise 50% of the installation and operation cost rate, such that the
exergoeconomic cost is determined by

. The unit exergoeconomic

cost for the flow from energy storage is based upon the flow exergy and the installation
and operation cost rate

, such that

. The levelized installation

and operation cost rates are:
,

,
,

,
,

,
,

and

. Each of the helium flows within the system will contain different
exergies and exergoeconomic costs which are dependent on the flow temperature. The
unit exergoeconomic cost for natural resources and plant inputs, such as air, water, and
wind is considered zero, such that

. Electric output flows out of the

generator and the hydrogen and oxygen flows are considered equivalent, such that
and

.
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4. SMR Investment Costs and Methodology1
Nuclear energy is a clean air base-load energy production method that accounts for 19%
of total electricity generation and 70% of clean air generation in the United States (NEI,
2014). With 100 reactors currently operating and demonstrating high availability, safety,
and reliability, nuclear energy is a potential solution to reduce carbon emissions and the
United States’ dependence on fluctuating fossil fuel prices (NEI, 2014). However, large
reactors (LR) of 1 GW or bigger require substantial upfront investments, making the
financing of new nuclear projects extremely difficult due to financial, regulatory,
political, and technological risks. Small modular reactor (SMR) development, on the
other hand, requires substantially less upfront capital costs, resulting in reduced financial
risks and providing an attractive alternative to large reactors.
SMRs may be used to compete on a regular electricity market or in niche applications
(Nuclear Energy Agency [NEA]/Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development [OECD], 2011). The flexible deployment and operation schedules coupled
with faster onsite modular assembly endear SMRs to a variety of settings, which would
be less feasible for large reactors or other generation technologies. For example, small
remote villages in Alaska pay extremely high electricity prices, as do island populations
in Hawaii. These groups would benefit greatly from SMRs with reduced electricity
prices, generated by clean air technology and a reduction in fossil fuel dependence.
Additionally, SMRs may provide energy in locations striving to add renewable energies
or where the common renewable energies, such as wind and solar, are not feasible.
Hawaii, for example, has limited land availability, and wind and solar energy, although
feasible, would require significant land use.
SMRs may also be fitted to specific cogeneration applications, such as providing
electricity and/or heat for desalination, district heating, industrial process heat, and even
hydrogen production (International Atomic Energy Agency [IAEA], 2007). They may

Portions of this chapter previously appeared as:
Boldon, L. & Sabharwall, P. (2014). Small Modular Reactor: First-of-a-Kind (FOAK) and Nth-of-aKind (NOAK) Economic Analysis (INL/EXT-14-32616). Idaho Falls, ID: Idaho National Laboratory.
Boldon, L., Sabharwall, P., & Painter, C. (2015). An Overview of Small Modular Reactors: Status of
Global Development, Potential Design Advantages, and Methods for Economic Assessment.
International Journal of Energy, Environment, and Economics, 22(5), 437-459.
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also be combined with hybrid energy systems to manage fluctuations in intermittent
renewable energy generation while also storing energy or providing electricity/heat for
cogeneration. SMRs may be phased in slowly to replace aging plants, such as coal plants
that would be difficult to retrofit with newer carbon capture and storage technologies
(Rosner & Goldberg, 2011). Additionally, the number of SMRs on a site and the rated
power for each is flexible, as designers aim to develop them for a wide array of
applications.
The specific capital costs for SMRs tend to be significantly higher than those of a
large reactor, as the costs are distributed over drastically reduced production levels.
However, the specific capital may be reduced through the use of economies of mass
production, multiples, and modularity, and configurational and technological learning
(NEA/OECD, 2011; Rosner and Goldberg, 2011). To reach a point in which enough
SMRs, or nth-of-a-kind (NOAK) reactors, are being manufactured to warrant these cost
reductions and for the design and licensing costs to be mitigated, significant investment
would be required (Rosner & Goldberg, 2011).
The purpose of this study is to develop a general methodology of assessing the
economics of first-of-a-kind (FOAK) and nth-of-a-kind (NOAK) small modular reactors
and SMR hybrid energy systems in order to determine the conditions which would make
them competitive with other generation technologies. This report provides background on
the factors that affect the nuclear reactor capital and operational costs; details technology
independent cost estimates for water-cooled SMRs; develops scenarios which would
support future SMR development, including the operational revenue and cost data for an
SMR-wind-natural gas hybrid energy system with storage and/or hydrogen sales; and
provides a qualitative review of licensing and economic challenges for future SMR
development.

4.1 First-of-a-Kind and Nth-of-a-Kind
The Economic Modeling Working Group (EMWG) defines the first-of-a-kind (FOAK)
plant as the “first commercial plant built with estimated equipment, materials, and labor
productivity based on current or recent nuclear plant experience” (Generation IV
Economic Working Group [EMWG], 2006). It refers to the first commercial plant of a
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particular design where prior operational experiences and lessons learned will play a part,
but ultimately the majority of experience is to be gained during operation of this specific
plant design. It is for this reason that FOAK plants are traditionally 15–55% more
expensive than subsequent non-FOAK plants (NEA/OECD, 2011). The one-time costs
associated with a FOAK facility, such as design and licensing costs may be leveraged
over all the plants from FOAK up to but not including the NOAK plant per the EMWG
guidelines (EMWG, 2006).
The NOAK plant is defined by EMWG as an “identical plant supplied and built by
(the) same vendors and contractors as the FOAK plant with only the site specific scope
adopted for the NOAK plant site needs. NOAK costs are achieved for the next plant after
8 gigawatts (GWe) of capacity (for large reactors) has been constructed of a particular
nuclear energy system.” (EMWG, 2006). Due to costs associated with fuel processing,
the EMWG assumes that a nuclear fleet of at least 32 GWe will be developed (EMWG,
2006). For water-cooled SMR designs, this is unnecessary as the large LWR fleet
currently operating in the U.S. is already supporting these facilities; however, once
enough SMRs have been constructed, additional facilities may be required, thereby
validating this assumption. On the other hand, for non-water-cooled designs, this
assumption may prove accurate. For the SMR case study, the NOAK costs are assumed
to occur when the cost reduction from one unit to the next is less than 1%. Generally, this
occurs within the first 10 SMRs of a particular design, but is highly dependent on the
technological learning factors later discussed.

4.2 Nuclear Power Plant Costs
All nuclear power plant (NPP) capital costs may be simplified into two major categories:
capital and operational costs. Capital costs refer to the upfront costs associated with the
plant design, licensing, and construction processes. They are often grouped into detailed
design and engineering (DD&E), overnight capital costs (OCC), interest during
construction (IDC), and contingency costs. Operational costs, on the other hand, refer to
the personnel, materials, and equipment required for plant operations. This may be
further

broken

down

into

operations

and

maintenance

(O&M),

fuel,

and

decommissioning costs. Appendix A contains a more detailed NPP cost breakdown. It is
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assumed that the majority of LR costs are applicable to SMRs. However, this may not be
the case. Historical cost overruns for LRs were primarily due to licensing and/or
construction delays. These delays would apply to SMRs, but are likely mitigated by
reduced upfront costs, modular design, and faster assembly.
When estimating OCC for a new product or service in which no exact cost data is
available, it is necessary to extrapolate the necessary information from well-known
products and services and alter this information to accommodate any major design
differences. To scale the costs associated with a large-scale reactor to those of an SMR,
one must follow an economy of scale curve based on plant capacity; this curve implies
that the specific capital cost, or the cost per kW of electricity, will decrease with
increasing plant capacity, as shown in Figure 4.1. On the other hand, the total capital cost
will increase with increasing capacity, following an inverted economy of scale curve and
reflecting the reduced total capital required for SMRs over large reactors. Capital costs
and in some instances labor costs will follow economies of scale (Rothwell, 2007). This
economic model does not separately account for the effects of scaling on labor costs.

Figure 4.1: Example economy of scale curve and reduction factors for 180 MWe SMR with a 0.51
scaling factor

Other factors resulting from differences in SMR designs and applications may
decrease the specific capital costs. The ultimate goal for an SMR project is to create an
economically advantageous environment for development in which these factors make
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SMRs competitive with other forms of electricity generation. Several widely accepted
factors that demonstrate greatly reduced specific capital required are those displayed in
Figure 4.1 (NEA/OECD, 2011; Kuznetsov, 2008; Carelli et al., 2007; Wilton, 2012).
Although there is agreement that these factors alter the required capital costs, the degree
to which they do varies and is approximated utilizing several distinct methods and
assumptions. Two major design factors, which will be treated separately from plant
design, are the factory fabrication of modular units and learning due to plant
configuration. Modularization allows for serial component fabrication and economies of
mass production to take effect (Carelli et al., 2007; Carelli, Petrovic, Cavlina, & Grgic
2005).The plant configuration may affect the capital costs by maximizing the shared
facilities, personnel, and components (Carelli et al., 2005). A discussion of each of these
factors and some additional considerations are presented in the following sections. Other
considerations that are not further detailed in this report, but should be briefly mentioned
are the ability to more closely match the supply and demand and to reduce typical grid
instabilities that occur with any new electricity to the grid (Carelli et al., 2007).

4.3 Parameters Influencing NPP Costs
Plant designs for SMRs may incorporate advanced technologies, such as natural
circulation and gravity driven systems rather than pumps; often these passive and/or
advanced systems would not be feasible in large reactors (Locatelli, Bingham, &
Mancini, 2014; Rosner & Goldberg, 2011). It is due to these inherent advanced
technologies and resulting enhanced safety features that SMRs may be sited near cities or
in rural areas over a wide range of capacities and even for different cogeneration
applications (Locatelli et al., 2014; IAEA, 2007a).
In the United States, defense-in-depth is integral in nuclear reactor design. For SMRs,
this is provided through Safety-by-Design in which design simplifications and the
addition of inherent, passive systems are meant to eliminate initiating events where
possible and to minimize the potential consequences when they cannot be eliminated
(Kuznetsov, 2008; Carelli et al., 2005). Active systems may also be used to mitigate the
effects and to reduce the core damage frequency for higher levels of defense-in-depth
(Carelli et al., 2005). The simplification or reduction in the number of components and
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passive systems ultimately leads to improved operability of the plant, increased capacity
factors, a reduction in environmental impacts due to waste, reduced construction times,
and a reduction in the components that must be actively maintained (Carelli et al., 2004;
IAEA, 2009).
Less human intervention means reduced O&M qualifications and training and fewer
actions performed which could result in human error, effectively reducing the O&M cost
and improving plant safety and performance (IAEA, 2009). This also applies to accident
scenarios, as the passive systems may be self-controlled with passive shutdown
capabilities, limiting the human intervention required and the potential for sabotage
(Rosner & Goldberg 2011; IAEA, 2009). The enhanced safety provided by both advanced
and passive systems may result in greater proliferation resistance, less emergency
response requirements, and even a diminished emergency planning zone, further reducing
O&M costs with less personnel training and infrastructure (Carelli et al., 2007; Carelli et
al., 2005; IAEA, 2009; Killich, Ramsden, & Melaina, 2012; IAEA, 2006).
Modular designs require more compact systems, so that factory fabrication may occur
and take full advantage of economies of mass production. This is done through
simplification, reduced containment, and other design features specific to the particular
SMR, such as an integral design (IAEA, 2009). The compactness of a design has a direct
role in safety, as well; for example, the integral design is extremely compact with the
core, steam generators, and control rod drives all located within the pressure vessel,
making sabotage or other security threats less likely (Rosner & Goldberg, 2011; Carelli et
al., 2007). Another key design feature of many SMRs is an extended fuel cycle, which
requires significantly fewer outages over the plant lifetime, thereby reducing O&M, fuel,
and as-low-as-reasonably-achievable (ALARA) costs and personnel exposure, while
increasing the observed capacity factors (Kuznetsov, 2008; Carelli et al., 2007).
Optimizing the maintenance practices and “streamlining” fuel services will also increase
the capacity factor and improve plant economy (Kuznetsov, 2008; Carelli et al., 2005). A
major downside to the extended fuel cycle is significantly reduced fuel utilization, which
will impact the fuel costs.
Many design features can both positively and negatively affect the safety and capital
costs. Some typical design features and their safety and cost effects are shown in
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Table 4.1 (IAEA, 2009). The integral design, for instance, requires increased materials,
such as concrete, to create a larger pressure vessel to hold the additional components.
This negatively impacts the cost, while the elimination of large-break loss of coolant
accident (LOCA) and other initiating events positively impact the capital costs (IAEA,
2009).
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Table 4.1: Pressurized water SMR design features and their targeted safety improvements and economic effects (IAEA, 2009).

Many SMR designs are being developed, but the following represent those
significantly underway: advanced pressurized water, advanced boiling water, advanced
heavy water, high-temperature gas-cooled (HTG-SMR), and liquid metal-cooled fast
SMRs. In general, the reactor types may be grouped into categories based on the coolant
used. Ultimately, the applications for all the water-cooled reactors are similar in terms of
the output capacities and temperatures. Furthermore, studies on the cost correlation
between different reactor designs demonstrate that there is high correlation between
designs utilizing the same coolant.
Water-cooled reactor designs, including pressurized light and heavy water reactors
and boiling water reactors, are analyzed in more detail throughout this document and are
grouped into one Generation III+ advanced water-cooled reactor category. The U.S.
designs in more advanced stages fall into this category. However, it should be noted that
high temperature reactors, such as HTG-SMRs and liquid metal cooled SMRs, have
different properties and situations that would make them more favorable, such as
producing high-temperature industrial process heat in addition to electricity.
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4.3.1

Modularization

The modularization of SMR units provides a unique opportunity for factory fabrication of
standardized modular units that may be transported to a site and assembled rapidly,
decreasing construction costs while increasing learning (Kuznetsov, 2008). It also lays
the framework for ordering modules in bulk, thereby reducing costs via economies of
mass production or replication (Carelli et al., 2007). The effects of modularization
become more apparent with each additional unit produced and installed up to a certain
point in which the effects level off, as shown in Figure 4.2 (NEA/OECD, 2011;
Mitenkov, Averbakh, Antiufeeva, & Gureeva, 2004). The first unit produced sees an
approximately 15% reduction in costs, the second, third, and fourth units see a 5%
reduction in costs, and subsequent units see limited reductions (Wilton, 2012). Therefore,
NOAK modularized and mass-produced units would see a maximum reduction of
approximately 35-40% from the FOAK unit.

Figure 4.2: Serial production effects for nuclear propulsion reactors (Mitenkov et al., 2004)

4.3.2

Construction and Time to Grid Connection

Construction for SMRs is expected to take less time than that of a large reactor. The
reduction from 5–6 years of construction to 3–4 years due to modular construction and
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limited onsite assembly will affect the capital costs due to the interest during construction
(Locatelli et al., 2014; NEA/OECD, 2011; Wilton, 2012). In this economic study, a 6year construction period for large reactors is assumed, given that the actual construction
times to grid connection or commercial generation vary significantly, as shown in Figure
4.3, and the U.S. construction times have nearly doubled since the Three Mile Island
incident (Schneider, Frogatt, & Hazemann, 2012).

Figure 4.3: United States large reactor construction times to grid connection in months (Schneider et
al., 2012)

Testing required once construction is complete is another important factor and in the
past have been longer than the entire construction of fossil fuel plants. For example, Units
1 and 2 at the Vogtle NPP required 50 months of testing prior to normal operations
(Steward et al., 2002). A testing schedule may be a valuable addition to an economic
model, but is not included in this report. The timing or deployment schedule may help
mitigate the effects of high upfront capital costs. Different deployment scenarios in which
only one plant is constructed at a time are explored in this economic model, allowing for
self-financing of subsequent units (Carelli et al., 2005). This also allows the upfront
capital for the project to be borrowed at intervals, thereby reducing the interest during
construction.
Ultimately the construction efficiency is greatly impacted by the climate in which the
construction takes place. For example, the early phase in French nuclear development
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during the 1970s to early 1980s had a mean construction time that was approximately
30% less than the mean construction times observed for U.S. plants (Grubler, 2010). The
major differences between the environments were the standardization of French reactors,
regulatory stability, centralized oversight, and client engineering (Grubler, 2010). On the
other hand, in the U.S., the environment may be considered decentralized, in the sense
that both state and federal governments play a part. Additionally, the political
environment may suddenly change, producing legislation or laws that slow construction
and development of nuclear plants. The effects of the political climate are not directly
included in the economic model presented, but it should be clear that the effects can
greatly increase overall construction times and costs and may inhibit the optimal timing
and deployment of units.
4.3.3

Plant Configuration and Learning

Plant configuration may play a significant role in capital costs. The development of twin
and multi-module plants affect the costs associated with sharing systems and structures.
These shared structures should be maximized for twin units. Unfortunately, this means
that additions to a site must be made two units at a time (Carelli et al., 2005). Another
important configuration is multi-module clustering, in which common structures like
space, equipment, facilities, etc., are set aside for future development and cost-shared
(Boarin, Locatelli, Mancini, & Ricotti, 2012; IAEA, 2006). For example, the switch yard
may be initially constructed for four units, even though two units are only initially
constructed. The next two units may be constructed as electricity demand grows. The
capital costs for these additional units will then be shared with the previous two units
who have been providing income from operations.
Learning occurs upon the development and construction of similar units over time
and may be applied to manufacturing, construction and assembly, and operations and
maintenance (Boarin et al., 2012). Several different views exist on the effects of learning,
but all agree qualitatively that with each subsequent unit built, installed, and operated the
personnel involved gain experience. For example, the construction crew should better
understand the installation of the fifth identical unit when compared to the first unit on
the same site. Rosner and Goldberg state that the learning rate for fixed capital costs and
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for variable operational costs are 10% and 2–3%, respectively, implying that with each
subsequent unit, a cost reduction may be applied (Rosner & Goldberg, 2011). The
Nuclear Energy Agency details how the learning effects vary for the FOAK SMR and
each subsequent unit (single SMR, twin SMR units, or multi-module units) based on
construction learning, factory fabrication learning, and learning due to sharing of
facilities and systems on the site (NEA/OECD, 2011). The EMWG describe a learning
rate of 3–4.5% with each doubling of rated power that occurs from FOAK to NOAK
(EMWG, 2006; Rothwell, 2007).
Wilton provides a more exhaustive method of determining the learning effects for
each unit, based on experience from all plants both onsite and internationally of the same
type; breakdown of the equipment, labor, and material cost percentages; and the
equipment, labor, and material learning rates. The sum of each unit’s learning factor is
then the total learning rate (Wilton, 2012). The learning rate is sometimes determined to
be greater than unity, meaning an increase in the capital cost will occur. This may be
attributed to the negative learning that occurs when additional safety features and
procedures to improve operations are deemed necessary based on experience. Any safety
enhancements and features will likely increase the capital and O&M costs (Grubler,
2010). Negative learning may also occur during the construction period if the utility or
principal agent and the engineering, architectural, construction, etc. firms are not working
together effectively (Grubler, 2010). For this economic study, it is assumed that learning
increases with each unit, resulting in reduced investment and O&M costs.

4.4 SMR Investment Cost Methodology
Figure 4.4 briefly outlines the general methodology used to assess the economic viability
of SMR designs. The first stage entails the use of well-known cost information for a
comparable large scale reactor design. This cost data is then scaled and altered based on
SMR specific factors. Next, possible market and utility factors are assessed. Finally, the
necessary economic measures are calculated to determine whether a particular SMR
project is feasible.
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Figure 4.4: Overview of Economic Analysis Methodology

4.4.1

Scaling Costs

Equations 4.1 and 4.2 demonstrate how to calculate the SMR specific and total capital
cost, respectively, by utilizing the economies of scale curve from Figure 4.1
(NEA/OECD, 2011; International Energy Agency [IEA], 2000). This, in effect, scales the
capital costs as a function of rated power. In these equations,
reactor and SMR rated power in MWe, respectively.

and

are the large

represents the scaling factor,

which is reported to range from 0.4–0.7 dependent on the specific SMR project
(NEA/OECD, 2011). Carelli et al. determined a mean scaling factor as 0.6 (Wilton, 2012;
Carelli et al., 2010). The Nuclear Energy Agency determined an average scaling factor of
0.51, which is used in the calculations for this report (NEA/OECD, 2011). It should be
noted that these equations are typically applied in the energy range from 300 MWe to
1300 MWe (NEA/OECD, 2011). Many SMRs fall below this range, increasing the
uncertainty in this calculation. Additionally, these equations are meant to scale the costs
between reactors without any design changes, which is why the large reactor selected for
comparison as in Table 4.1 and the design factors applied and later discussed are
significant to the economic study.
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(4.1)

(4.2)
The costs obtained from Equations 4.1 and 4.2 are then adjusted based on factors for the
development, site usage, and construction of a particular SMR project.
4.4.2

Co-location of SMR Modules and Co-siting Factor

When multiple units are constructed on one site, or co-sited, a reduction in capital cost
occurs. There is a proportion of direct costs
proportion of indivisible costs

which is applied to each unit as well as a

which only apply to the first unit but may be divided

amongst all units. Equation 4.3 describes how the Multiple Units Factor is calculated for
units (Wilton, 2012). Carelli et al. provide typical values for

and

0.66, respectively (Carelli et al., 2010). It should be noted that as
siting factor approaches

of 0.34 and

increases, the co-

, and the indivisible costs are effectively

eliminated.
(4.3)

4.4.3

Learning: Plant Configuration and Technological Maturity

Learning may be broken down into two categories: plant configuration and technological
maturity. Multiple, modular units result in increases in plant configurational learning
from fabrication, construction, and sharing of facilities and systems. Based on the
particular plant configuration, such as twin or individual units, the sharing of facilities
and systems will vary. The Nuclear Energy Agency method for calculating learning
involves determining values for four variables representing differences in costs for the
first unit and additional units with shared systems and facilities, where multi-module
facilities have the maximum shared facilities and learning. Equations 4.4-4.6 represent
the plant configuration reductions for the first unit, twin units, and multi-module units,
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where

represents the FOAK extra cost factor (15–55%),

of twin units (74–85%),
same site (82–95%), and

represents the gain for a pair

represents the gain in building two pairs of twin units on the
represents the industrial productivity coefficient (0–2%)

(NEA/OECD, 2011; OECD, 2000).
For the FOAK unit, the learning factor simply becomes

and increases the total

capital. For the first and second pairs of twin units, the learning factor per unit may be
calculated from Equations 4.4 and 4.5, respectively. The total learning factor per unit for
this site of four twin units is then determined in Equation 4.6 and falls in the range of
0.81 to 0.9. For a 5+ multi-module plant, no data can be determined from prior
experiences with reactors; however, it may be assumed that a 15–17% reduction of the
learning factor for a twin unit site is observed (NEA/OECD, 2011).
(4.4)
(4.5)

(4.6)
Wilton provides an alternative method to calculating the learning factor, as shown in
Equation 4.7, where

is the total number of units on-site and

(Wilton, 2012; Carelli et al., 2010).

and

is the cost escalation rate

refer to the equipment, labor, and

material costs and may be determined from Equations 4.8–4.10, where
are the equipment, labor, and material percentages;

and

, and
are the total

offsite plants of same type and the progressive number of plants onsite; and ,

, and

are the factory equipment learning rate, production site labor learning rate, and the world
labor learning rate (Wilton, 2012).
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(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.9)
(4.10)
To use the learning factor calculated from Equations 4.7–4.10, it is necessary to
estimate a number of values related to onsite and offsite learning rates and cost
proportions for equipment, labor, and materials. For most SMR preliminary cost
estimates, this information is unavailable and difficult to approximate. Thus, for general
economic calculations, the learning factor methodology detailed by the Nuclear Energy
Agency should be used, as previously described in Equations 4.4–4.6.
The Generation IV EMWG details a process of calculating the learning effects on
Base Construction Costs as one progresses from FOAK to NOAK. To approximate this
information, a learning of 3–4.5% occurs for each doubling of rated power up until 8
GWe (EMWG, 2006; Rothwell, 2007). This learning rate methodology follows the
Learning Curve Methodology, whereby a learning rate is selected from historical data or
based on the state of the technology. The National Energy Technology Laboratory
(NETL) reports that technology may be fully mature or immature, and the more immature
or new a technology is, the higher the learning rate will be National Energy Technology
Laboratory [NETL], 2013). Equation 4.11 represents the general learning rate form, in
which

, the cost to produce the cumulative rated power, is calculated from the

cumulative rated power
defined by:

, the FOAK cost , and the learning rate exponent , which is
, where

is the learning rate.
(4.11)

Typical values for the learning rates range from 0.01 to 0.06 based on maturity and
are presented in Table 4.2 (NETL, 2013). Complex systems will have components with
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many different learning rates. Thus, a nuclear plant should contain a mix of both mature
and immature technologies. For this economic model, a 4.5% learning rate was used.
Table 4.2: Sample learning rates and level of maturity

Maturity
Experimental—FOAK
Promising
Growing
Proven
Successful
Mature—NOAK

4.4.4

Learning Rate (R)
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01

Modular Design Factor

The final factor considered quantitatively is the modular design factor describing the
reduction that occurs from the factory fabrication of reactor components. As Figure 4.5
shows, the modular design factor increases with increasing rated power above 35 MWe
(Reid, 2003). Below 35 MWe, nearly the entire system is factory fabricated, so the factor
is constant at 0.6. Equation 4.12 is a fit to the curve in Figure 4.5 as a function of rated
power

in MWe (Wilton, 2012).

Figure 4.5: Effects of modularity as a function of rated power (MWe)

(4.12
)
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For the design simplification that occurs in SMRs, factors of 0.84-0.85 have been
reported for light water designs. This value, for example, is the same factor used for
design simplification due to the integral design in several other economic studies
(NEA/OECD, 2011; Kuznetsov, 2008; IAEA, 2010). In this economic model, the design
simplification costs are assumed to be incorporated into the modular design factor and are
not separately utilized. Once all of these factors have been calculated, the total and
specific capital costs may be determined by scaling the large reactor capital cost and
multiplying it by the co-siting, learning, and modular design factors. A summary of the
economic factors and the equations used are shown in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Summary of economic factors. Interest during Construction

Factor

Respective Values and Equations

Scaling

= 0.4 – 0.7, 0.51 mean value (Carelli et al., 2010; NEA/OECD,
2011; OECD, 2000)
Eq. 2 (Carelli et al., 2010; NEA/OECD, 2011)

Co-Siting

= 0.34 (Carelli et al., 2010)
Eq. 3 (Wilton, 2012)
Eq. 4 (Wilton, 2012)

Modular Design
Plant Configuration
(NEA/OECD, 2011)

x = 15 – 55%
y = 74 – 85%
z = 82 – 95%
k = 0 – 2%
M = 15 – 17%
Eq. 5 – Single Unit Site
Eq. 6 – One Pair Twin Unit Site
Eq. 7 – Two Pairs Twin Unit Site
Eq. 8 – Multi-Module Site

NOAK

R = 3%, 4.5% (NETL, 2013; EMWG, 2006; Rothwell, 2007)
Equation 9 (NETL, 2013)

Interest during construction (IDC) refers to the interest that must be paid on the
construction cost loans and is dependent on the particular payment schedules during
construction. This is an additional cost that must be included in determining the total
capital cost. Equation 4.13 shows the general method used to calculate the IDC for short
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construction times only, where
overnight capital cost, and

is the number of construction years,

is the

is the interest rate on the loan (Steward et al., 2002). The

real discount rate may be used for the loan interest rate. Further information on
determining the real interest rate may be found in Section 4.6.2. Equation 4.13 is an
approximation assuming the construction costs are equally distributed between

years of

construction and that modal payments made are half of the interest amount (Steward et
al., 2002).

(4.13)

4.4.5

Total Capital Investment Cost

The EMWG states that the total capital investment cost (TCIC) is up-front costs
necessary to calculate the plant’s levelized cost of electricity (LCOE), as detailed in
Section 4.6.5. “This cost is the base construction cost plus contingency, escalation, IDC,
owner’s cost (including utility’s start-up cost), commissioning (non-utility start-up cost),
and initial fuel core costs (for reactor)” (EMWG, 2006). For this economic study, the
TCIC may be approximated from Equation 4.14, where DD&E refers to detailed design
and engineering costs,

refers to Contingency Costs, and IDC refers to Interest during

Construction.
(4.14)

4.5 Investment Viability
Once the capital costs are calculated for a particular SMR project, it is necessary to assess
the market conditions and project viability. This is done by analyzing investment risks
and determining the internal rate of return (IRR), net present value (NPV), and LCOE for
comparison to the weighted average cost of capital (WACC) and expected electricity
prices.
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4.5.1

Weighted Average Cost of Capital

Costs of equity and debt refer to a company’s opportunity cost of investing in a particular
project rather than in another investment with similar risk. The primary difference
between debt and equity is the risk involved in borrowing. Equity borrowing is riskier
than debt borrowing, as it necessitates leveraging assets to fund the investment (Dixon et
al., 2013). Assessing appropriate values for equity and debt in the nuclear industry is
difficult due to large variations in risks as a result of construction and regulatory overruns
and delays, which may translate into higher opportunity costs for equity and debt. In this
economic model, the WACC is calculated and then used to determine the appropriate
discount rate.
The WACC is a value describing the percentage of capital that must be paid to the
investors so they see the expected return on investments/assets. The WACC may be
affected by many factors, such as political and financial risks, which are further discussed
in the results and discussion portion of the paper. Equation 4.15 details how WACC is
determined, with

and

representing the costs of capital and equity, respectively,

representing the corporate tax rate, and

and

representing the portions of debt and

equity for the project (IEA, 2010). The cost of debt is the opportunity cost of investing in
the project or the interest rate. The cost of equity is also a factor of the interest rate or
opportunity cost, but is also affected by the corporate tax rate. It may be calculated by
. Debt interest payments are considered tax deductible in the U.S.
Thus only the cost of equity reflects taxation (Steward et al., 2002). The average share of
debt for large reactor projects is 65%. This value for SMRs is approximately 50%
(Carelli, 2008).

The maximum share of debt for large reactors and SMRs are

approximately 93% and 69% respectively (Carelli, 2008). In this economic model, the
cases are performed at the average SMR debt share. Sensitivity studies are also
performed at 30% and 70% debt shares.
(4.15)
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4.5.2

Discount Rate

The discount rate is an interest rate that provides the current worth of future money. A
nominal discount rate includes inflation, while the real discount rate does not. Either one
may be used in evaluation the net present value (NPV), but different processes must be
used. Nominal discount rates typically fall between 5% and 10% (EMWG, 2006). The
real discount rate

may be calculated from the WACC and the inflation rate

as shown

in Equation 4.16. The relationship between the real and nominal discount rates may be
approximated from Equation 4.17 for long-term investments (Short, Packey, & Holt,
1995). More information on determining an appropriate discount rate may be found in
Appendix B.
(4.16)

(4.17)
It may be appropriate to use multiple interest rates in assessing the economic lifetime
for a nuclear plant, as the risks associated with such an investment are drastically
different during construction and normal operations. Once construction of the plant and
infrastructure is completed and with the operating license granted, the risk of the venture
decreases (Steward et al., 2002). The risk will continue to decrease the longer the plant
operates to a certain extent. For this economic analysis, a single real discount rate was
applied.
A simplified calculation of the Fixed Charge Rate

) as shown in Equation 4.18 is

based on the real discount rate which may be performed to levelize the capital costs over
the plant lifetime

. The

becomes an amortization factor as in Equation 4.19 if

depreciation, taxes, and capital return are not considered.
(4.18)
(4.19)
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4.5.3

Net Present Value

The total NPV is the sum of the present values of all annual cash flows, or the discounted
value of all annual cash flows. It may be calculated from Equation 4.20, where
represents the annual cash flow during year

and

is the total number of years including

construction and operating lifetime. More information on calculating NPV may be found
in Appendix C.
(4.20)

4.5.4

Internal Rate of Return

The IRR is a project performance measure describing the return on investment over the
project lifetime. It is determined by iterating until the NPV becomes zero at a discount
rate equal to the IRR. For a firm to pursue a project, the IRR should be greater than the
WACC. The larger the gap between IRR and WACC, the higher the profits and the return
on initial investment. Equation 4.21 details how the IRR is calculated. More information
on calculating the IRR may be found in Appendix D.
(4.21)

4.5.5

Levelized Cost of Electricity

The LCOE represents the cost of energy production averaged over the lifetime of the
plant, as shown in Equation 4.22. In this case, the discounted cost cash flow includes
capital, O&M, fuel, and decommissioning costs discounted at the real or nominal
discount rate. The discounted annual energy represents the annual electricity production
discounted at either the real or nominal discount rate. The former will provide the real
LCOE, while the latter will yield the nominal LCOE. The real LCOE is used in this
report. Additional information on determining the LCOE may be found in Appendix E
(EMWG, 2006).
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(4.22)

4.6 SMR Case Study
The majority of the economic cases assume the reactors to be of an Advanced Generation
III+ design, which is meant to incorporate both Pressurized and Boiling Water reactor
designs. Advanced Pressurized Water Reactors, such as the Westinghouse AP1000
(1200MWe) reactor, are not yet in operation (World Nuclear Association [WNA], 2014).
As a result, the only operational Advanced Generation III+ reactors—ABWRs—were
used to represent all advanced LWRs (Hitachi-GE Nuclear Energy Ltd., 2013). When
other advanced LWR designs are constructed and begin operation, then more accurate
capital costs and construction times may be used for an improved SMR economic model.
Appendix F contains the Excel SMR model inputs.
No specific DD&E costs are available for SMR designs, as companies wish to
maintain these as private records during early phases of development. However, Rosner
and Goldberg estimate that $0.8-$1 billion is a conservative estimate to develop a new
SMR design that will meet Nuclear Regulatory Commission requirements, provide for
construction cost estimates of the first SMR plant, and provide for the design estimates
required to build a manufacturing plant specific to the SMR (Rosner & Goldberg, 2011).
Contingency costs arise from changes in the political, regulatory, financial, etcetera
conditions during construction. The Nuclear Energy Agency states that this may increase
capital costs for large nuclear reactors by 5–10% internationally and by approximately
5% in the United States (IEA, 2010). It is assumed that this same percentage may also be
applied to NOAK SMRs. FOAK SMRs, on the other hand, are assumed to have
contingency costs of 15-55% (NEA/OECD, 2011).
A 1350 MWe Advanced Generation III+ Light Water Reactor with a 90% capacity
factor was used to determine the specific and total OCC associated for a scaled
water-cooled SMR (NEA/OECD, 2011). The total OCC of $4.57 billion was used. No
large reactor capital costs are available for HTG-SMRs as previously mentioned. Current
SMR designs under development claim to have specific capital costs under $1,700/kWe
(NEA/OECD, 2011).
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O&M costs have been approximated by many sources for large reactors. For instance,
the Nuclear Energy Agency’s mean O&M costs for large reactors were determined to be
$14.66/MWh (NEA/OECD, 2011). Combined O&M and fuel costs have been
approximated by several sources with ranges of $7.1–$36.2/MWh for SMRs with longer
refueling periods (NEA/OECD, 2011). The higher end of this range is more likely, as the
fuel utilization and economy is much lower for longer refueling periods. If conventional
refueling periods are used, then the combined costs are approximately $7.1–$26.7/MWh
(NEA/OECD, 2011). Rosner and Goldberg estimate the fuel and O&M costs for a 100
MWe SMR to be $8.53/MWh and $12.05–$25.49/MWh, respectively, depending on
whether the unit is a FOAK or NOAK unit (Rosner & Goldberg, 2011). For this
economic study on water-cooled SMRs, an O&M cost of $18/MWh was deemed
reasonable. O&M and fuel costs may differ substantially for non-water-cooled SMRs.
The O&M costs for the HTR-PM reactor are $7.6/MWh (IAEA, 2006).
Fuel costs alone may also be estimated by looking at both the front and back ends of
the fuel cycle. The Nuclear Energy Agency estimates that the front end of the cycle from
mining to fuel fabrication costs approximately $7/MWh, and the back end for both closed
and once-through cycles costs $2.33/MWh (NEA/OECD, 2011). This makes the total fuel
cycle cost $9.33/MWh. The Nuclear Energy Agency’s global mean fuel costs are
$9.10/MWh (IEA, 2010). This mean fuel value was used for modeling the water-cooled
SMRs. The cost per MWh for large reactors was considered reasonable, as economies of
scale do not apply to fuel costs, which follow a constant scale (Rothwell, 2007). It is
possible that fuel fabrication or other specific aspects of the fuel cycle may see learning
effects as one progresses from FOAK to NOAK units. The fuel cost for the HTR-PM
design was $10.90/MWh (IAEA, 2006; NEA/OECD, 2011).
Decommissioning costs play a minimal role for reactors, as they are spread over the
entire 60-year lifetime of the plant. The Nuclear Energy Agency approximates the cost of
decommissioning for large reactors as $0.16/MWh for a 5% discount rate or $0.01/MWh
for a 10% discount rate (IEA, 2010). The decommissioning costs are assumed to be
included in the back end of the fuel cycle and are not treated separately in this economic
study.
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Table 4.4 summarizes the data that may be used for preliminary cost estimates for
water-cooled SMRs. It also includes whether the large reactor used for scaling has the
capacity for cogeneration. The other factors required may be taken from Table 4.3.
Table 4.4: Summary of SMR data required for economic model

Water-Cooled SMRs
LR Unit Power
1260 MWea
Capacity Factor
90%
Lifetime
60 years
Specific Capital Cost $3767/kWeb
O&M Cost
$18/MWh
Fuel Cost
$9.10/MWh
Max Outlet Temp.
~300°C
Cogeneration
Low Temp. Process Heat
a. 1260 MWe capital cost was scaled from the actual 1350 MWe and adjusted to 2014
dollars (2.5% inflation rate).
b. Scaled from the reported specific capital cost for the 1350 MWe ABWR and adjusted
to 2014 dollars, assuming a 2.5% inflation rate.

4.7 SMR Manufacturing Facility Case Study
In order to consider retrofitting already existing or building new facilities to manufacture
reactor modules, the minimum number of upfront orders required to break even must be
determined. Module manufacturing costs may be broken down into two categories: fixed
and variable costs. The fixed costs include the construction or retrofitting costs in
addition to equipment and the base labor costs. The variable costs reflect the product
costs, such as materials necessary. The breakeven point is dependent on the module sale
price and the factory fixed costs. The unit price is set above the variable costs by the
contribution margin, as shown in Equation 4.23.
(4.23)
The contribution margin reflects the revenue that contributes to paying off the fixed
costs. The fixed costs are then recovered when they equal the contribution margin. For a
180 MWe $1 billion SMR factory selling reactor modules at $1.5 billion each, only four
orders would be necessary to recoup the factory costs, as demonstrated in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.6 shows the required 7 units for a factory cost of $3 billion at the same module
price.
Table 4.5: Manufacturing Orders for $1 billion factory with $1.5 billion 180 MWe SMR modules

# Units

Variable Cost ($
millions)

Revenue
($ millions)

Contribution Margin
($ millions)

1

$1,491

$1,500

$9

2

$2,547

$3,000

$453

3

$3,555

$4,500

$945

4

$4,537

$6,000

$1,463

Break even?

Yes

Table 4.6: Manufacturing Orders for $3 billion factory with $1.5 billion 180 MWe SMR modules

# Units

Variable Cost ($
millions)

Revenue
($ millions)

Contribution Margin
($ millions)

1

$1,491

$1,500

$9

2

$2,547

$3,000

$453

3

$3,555

$4,500

$945

4

$4,537

$6,000

$1,463

5

$5,500

$7,500

$2,000

6

$6,448

$9,000

$2,552

7

$7,386

$10,500

$3,114

Break even?

Yes

If the price is decreased to only $1 billion per unit for the $1 billion factory, a
substantial increase in orders is necessary. Table 4.7 shows how the orders must be
increased from 4 to 20 180 MWe units. On the other hand, if the same factory were
producing 100 MWe modules, which are easier and less expensive to mass manufacture,
only 5 orders would be required to break even as shown in Table 4.8. Additionally, with a
price of $850 million, only 8 orders would be required.
Table 4.7: Manufacturing Orders for $1 billion factory with $1 billion 180 MWe SMR modules

# Units

Variable Cost ($
millions)

Revenue
($ millions)

Contribution Margin
($ millions)

1

$1,491

$1,000

($491)

2

$2,547

$2,000

($547)

3

$3,555

$3,000

($555)
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Break even?

4

$4,537

$4,000

($537)

5

$5,500

$5,000

($500)

….

….

…

…

16
17
18
19
20

$15,506
$16,384
$17,259
$18,130
$18,999

$16,000
$17,000
$18,000
$19,000
$20,000

$494
$616
$741
$870
$1,001

Yes

Table 4.8: Manufacturing Orders for $1 billion factory with $1 billion 100 MWe SMR modules

# Units

Variable Cost
($ millions)

Revenue
($ millions)

Contribution Margin
($ millions)

1

$996

$1,000

$4

2

$1,729

$2,000

$271

3

$2,430

$3,000

$570

4
5

$3,112
$3,780

$4,000
$5,000

$888
$1,220

Break even?

Yes

An alternative method requires setting the sale price at the maximum value which
would still make the SMR LCOE competitive with that of natural gas. The sale price of
the product is reflected in the capital costs which make up part of the LCOE. At an
assumed natural gas LCOE of $80/MWh and with production incentives of $10/MWh for
advanced nuclear installations, the maximum nuclear LCOE may be $90/MWh and still
be competitive. The price for 180 MWe modules for single unit sites would be set at $976
million, requiring 25 orders to break even. If the modules are manufactured for multimodule sites, then the price may be set slightly higher at approximately $1.1 billion and
only requires 12 units to breakeven.
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5. Electricity Demand, Markets, and Nuclear Hybrid Energy Systems1
5.1 Electricity Demand
Power demand is met through the use of base, intermediate, and peak load. Base-load
power is provided by consistent energy production methods, which are often unable to
fluctuate with hourly demand changes. These typically include coal and nuclear power,
but may also include geothermal and hydropower where available. Base-load power
levels are about 35–40% of the maximum load during the year. An intermediate demand
load is one that operates 30–60% of the time helping to more closely meet the higher
demand levels. This category includes wind, solar, and other renewable methods. Finally,
peak demand is met by flexible and controlled methods, like combined cycle natural gas
or light oil. These plants only operate 10–15% of the time (Cordaro, 2008). Due to this
low capacity factor, low capital cost peak demand methods are desired, which is usually
performed with natural gas.

5.2 Electricity Markets
The specific type of market present in a region will dictate the conditions in which
nuclear power is competitive. In a regulated utility market, “generating plants operate
under cost-of-service rate regulation and have market outlets for the electricity within the
same company” (WNA). This model, which is generally assumed for the electricity
market, provides less investment risk, as the investor’s costs may be charged to the
customers as part of the electricity price—if regulators agree to this (WNA). In an
unregulated merchant market, “generating plants compete and have no direct outlets for
selling electricity” (WNA). This is, in essence, a liberalized market, which has increased
risks. To mitigate these risks, power purchase agreements or other methods may be used.
Portions of this chapter previously appeared as:
Boldon, L. & Sabharwall, P. (2014). Small Modular Reactor: First-of-a-Kind (FOAK) and Nth-of-aKind (NOAK) Economic Analysis (INL/EXT-14-32616). Idaho Falls, ID: Idaho National Laboratory.
Sabharwall, P., Bragg-Sitton, S., Boldon, L., & Blumsack, S. (2015). Nuclear Renewable Energy
Integration: An Economic Case Study. Journal of Electricity, 28(8), 85-95.
Portions of this chapter to appear in: Boldon, L., Sabharwall, P., Rabiti, C., Bragg-Sitton, S., & Liu, L.
(2015). Sustainability Development Platform for Nuclear-Renewable Energy Integration:
Environmental Impacts, Economics, and Socio-political Implications. International Journal of
Energy, Environment, and Economics, 23(1).
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Additionally, the company typically must have a higher share of equity over debt
(WNA).
Hybrid markets “consist of some merchant generating plants but evolve towards a
small number of vertically integrated large utility groups, with a spread of generation
facilities and regional supply outlets” (WNA). Finally, the investment market is one in
which “nuclear is now attractive to utilities previously not involved in the sector. These
are likely to participate via long term partnership agreement for building and operating
nuclear plants, typically with other companies more experienced in the business”
(WNA).
In the United States, there are both deregulated or restructured markets and regulated
markets. In the former, electric generators must compete on a wholesale market to sell
their electricity. A regional transmission operator purchases the electricity from
generators in a manner that matches supply with demand and does not overly congest the
transmission and distribution systems. This is achieved through capacity (one year or
more ahead), energy (hours to one day ahead), and ancillary markets (reserve and quick
response), which provide grid reliability. In a deregulated market, generators operate
separately from transmission and generation to facilitate competition and maintain lower
electricity prices. In a regulated market, utilities may control generation, transmission,
and distribution, and often act like monopolies due this structure. They pass on their costs
directly to the end user through rate charges that are approved by a state’s public utilities
commission.
Electricity markets all function differently and are governed by regulatory bodies,
such as the New York Independent System Operator (ISO), which are responsible for
matching the capacity available with the actual electricity consumer demand or load
demand. For example, in the NY ISO deregulated market, Power Suppliers/Generators
(Gen) offer to sell their energy, and Load Serving Entities (LSE) make bids on these
offers. Gens are the facilities supplying energy, while LSEs are the entities that
provide/sell the energy to customers (New York Independent System Operator [NY
ISO]). The NY ISO oversees these purchases and then determines the Locational Based
Marginal Pricing (LBMP), as in the figure below. The NY ISO utilizes “a methodology
where the price of energy at each location in the NYS Transmission System is equivalent
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to the cost to supply the next increment of load at that location,” taking both the Gen
offer prices and the actual transmission system into consideration (NY ISO). This will
include the effects of losses and potential congestion.

Figure 5.1: Process to determine the Locational Based Marginal Pricing (NY ISO)

The overall process of determining the LBMP or marginal pricing is as follows:
1. “Determine the least costly way of producing electric energy to meet the load.
2. The price of producing an additional MW in a specific location in the grid is
called the Locational Based Marginal Price (LBMP).
3. The LBMP will be the same at all buses when (NY ISO):


Transmission limits are not reached.



Transmission limits are not exceeded.



Losses are zero.”

As part of determining the “least costly way of producing electric energy to meet the
load,” a merit order has been established (NY ISO). This helps determine the order in
which Gen purchases are made by the LSE based on the variable operating costs for
energy generating technologies. Table 5.1 provides an example of some variable
operating costs for several technologies arranged in the order in which they may be
deployed in a deregulated market. The production costs include O&M and fuel costs and
are also shown in the table. This means that if wind energy is available it would all be
purchased; then the nuclear, coal, natural gas, and finally petroleum energies would be
used. In reality, there may be additional consideration for intermittent renewable
production.
Table 5.1: Variable Operating Costs and Production Costs in the Merit Order for Various
Technologies

Technology

Variable Operating Costs
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Production Costs

Wind

$0/MWh

$10/MWh (IRENA, 2012a)

Nuclear

$7.5/MWh

$24/MWh (NEI, 2012)

Coal

$25.5/MWh

$32.7/MWh (NEI, 2012)

Natural Gas

$29.3/MWh

$34/MWh (NEI, 2012)

Petroleum

$203.7/MWh

$224.8/MWh (NEI, 2012)

5.3 Renewable Energy Challenges to Electricity Markets and Grid
Stability
Renewable energies cause grid instabilities when their share of the market becomes
large due to daily fluctuations in wind and sun availability. Once the market share of
intermittent wind or solar is greater than 10%, other consistent energy production
methods see a large reduction in revenue. For those systems that cannot follow hourly
load demands, such as nuclear and coal, the revenue or price of electricity becomes zero
or even negative (see Figure 5.2). Unless something is done to strengthen the ability of
nuclear plants to respond, utility companies may deem them unprofitable and choose to
shorten their lifetime or to operate them at reduced power output. Exelon, for example,
may choose to reduce output in the future in its Illinois plants if negative revenue periods
are expected to occur in regions where renewables now share a large portion of the
electricity generation grid (Daniels, 2013).

Figure 5.2: Price of electricity at low and high demand (Forsberg & Schneider, 2014)
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5.4 Nuclear Hybrid Energy Systems
A possible solution for this problem is nuclear hybrid energy systems, in which
nuclear heat and/or electricity is stored during periods of low revenue due to high
wind/solar output and then used during higher revenue periods. This type of system may
also be paired with cogeneration processes, such as hydrogen production, desalination,
etc. In practice this system would eliminate the periods of low or negative revenue. It
would also help slow-to-respond base load systems better match the demand load, which
naturally fluctuates on an hourly, daily, and seasonal basis. For example, a nuclear plant
could operate at some average power level, store excess energy when demand is lower,
and use that energy later to meet peak demand.
Figure 5.3 illustrates a complex example of a nuclear hybrid energy system with
storage, in which thermal energy is produced from the nuclear reactor steam (Ruth et al.,
2014). The steam/heat may either be converted to electricity for the grid or it may be
stored by some means. Depending on the temperature required for a particular outside
process, the stored heat may be used as is or amplified via temperature boosting to
support low, intermediate, and high temperature processes. The type of reactor used will
dictate the possible heat output and whether heat boosting is necessary. From storage, the
heat may also be converted into electricity and sent back to the grid. This occurs when
wind energy production is low or when peak demand must be met.
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of a possible nuclear hybrid energy storage system (Ruth et al., 2014)

5.4.1

Storage Integration

The development of energy storage systems is absolutely critical for increasing the
contribution of renewable energy sources that experience significant variations in the
generation capacity in hourly and seasonal time-scales. Table 5.2 shows several distinct
types of energy storage. The quality of energy varies amongst the storage types and is
high in electrical, mechanical, and chemical storage systems, because direct conversion is
possible from one form to the other. Thermal energy has a lower quality of energy due to
the additional conversion process required. To establish an efficient and effective energy
storage application, the following criteria may be considered:
1. High energy density for physically compact storage
2. Versatility of application in adaptability and resilience to energy demands
3. Rapid charging rate after discharging for fast response to energy needs
4. Negligible or limited energy losses/leakage
5. Environmentally friendly and safe in application
6. Cost-effectiveness
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7. System compatibility as a whole.
Table 5.2: Types of energy storage

Mechanical
Pumped Hydro
Compressed
Air

Electrochemical
Lead Acid
Batteries
Flow Batteries

Thermal
Phase Change
Materials
Molten Salt

Electric
Capacitor
Superconducting
Magnet

Packed Bed
Ionic Liquids
Steam Accumulators
Many different types of storage facilities may be used to store heat or electricity from
batteries up to pumped hydro. Each facility has limitations in the amount of energy that
may be stored, the discharge times, and the associated capital costs. Figure 5.4 illustrates
the purpose for each storage system type, including power quality, grid support, and bulk
power management (Akhhil et al., 2013). For SMR NHES applications, the storage
systems for grid support and bulk power management would seem more useful. A
lead-acid battery, for example, would provide up to 10 MW of storage with the ability to
discharge the energy in minutes, making it useful in responding to a sudden increase in
demand load. On the other hand, if winds were very strong over a day due to storms, it
may be more useful to store the electricity in Compressed Air Storage (CAES) if there is
a lot of nuclear energy to store, or in a NaS battery if there is less than 10 MW to store.
Both of these would allow for discharge times of several hours, allowing the heat to be
stored until the wind passes and it is needed.
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Figure 5.4: Types of HES and relative discharge times and power ratings (Akhhil et al., 2013)

Pumped hydro is an effective and well-established method of energy storage.
Although the discharge time in hours is flexible, typically it is not effective unless more
than 8 to 10 hour discharge times are used. This is due to the high costs associated with
large reservoirs, dams, and the required engineering work to support them (Akhhil et al.,
2013). Pumped hydro is not likely to be used unless significant amounts of energy are
stored, as it may store energy up to 1 GW. Hydro also requires large bodies of water,
which may be limited. A primary advantage of some SMR designs is limited use of
water, which facilitates siting in dry areas.
Compressed air energy storage systems also require large costs for caverns or storage
reservoirs, particularly if they are placed above ground (Akhhil et al., 2013).
Furthermore, they are better suited to storing large amounts of energy greater than 100
MW and require hours for discharge. Other mechanisms, such as flywheels and batteries
have much greater flexibility in their deployment and may be better suited to following
rapid fluctuations in demand load.
For thermal energy storage alone, there are three general mechanisms: sensible heat
storage in which a medium-like molten salt or rocks is heated or cooled, latent heat
storage in which phase changes are undergone in phase change materials, and
thermo-chemical storage in which energy is stored in chemical reactions (EPA Combined
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Heat and Power Partnership [EPA CHPP], 2014). Each type of energy storage has
different applications to which they are most effective. Sensible heat storage is generally
applied on a large scale and is often used to heat water. Its major limitation is the specific
heat of the medium used. Latent heat storage relies on specific material phase changes,
and as a result, may be used to automatically discharge at a given temperature—for
industrial process heat. Thermo-chemical storage systems may have very high storage
capacities and offer a variety of applications. Both latent heat and thermo-chemical
storage systems are still in the research and development phases, whereas sensible heat
storage is commercially available. It is important to note that capital costs for these
systems will also play a significant role in determining which system is best, and that the
specific site for a project will often dictate project feasibility.
5.4.2

Industrial Process Heat Applications

Small modular reactors are being designed with the same goals as traditional nuclear
plants—reliable energy production that is environmentally responsible. The primary
differences include reduced investment risks due to the lower up-front capital
requirements and shortened construction time, operation closer to needs of industrial
process facilities, and modular design and construction. The modular nature of SMRs
may allow them to be mass manufactured and assembled onsite with significantly shorter
schedules and reduced financial risks relative to traditional gigawatt scale nuclear power
plants. Furthermore, SMR designs provide more flexible deployment options, allowing
each unit to be sited as energy demands dictate additions. NREI could also satisfy various
energy needs (electrical and thermal) while providing system reliability, robustness, and
resilience. Resilience is defined as the ability to prepare and successfully adapt to adverse
events (Roege et al., 2014). NREI would display the benefits inherent in nuclear energy,
and more specifically SMRs, with the following additional advantages:
Reliable Energy Supply: NREI may be utilized to ensure reliable supply, as integrated
renewable energy sources have variable/fluctuating power generation characteristics.
Thermal Energy Use: NREI can support the production of synthetic transportation
fuels by utilizing thermal energy from the plant.
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Flexible Operations: NREI has the inherent feature (because of the design) to follow
and respond accordingly to changes in load demand or renewable availability while
maintaining steady-state reactor operation.
Economic Optimization: NREI can redirect energy production to the more
economically lucrative output (electricity production or industrial application) as the
value of those products varies with time.
Excess energy, produced either during times of low demand or high renewable
availability, could be diverted to alternate output streams for potential industrial or
chemical applications (Sabharwall & Kim, 2011; Bragg-Sitton, Sabharwall, & Boardman,
2014c). The potential process heat applications are shown in Figure 5.5, along with the
typical process temperatures (IAEA, 2012a; Konefal, 2008). Many applications require
temperatures much higher than the reactor outlet temperatures (ROT) from LWRs. These
processes may still be fitted with LWRs with the addition of temperature boosting
through electric heating or other mechanisms to raise the temperature to the required
value.

Figure 5.5: Several industrial process heat applications with operational temperature ranges
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5.4.3

Impact of NHES Incorporation in Electricity Markets

Many financial studies have been performed to assess the market benefits of using an
NHES system as opposed to a typical base-load system for a particular region. Studies of
the ERCOT grid in Texas have demonstrated how coupling the already existing
generation plants with storage systems to better follow the demand could drastically
improve revenues and help combat the high intermittent energy generation periods which
result in low or negative revenues (Tipps, Schneider, van der Hoeven, & Forsberg,
2014a). In the ERCOT grid, electricity prices are set through competition, as it is a
deregulated market. Thus, natural gas fuel prices or wind during peak wind periods will
typically drive the electricity prices. Houston, with essentially all power from coal and
natural gas, demonstrated prices most heavily affected by natural gas, whereas West
Texas with most of its power from wind, coal, and natural gas, saw the effects of both
natural gas and wind (Tipps et al., 2014a). It is due to the wind energy in West Texas that
the region could see revenue increases of over 40% with the addition of storage, whereas
Houston could only see increases of less than 20% (Tipps et al., 2014a).
Further study into the ERCOT grid demonstrated the tremendous effects that a typical
high wind generation could have (Tipps, Schneider, van der Hoeven, & Forsberg, 2014b).
Typically prices for electricity would be set by natural gas or even coal, but with enough
wind generation, wind energy will set the prices. Since wind energy has no fuel costs,
electricity prices drop significantly, and base-load electricity such as nuclear energy
cannot compete (Tipps et al., 2014b).

5.5 NHES Case Study #1
New York State is used for this case study, as it is controlled by the New York ISO and
the demand follows a predictable daily and seasonal pattern. The demand follows a bell
curve with two peaks during the winter and one larger peak during the summer, as shown
in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Daily power demand pattern based on season (Cordaro, 2008)

In New York, the base-load power generation is produced by hydropower, nuclear
energy, coal, and petroleum. The intermediate and peaking demands are met by natural
gas and non-hydro renewables. Non-hydro renewables account for a small percentage of
the state, so natural gas provides a large total percentage of electricity. It is this reliance
on natural gas in the New England region that causes the electricity prices to follow the
cost of natural gas, as demonstrated in Figure 5.7. In 2010, 45% of the electricity
generated in New England was generated from natural gas (Anjum, 2013).

Figure 5.7: Correlation between natural gas and electricity prices in New England (Anjum, 2013)

The NY ISO divides the state into regions. For this case study, Region C in central
New York will be analyzed, as it has both nuclear power and wind already established.
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This would make the region more likely to incorporate NHES in the future. The NY ISO
regions are shown in Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8: Controlled Load Zones (NY ISO, 2014a)

In Region C, base-load power during the summer is provided by coal (379.5 MWe)
and nuclear (2760 MWe), while wind power provides part of the intermediate load (418.9
MWe) (NY ISO, 2013). The total summer capacity is 6,560.5 MWe (NY ISO, 2013). The
base-load capacity in this region is nearly 50% of the total capacity. Although this
electricity is generated in this region, much of it is used elsewhere. Figure 5.9 shows the
demand load for June 25–26 with clear bell curves. The max electricity demand over
these days is approximately 2350 MWe, while the minimum values are approximately
1500 MWe. The marginal cost of electricity is also tracked by the NY ISO and is shown
in Figure 5.10 for the same time period. It is clear that the cost of electricity is
significantly higher during the peak regions from approximately 11:00 am to 4:00 pm on
both June 25 and 26.
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Figure 5.9: Typical Summer Load in Region C (6/25 6/26): dashed is predicted, regular line is actual
(NY ISO, 2014b)

Figure 5.10: Typical Marginal Cost of Electricity in Region C (6/25 6/26) (NY ISO, 2014b)

Three cases were performed, utilizing the New York West Central load and wholesale
electricity prices for one year, in order to assess the competitiveness of a
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SMR-wind-natural gas hybrid energy system. The operational costs for the three cases
were estimated.
1. Base Case: Electricity generation with no storage and constant wind power at an
availability of 30%.
2. Storage Case: Electricity generation with excess nuclear energy stored in
compressed air energy storage (CAES) or pumped hydro storage (600 MWe
maximum storage). All wind energy available is directed to the electricity grid;
nuclear energy is then used to meet the demand, and any excess is stored; natural
gas is used to meet demand beyond the wind and nuclear capacities.
3. Hydrogen Production Case: Electricity generation coupled with hydrogen
production, designed such that 10% of the total revenue is from hydrogen
production. No storage is present in this case.
An approximation of the base, intermediate, and peak loads for the summer were
made and are displayed in Figure 5.11 for one month’s load. For the purposes of this
economic study, the base load is approximated as 1600 MW, while the intermediate load
is up to an additional 600 MWe, and the peak load is anything above 2200 MW.

Figure 5.11: June 2014 summer load

The New York West Central region already has electricity generation capacity from
both wind and nuclear energy. The maximum nuclear capacity is 2760 MWe, coal
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capacity is 379.5 MWe, and the wind capacity is 418.9 MWe (NY ISO, 2013). It is
assumed that 1639.5 MWe of nuclear capacity and 418.9 MWe wind capacity remain in
the area as the base-load and a portion of the intermediate demand. Natural gas/and or
storage will meet the remaining intermediate and peak demands required.
The wind energy has 30% efficiency resulting in a typical production of 125 MWe.
When the demand is below 1600 MWe, the nuclear energy is stored in CAES or pumped
hydro storage, which must be able to accommodate up to 600 MWe. CAES and pumped
hydro were chosen in this economic study, as they are available commercially and may
be used to store large amounts of energy greater than 100 MWe. Furthermore, they are
well suited with hourly discharge times to help meet the natural daily usage fluctuations.
In the United States, one CAES 110-MWe energy storage system has been built with a
cost of $410/kW (Succar & Williams, 2007). A new isothermal CAES design by
Sustainex claims to have a production cost of approximately $25/MWh, which is used in
this model (Brody, 2012). A pumped hydro production cost of $11/MWh is used as it
falls within the range suggested for costs in North America (IRENA, 2012b). Production
costs are the total operational costs for a system, including fuel and O&M where
applicable. Table 5.2 displays a summary of the inputs.
Table 5.3: Summary of inputs

Time Frame
Electricity Wholesale Price
Nuclear Capacity
Wind Capacity
Natural Gas Capacity
Storage Capacity
Wind Efficiency
CAES Efficiency
Pumped Hydro Efficiency
Nuclear Production Cost
Natural Gas Production Cost
Wind Production Cost
Nuclear Fuel Cost
Natural Gas Fuel Cost
Wind Fuel Cost
CAES Production Costs
Pumped Hydro Production Cost

7/1/2013 – 6/30/2014
NY ISO Hourly Locational Based Marginal
Pricing
1639.5 MWe (NY ISO, 2013)
418.9 MWe (NY ISO, 2013)
775 MWe
600 MWe
30% (IRENA, 2012a)
70% (IRENA, 2012c)
90% (IRENA, 2012b)
$27.10/MWh
$34/MWh (NEI, 2012)
$10/MWh (IRENA, 2012a)
$7.5/MWh (NEI, 2013b)
$29.3/MWh (NEI, 2013b)
$0/MWh
$0.57/MWh (IRENA, 2012c)
$11/MWh (IRENA, 2012b)
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$1.74/kg˟ (Dillich, Ramsden, & Melaina, 2012)
32.9 kWh/kg* (Hydrogen Energy Systems LLC,
2014)
Hydrogen Efficiency
70% (Department of Energy [DOE], 2004)
Hydrogen Sale Price
$8/kg ($4-$12/kg) (Blencoe, 2009)
*
For atmospheric electrolysis. Conversion factor for compressed electrolysis is 60
Hydrogen Production Cost
Hydrogen Conversion

kWh/kg.
˟These costs do not include hydrogen storage or distribution.

5.6 NHES Case Study #2
Nuclear hybrid energy systems (NHES) offer many of the environmental advantages
inherent in renewable and nuclear energy systems, while providing the potential for more
economical operation and heat supply for industrial process heat applications. This case
study compares the economics of a nuclear power plant, nuclear and wind combined
facility, and a nuclear-wind-hydrogen production facility to demonstrate how balancing
these three entities may create economically advantageous conditions. This analysis takes
the market type into account, also comparing the results for both regulated and
deregulated markets. The net present value, levelized cost of electricity, and payback
periods were all determined for the three scenarios as the primary methods of
comparison.
In the first case, a 750 MWth (300 MWe) nuclear power plant utilizing a 40%
efficient supercritical Rankine power cycle and 90% capacity factor is considered. For
comparison, both 20 year and 60 year lifetimes were analyzed for both regulated and
deregulated markets. The second case analyzed incorporates an additional 60 MWe of
wind generation to the 300 MWe nuclear capacity. The marginal costs consist primarily
of fuel costs, which are incorporated in the O&M costs. As a result, the marginal costs
are considered negligible and not separately included. Hydrogen production through high
temperature steam electrolysis (HTSE) is added to the generation mix in the third case,
such that 20% of the nuclear capacity is directed to hydrogen production, while the
remaining 80% capacity and 100% wind capacity are utilized for electricity production.
Table 5.4 displays the assumed capital cost and variable and fixed operation and
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maintenance (O&M) costs for both wind and nuclear generation. Table 5.5 provides a
summary of the generation mix for the three cases.
Table 5.4: Nuclear and Wind Power Capital and O&M Costs

Capital Costs

Nuclear: $4,637/kW* (Du & Parsons, 2009; Shropshire et al., 2007)
Wind: $2,155/kW* (Tegan et al., 2012)
HTSE: $81,711,984 per kg/sec H2 * (Bragg-Sitton, Boardman,
Cherry, Deaso, & McKeller, 2014d)

Variable O&M

Nuclear: $0.486/MWh*

Fixed O&M

Nuclear: $19,500,000 annual (Rothwell & Ganda, 2014)
Wind: $34/kW annual (Tegan et al., 2012)

Direct Costs

$6,561,591 per kg/sec H2 * (Bragg-Sitton et al., 2014d)

Indirect Costs

$3,280,795 per kg/sec H2 * (Bragg-Sitton et al., 2014d)

* Costs were adjusted for inflation from $ 2009 to $ 2014 (Bureau of Labor Statistics
[BLS], 2015).
Table 5.5: Summary of cases

Case A

Case B

Case C

Nuclear Generation

300 MWe

300 MWe

240 MWe

Wind Generation

-

60 MWe

60 MWe

Hydrogen Generation

-

-

150 MWth
39,939,210 kg*

*Value determined from 0.0329 MWh/kg thermal to hydrogen conversion factor
(Hydrogen Energy Systems LLC, 2014)
The PJM deregulated and the Mid-C regulated market hubs were used to determine
reasonable wholesale electricity prices. The annual weighted average electricity prices for
2001-2013 were obtained from the Energy Information Administration (EIA) database
and then averaged to determine one rate for each market (EIA, 2015). These averaged
values are shown in Table 5.6, along with the values used for the depreciation, corporate
tax, inflation, and discount rates. The discount rate represents the interest rate at which
the present value of future dollars may be determined, and is significant in assessing
investment feasibility through net present value (NPV). In this report, the nominal
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discount rate of 10% is used, as it is considered conservative and incorporates the
inflation rate. With specific knowledge of an investor’s debt and equity, it is possible to
determine a more accurate discount rate through the weighted average cost of capital
(Boldon & Sabharwall, 2014). According to the Economic Modeling Working Group for
Generation IV reactors, nuclear nominal discount rates typically fall between 5% and
10% (EMWG, 2006).
There are many distinct methods of determining the appropriate depreciation rate in
order to determine what income is taxable. The Modified Accelerated Cost-Recovery
System (MACRS) allows for flexible cost recovery periods dependent on the type of
property being depreciated. Furthermore, MARCS completely depreciates the property,
meaning there is no salvage value upon termination of operations. According to the
Internal Revenue Service’s General Depreciation System for real/commercial property,
the required recovery period is 15 years for electric transmission property that begins
service after April 11, 2005 (Internal Revenue Service [IRS], 2015). This does not apply
to a facility with 20 and 60 year service lifetimes. As a result, the straight-line method
with a flat depreciation rate was utilized with no salvage value, and may be determined
from Eq. 5.1, where N represents the lifetime of the facility in years and S represents the
salvage value expressed as a percent.
(5.1)
Table 5.6: Relevant Economic Data

PJM Average Wholesale Electricity Price

$54.38/MWh (EIA, 2015)

Mid-C Average Wholesale Electricity $42.42/MWh (EIA, 2015)
Price
Nominal Discount Rate

10% (EMWG, 2006)

Inflation Rate

3% (BLS, 2015)

Depreciation Rate

5% (for 20 years) and 2% (for 60 years)

Corporate Tax Rate

37% (Tax Foundation, 2011)
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6. Results and Discussion1
6.1 Exergy and Exergoeconomic Case Study
The Engineering Equation Solver (EES) was used to solve for thermodynamic
properties and the system of equations derived for both the exergy and exergoeconomic
analyses. Appendix G contains the EES code used in the runs. The temperature, pressure,
and enthalpy for the Brayton cycle at various states are shown in Table 6.1. The energy
and exergy calculated for each flow in run 1 is shown in Table 6.2. The unit exergetic and
unit exergoeconomic costs for all four runs are also shown in this table. The major
components of the Brayton cycle display the most significant differences in the exergetic
and exergoeconomic costs. It should be noted that the unit exergetic costs may be the
same for flows with very different exergy content, as the unit value is per MW, rather
than incorporating the particular exergy present. From Table 6.2, it is clear that the unit
Portions of this chapter previously appeared as:
Boldon, L. & Sabharwall, P. (2014). Small Modular Reactor: First-of-a-Kind (FOAK) and Nth-of-aKind (NOAK) Economic Analysis (INL/EXT-14-32616). Idaho Falls, ID: Idaho National Laboratory.
Boldon, L., Sabharwall, P., & Schneider, E. (2015). Study of the Parameters that Influence Small
Modular Reactor Investment Costs. Transactions of the American Nuclear Society 2015. San Antonio,
TX: American Nuclear Society.
Boldon, L., Sabharwall, P., Rabiti, C., Bragg-Sitton, S., & Liu, L. (2015). Thermoeconomic Analysis
for Nuclear-Renewable Hybrid Energy System with Hydrogen Production. Transactions of the
American Nuclear Society 2015. San Antonio, TX: American Nuclear Society.
Boldon, L., Sabharwall, P., & Liu, L. (2015). Exergy Analysis for Small Modular Reactor Hybrid
Energy System. Proceedings of the ASME Power and Energy Conference (PowerEnergy2015). San
Diego, CA: American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
Boldon, L., Sabharwall, P., & Painter, C. (2015). An Overview of Small Modular Reactors: Status of
Global Development, Potential Design Advantages, and Methods for Economic Assessment.
International Journal of Energy, Environment, and Economics, 22(5), 437-459.
Sabharwall, P., Bragg-Sitton, S., Boldon, L., & Blumsack, S. (2015). Nuclear Renewable Energy
Integration: An Economic Case Study. Journal of Electricity, 28(8), 85-95.
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Boldon, L., Sabharwall, P., Rabiti, C., Bragg-Sitton, S., & Liu, L. (2015). Sustainability Development
Platform for Nuclear-Renewable Energy Integration: Environmental Impacts, Economics, and Sociopolitical Implications. International Journal of Energy, Environment, and Economics, 23(1).
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exergetic cost for mechanical and electrical work increases with increasing reactor outlet
temperature (run 1 vs. run 4), while the unit exergoeconomic cost decreases.
Furthermore, a reduction in the assumed isentropic efficiency per runs 2 and 3
demonstrate a decrease in both the unit exergetic and unit exergoeconomic factors when
compared to run 1.
Table 6.1: Thermodynamic Properties of NHES Brayton Cycle

Run

1

2

3

4

State

Temperature

Pressure

1
2s
2a
3
4s
4a
1
2s
2a
3
4s
4a
1
2s
2a
3
4s
4a
1
2s
2a
3
4s
4a

305.93 K
447.45 K
470.75 K
1123.15 K
780.35 K
818.25 K
305.93 K
447.45 K
474.75 K
1103.15 K
766.45 K
810.45 K
305.93 K
447.45 K
478.85 K
1103.15 K
766.45 K
817.25 K
305.93 K
447.45 K
474.75 K
1143.15 K
794.25 K
839.85 K

1931 kPa
4999 kPa
4999 kPa
4799 kPa
1931 kPa
1931 kPa
1931 kPa
4999 kPa
4999 kPa
4799 kPa
1931 kPa
1931 kPa
1931 kPa
4999 kPa
4999 kPa
4799 kPa
1931 kPa
1931 kPa
1931 kPa
4999 kPa
4999 kPa
4799 kPa
1931 kPa
1931 kPa
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Enthalpy
(kJ/kg)
46.62
790.6
911.8
4297
2510
2706
46.62
790.6
932.4
4193
2438
2666
46.62
790.6
954
4193
2438
2701
46.62
790.6
932.4
4401
2582
2818
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Table 6.2: Unit exergetic and unit exergoeconomic costs for four runs

Table 6.3 displays the energy and exergy of both resources and products, ultimately
providing the relevant information to calculate the resource consumption, irreversibilities,
and energy (1st law) and exergy (2nd law) efficiencies with Eq. 23-26. Coupling this
information with the unit exergoeconomic cost and installation and operation cost rate
further allows for the determination of component exergoeconomic factors per Eq. 3.29.
These results shown in Table 6.2 represent the effects observed by changing the reactor
outlet temperature and turbine and compressor isentropic efficiencies of the following
subsystems: HTSE, SMR, and turbine. The resource and product energies and exergies
were determined utilizing the resource and product flow definitions outlined in Table 3.2
for each component. The irreversibilities were then determined by subtracting the
resource exergy from the product exergy. Similarly, the first and second law efficiencies
were calculated from ratios of the product to resource energy or exergy, respectively.
A large difference between the 1st and 2nd law efficiencies is observed for both the
HTSE and SMR subsystems. This is precisely why analyzing both these efficiencies is
significant. The HTSE 1st law efficiency of 97% implies there are minimal losses; the 2nd
law efficiency of 83% tells a different story and implies that potential improvements
could be made to improve exergy conservation. To summarize this, minimal energy is
lost, but a larger portion of the losses contains exergy, which is wasted. The SRM, on the
other hand, demonstrates the reverse effect. From the 1st law efficiency of 82%, it would
appear that improvements could be made which would result in enhanced performance;
however, the second law efficiency of 93% demonstrates a high level of exergy
conservation or minimal exergy destruction losses. In general, a lower 2nd law efficiency
offers more room for improvement within a particular system, as methods to conserve
more exergy may be introduced.
The exergoeconomic factor for the SMR and turbine may be influenced by the
changes in the four runs. These two components were analyzed, as they represent a large
share of the overall costs and as a result are more responsive to economic changes within
the plant, such as reactor outlet temperature or isentropic efficiency design and
operational conditions. The SMR exergoeconomic factor was the highest of all
subsystems and is likely due to the high second law efficiency or low level of
irreversibilities. The high factor implies that the SMR would be responsive to changes in
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costs. Since design changes for a reactor may be difficult, this report assumes that the
reactor outlet temperature is the only variable which may be altered. Comparing the
results obtained in Runs 1 and 4, where the outlet temperature is increased in Run 4,
shows an increased 2nd law efficiency as expected. A slightly reduced exergoeconomic
factor is observed in Run 4. An increase would be expected, however the turbine and
compressor efficiency reduction has a greater effect than the reactor outlet temperature
change. A decrease in temperature and turbine and compressor isentropic efficiencies in
Runs 2 and 3 results in a substantial decrease in both SMR and turbine exergoeconomic
factors. The reactor outlet temperature and turbine and compressor efficiencies are
interrelated. For these particular runs, there is a required output to the grid and energy
storage makes up what is necessary based on the turbine and reactor outputs and
efficiencies.
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Table 6.3: Subsystem Resource and Product Energy and Exergy (MW), Irreversibilities (MW), Efficiencies, and Exergoeconomic Factor

6.2 SMR Case Study
The economic model presented attempts to portray the cost reductions that occur as an
SMR technology progresses to maturity (i.e., from FOAK to NOAK costs). Figure 6.1
demonstrates the specific capital costs relative to the 1260 MWe reactor costs for both
FOAK and NOAK SMRs based upon the rated power.

Figure 6.1: Relative specific capital costs FOAK and NOAK

Table 6.4 provides a summary of the calculations and resulting capital costs for
FOAK and NOAK SMRs, demonstrating how the capital cost may be greatly reduced via
the factors previously described. The costs may be further reduced by sharing of
components, systems, and facilities between twin and multi-module plant configurations.
The ranges provided represent the learning ranges associated with plant configuration.
Low FOAK or NOAK costs represent the least reduction in plant configuration learning,
while high costs represent the maximum reduction due to plant configuration learning.
Overall, with a 4.5% technological learning rate, the transition from FOAK to NOAK
represents more than a 30% reduction in TCIC. A major component in these reductions is
the perceived risk involved with new technologies. As a result, FOAK SMRs may have
additional contingency costs of up to 55% (NEA/OECD, 2011). Appendix H contains the
Excel outputs.
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Table 6.4: FOAK and NOAK TCIC
180 MWe Units

FOAK*

NOAK

Co-Siting Factor

0.71

—

Modular Design Factor

0.77

—

Learning Rate up to NOAK
Specific Capital Costs ($/kWe)
(No IDC)
Single Unit
Multi-Module

—

4.50%

Low
$7,653
$4,829

Middle
$8,973
$5,039

High
$10,293
$5,252

Low
$5,079
$3,668

Middle
$5,955
$4,490

High
$6,831
$5,371

TCIC ($ millions)
Single Unit
Multi-Module Unit

Low
$1,378
$869

Middle
$1,615
$907

High
$1,853
$945

Low
$914
$660

Middle
$1,072
$808

High
$1,230
$967

*DD&E costs were divided over all units up to but not including the first NOAK unit.

A major advantage to constructing multiple SMRs on a site rather than one large
reactor is that the capital for all units is not required upfront. A strategic plan in which
each additional unit is phased in while the others are already operating reduces the
upfront capital required. Table 6.5 shows three different SMR construction scenarios to
compare the effects on NPV, IRR, and annual cash flows. It should be noted that for all
calculations, the large reactor construction was assumed to take 6 years, while the SMR
construction was assumed to take 3 years. Additionally, the TCIC costs were divided
over the construction period. DD&E costs were divided over all FOAK units. Figure 6.2
shows the cumulative cash flows for seven 180 MWe units following the deployments in
Table 6.5. The middle values from Table 6.4 were used for the TCIC.
Table 6.5: Example SMR construction deployment schedules

Year
LR
Deployment 1
0 yrs. between units

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

…..
Deployment 2
1 yr. between units
…..
Deployment 3
2 yrs. between units
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Figure 6.2: Cumulative cash flows for a seven unit 180 MWe multi-module NOAK plant with the
deployment schedules shown in Table 7 and a 1260 MWe LR

The reported WACC for this SMR study was calculated as 10%, with a 50–50% split
between debt and equity, a corporate tax rate of 35%, a 10% interest rate or cost of debt,
and a 10% cost of equity (Putnum Investments, 2014). Table 6.6 displays the NPV, IRR,
and LCOE for each SMR deployment and for the 1260 MWe reactor. The real discount
rate of 7.32%, calculated from Equation 4.16, was used for the NPV calculations. The
IRR depends on the electricity price assumed. For a project to be economically viable for
a firm, the IRR must be greater than the WACC. To accommodate this requirement, the
electricity cost was altered until this became true.
Table 6.6: NPV, payback, and LCOE for a seven unit 180 MWe multi-module NOAK plant with the
electricity price required to meet the minimum 10% IRR
NPV ($ Millions)

Assumed Electricity Price

LCOE

Payback

SMR
Deployment 1

$1,796-$2,874

11 ¢/kWh

$67-$84 /MWh

18 years

SMR
Deployment 2

$1,585-$2,587

11 ¢/kWh

$66-$83/MWh

16 years

SMR
Deployment 3

$1,303-$2,184

11 ¢/kWh

$67-$84/MWh

16 years

LR 1260 MWe

$1,976

11 ¢/kWh

$89/MWh

14 years
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The IRRs of the SMRs and the LR should be similar if the total electricity generation
is comparable (Carelli, 2008). In this case, the IRRs were all set to the same value by
changing the electricity prices. The LCOE values were also very similar for the SMRs
and LRs. The primary differences occurred in the NPV and payback periods. The cost of
equity and debt greatly affect the LCOE and NPV of a nuclear project. As the share of
debt increases, the cost of equity also increases, and the rate of the increase is related to
the cost of debt or interest rate. Figure 6.3 demonstrates this relationship.

Figure 6.3: Cost of equity at different debt shares

The LCOE and NPV are sensitive to changes in market factors, such as equity and
debt shares and interest rates. Figure 6.4 shows the LCOE at different debt and equity
shares at two different cost of equity values—10% and 15%. Figure 6.5 shows the
sensitivity of NPV to these factors. The IRR, on the other hand, is sensitive to changes in
electricity prices, as illustrated in Figure 6.6. Figures 6.4-6.6 represent LCOE, IRR, or
NPV values for the SMR Deployment 1 with an assumed electricity price of 11 ¢/kWh.
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Figure 6.4: LCOE sensitivity to debt and equity shares, cost of equity, and cost of debt

Figure 6.5: NPV sensitivity to debt and equity shares, cost of equity, and cost of debt
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Figure 6.6: IRR sensitivity to electricity price

The NPV and LCOE are all heavily impacted by any changes to the debt-equity
structure of an investment. Similarly, any construction delays or cost overruns may
significantly increase the interest paid on a construction loan and, as a result, impact the
NPV and LCOE. Figure 6.7 displays the cumulative cash flows for the first 30 years,
where the cost of debt is varied. The cost of equity is held steady in Figure 6.7 to
demonstrate how increasing the cost of debt lengthens the payback period of the
investment, decreases the overall NPV, and increases the LCOE, as shown by the values
in Table 6.7.
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Figure 6.7: Cumulative cash flows for SMR site with seven 180-MWe modules constructed one after
the other at a cost of equity of 10% and varying cost of debt
Table 6.7: Mid-range values for NPV and LCOE resulting from changes in the interest rate or cost of
debt

Cost of Debt

Cost of Equity

NPV ($ million)

LCOE ($/MWh)

$5,445

$64/MWh

$1,941

$81/MWh

$1,179

$98/MWh

5%
10%

10%

12%

Figure 6.8 displays the LCOE for the same SMR site and large reactor site as a
function of construction delays. The figure includes a base case with no delay in addition
to delays of 1 year, 2 years, and 3 years.
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Figure 6.8: LCOE for SMR site with seven 180-MWe modules and large reactor site with no
construction delay and delays of 1 year, 2 years, and 3 years

Figure 6.9 displays the percent change in relation to the base value (no delay) as
construction delays are increased. Table 6.8 details the NPV and LCOE resulting from
the construction delays for both the SMR and large reactor. It also includes the percent
change in NPV and LCOE resulting with each increase in delay. Figure 6.9 and Table 6.8
demonstrate how the SMR is less responsive to construction delays than the large reactor
(up to 3 years), with the greatest difference shown with the NPV.

Figure 6.9: Percent change in (a) NPV and (b) LCOE for SMR and large reactor sites for
construction delays of 1, 2, and 3 years
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Table 6.8: NPV and LCOE resulting from construction delays and the percent change in NPV and
LCOE for the SMR and large reactor

Delay
0 years
1 year

2 years

3 years

NPV ($ million)

LCOE ($/MWh)

SMR

LR

SMR

LR

$1,941

$1,976

$81/MWh

$89/MWh

$1,809

$1,767

$83/MWh

$91/MWh

(-6.8%)

(-10.6%)

(+2.4%)

(+2.5%)

$1,666

$1,543

$85/MWh

$94/MWh

(-14.2%)

(-21.9%)

(+5.0%)

(+5.2%)

$1,514

$1,303

$87/MWh

$96/MWh

(-22.0%)

(-34.1%)

(+7.8%)

(+8.1%)

6.3 NHES Case Study #1
To analyze the effectiveness of SMRs in a NHES, the overall production costs, revenue,
and profits associated with a SMR-wind-natural gas hybrid energy system with and
without storage of nuclear energy and with hydrogen sales from excess heat. This is an
attempt to demonstrate the potential savings associated with combined heat and power
systems. Table 6.7 displays the production costs (fuel + O&M) for the three cases
resulting from the assumptions shown in Table 6.6. No amortized capital is included in
these results. Wind, with its zero variable operating (fuel) costs is used first; next, nuclear
energy would be deployed, followed by natural gas for this particular system. For energy
technologies like nuclear and natural gas, the variable operating costs which are used to
determine the merit order are essentially the fuel costs shown in Table 6.6. Natural gas
fuel makes up a large percentage of the production costs, and as a result, is used last in
this system. More information on the merit order of energy generating technologies may
be found in Chapter 5. In practice, all the wind and most of the nuclear energy being
produced in this model are used for electricity, while the natural gas is only deployed to
meet additional intermediate or peak demand. The Excel inputs and general methodology
may be seen in Appendix I.
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Table 6.9: Comparison of Production Costs

Production Costs
Base Case: Electric-Only

$27/MWh

Storage Case: CAES

$25/MWh

Storage Case: Pumped Hydro

$25/MWh

Hydrogen Production Case

$28/MWh

From the results in Table 6.9, the storage cases demonstrate lower operating costs
despite having added additional storage devices with their own inherent operating costs;
this is due to the nuclear energy being stored and used to help meet peak demand, rather
than using the more costly natural gas to meet the demand. In the Hydrogen Production
Case, the cost increases with the addition of hydrogen production facilities. It should be
noted that these are merely costs, and the profits must also be analyzed to see the effects
of different systems. The cost and profit shares of the revenue for the base case and
storage case are shown in Figure 6.10, demonstrating that approximately 50% of the
revenue is profit. In the storage case, the additional revenue generated from lower cost
wind and nuclear energy to cover the peak demand from storage improves the overall
costs. The cost share of the revenue is reduced by approximately 3.6%, despite the fact
that storage costs were added. Alternatively, the profit share of the revenue increased by
the same amount.
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Figure 6.10: Profit and cost shares for Base Case and Storage Case with CAES

The revenue and profit shares for the hydrogen production cases are displayed in
Figure 6.11. In this case, the system was designed to generate approximately 10-11% of
the revenue from hydrogen sales. 78% of the hydrogen revenue is profit, while only 50%
of the electric revenue is profit. This demonstrates why recovering the excess heat energy
to produce hydrogen is a valuable enterprise.

Figure 6.11: Profit and revenue shares for Electric Only and Hydrogen Production Case

6.4 NHES Case Study #2
Table 6.10 displays a summary of the results for all three cases analyzed in both regulated
and deregulated markets and with 20-year and 60-year lifetimes considered. With the
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high capital cost of nuclear power at a discount rate of 10%, projects in Case A would not
be pursued as the net present value for all markets and lifetimes is negative. The same is
true with Case B, as the addition of wind is not substantial enough to drastically improve
the costs. It should be noted that a small reduction in the payback period is observed from
the addition of wind to the facility and the NPV is reduced, despite the addition of costs
shown in the LCOE. In Case C, the projects become feasible in all markets and lifetimes,
as is shown by the positive NPV observed. The LCOE is increased even further with the
addition of HTSE system costs, but the resulting additional revenue drastically reduces
the payback period.
In all three cases, the 60 year lifetime results in a reduced LCOE, as the costs are
levelized over a longer period of time. Furthermore, the 60 year lifetime actually
produces a more negative NPV for Cases A and B over the 20 year lifetime, due to the
effects of the lower depreciation rate resulting in higher annual taxes. In Case C, the
additional revenue generated by HTSE actually offsets these depreciation losses resulting
in a much higher NPV. The Mid-C regulated market happens to have a lower wholesale
electricity price, resulting in a longer payback period and lower NPV for all cases.
Table 6.10: Net Present Value, Levelized Cost of Electricity, and Payback Period for 20-year and 60year Nuclear Hybrid Facilities in Both Regulated and Deregulated Markets

20 year lifetime

Case
NPV
A

B

C

LCOE

60 year lifetime

Deregulated

Regulated

Deregulated

Regulated

($592,898,013)

($744,620,862)

($627,619,679)

($805,247,468)

$77.81/MWh

$67.74/MWh

Payback

15 yrs

19 yrs

19 yrs

24 yrs

NPV

($559,473,241)

($744,912,279)

($582,306,140)

($799,406,772)

LCOE

$85.10/MWh

$74.09/MWh

Payback

14 yrs

17 yrs

17 yrs

22 yrs

NPV

$3,421,484

($151,672,984)

$66,324,646

($115,250,428)

LCOE
Payback

$94.63/MWh
9 yrs

$82.82/MWh

10 yrs
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10 yrs

11 years

The cumulative cash flows for all three cases in the PJM deregulated market are
displayed in Figures 6.12 and 6.13 for the 20-year and 60-year lifetimes, respectively.
The levelized cost of electricity for both the 20- and 60-year lifetime are shown in Figure
6.14. The LCOE is independent of the market, as it only reflects the costs.

Figure 6.12: Cumulative Cash Flow for the 20 year lifetime facility in the PJM Deregulated market

Figure 6.13: Cumulative Cash Flow for the 60 year lifetime facility in the PJM Deregulated market
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Figure 6.14: Levelized Cost of Electricity for the 20-year and 60-year lifetimes

6.5 Life Cycle Analysis
To better understand the net environmental impact of nuclear hydrogen production in the
proposed NREI system, one must consider direct and indirect upstream impacts for both
the SMR and HTSE. Figure 6.15 provides the distribution of GWP over the SMR
lifetime, including extraction through decommissioning. Figure 6.15 demonstrates how
the majority of emissions are accrued prior to operations and in decommissioning. In
summary, the SMR emits approximately 51 g CO2-eq/kWh, 2.3 g SOx/kWh, and 0.08 g
NOx/kWh. Koch determined nuclear plant emissions of 2-59 g CO2-eq/kWh and 0.0020.1 g NOx/kWh (Koch 2000). The SMR values fall within these ranges.
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Figure 6.15: Breakdown of SMR Global Warming Potential

The impact associated with the production of solid oxide fuel cells has been evaluated
and reported in literature (Hart, Brandon, & Shemilt, 2000; Karakoussis, Brandon, Beach,
& Van Der Vorst, 2001). The ranges of emissions estimated on the basis of these sources
are 45–250 g CO2, 0.5–1.1 g SO2, and 0.2–2.7 g NOx per kg H2. The largest contributor
to these values is the primary production of iron, nickel, and chromium, which account
for 40% of the global warming impact and 50% of the acidification impact (Karakoussis
et al., 2001). Using higher values from the ranges stated above, the combined
nuclear-HTSE plant emissions are calculated as 700 g CO2, 1.8 g SO2, and 4.3 g NO2 per
kg H2. In this LCA, the HTSE system is assumed to be using both heat and electricity
produced by the SMR, such that the emissions associated with these inputs are already
included. As a result, the HTSE contributions were determined to be 4.04 g CO2-eq, 0.02
g SOx, and 0 g NOx per kWh. In total, the nuclear-HTSE system produces 66.79 g CO2eq/kWh, 2.32 g SOx/kWh, and 0.08 g NOx/kWh. At a production capacity of 200 tons H2
per day, the GWP for nuclear-HTSE would be 789 g CO2-eq per kg H2.
The wind energy contributions have been studied through numerous sources. Since
the NREI site in question may be broken down into nuclear/HTSE and wind, the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory study on wind greenhouse gas emissions were utilized,
such that 86% of GHG emissions occur upstream in raw material and manufacturing, 9%
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occurs during operations, and 5% occurs during the turbine and wind farm
decommissioning (NREL, 2013). This study compiles the results from 49 different
studies, which were selected based upon the capacity factor, operating lifetime, system
boundary, and global warming potentials utilized. In summary, a 12 g CO2-eq/kWh-wind
median value was estimated for a wind farm with 30% availability of land generation
with a 20 year lifetime (NREL, 2013). This results in materials and construction,
operation, and decommissioning emissions of 10.32, 1.08, and 0.6 g CO2-eq/kWh,
respectively.
With a 300 MWth (120 MWe) SMR and 60 MWe wind energy capacity producing
200 tons of hydrogen per day, the total NREI emissions would be 874.25 g CO2-eq, 33.35
g SOx, and 1.17 g NOx per kg H2. Comparatively, hydrogen production from steam
methane reforming generates large amounts of greenhouse gases, with an overall global
warming potential (GWP) of 11,888 g CO2 equivalent per kg of hydrogen produced
(Spath & Mann, 2001). Figure 6.16 displays the differences between GWP for NREI,
steam methane reforming, and several renewable-hydrogen systems (Koroneos,
Dompros, Roumbas, & Moussiopoulos, 2004). The contributions from all three
components of NREI are included.

Figure 6.16: Global Warming Potential of Several Energy Systems Paired with Hydrogen Production
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6.6 Sustainability Efficiency Factor
A metric to quantitatively compare different energy systems was developed and is shown
in Eq. 6.1, where

,

,

,

, and

are the levelized cost of capital

or operation and maintenance ($/sec), cost per emission ($/unit emission), magnitude of
the rate of emissions (unit emission/sec), unit exergoeconomic cost ($/MJ), and the
exergy of irreversibilities (MW), respectively. Irreversibilities refer to unavoidable losses
that occur in a system and are a function of the entropy generated in a process. They are
related to the overall efficiency of individual processes within an energy system and
thereby reflect the environmental component of sustainability. The emissions also result
in environmental impacts and must be included. The economic portion of the
Sustainability Efficiency Factor (SEF) incorporates the costs associated with
development, construction, and operations, and as a result may incorporate monetary
socio-political impacts, such as carbon taxes. Table 6.11 displays the results obtained
using the SEF to compare NREI with steam methane reforming production of hydrogen.
It demonstrates how the proportion of economics in the balance of economics,
environment, and society is about 18.3% higher in the NHES system than the natural gas
system, and is thus 18.3% more sustainable.

(6.1)
Table 6.11: Sustainability Efficiency Factors for Comparison of Nuclear-HTSE and Steam Methane
Reforming Hydrogen Production

Capacity
Lifetime
H2 production rate
*
Variable *
Fixed *

NREI
120 MWe nuclear
60 MWe wind

Natural Gas
180 MWe

60 years
200 tons H2/day
$5,530/kW-nuclear
$676/kW
$2,213/kW-wind
$2.14/MWh nuclear
$10.37/MWh
$0/MWh wind
$93.28/kW-yr
$7.04/kW-yr
$39.55/kW-yr
$0.194/g CO2-eq**
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2,023.89 g CO2-eq/sec
(874.25 g CO2-eq/kg H2)

27,518.52 g CO2-eq/sec
(11,888 g CO2-eq/kg H2)
(Spath & Mann, 2001)

SMR: $0.018/MJ
Combustion: $0.011/MJ
Turbine: $0.477/MJ
Turbine: $0.015/MJ
Heat Exchanger: $0.453/MJ
Air Compressor: $0.019/MJ
Compressor: $2.268/MJ
Heat Recovery Steam
Generator: $0.314/MJ
Generator: $0.015/MJ
Wind: $0/MJ
Air preheater: $0.015/MJ
SMR: 17.7 MW
Combustion: 25.48 MW
***
Turbine: 1.51 MW
Turbine: 3.01 MW
Heat Exchanger: 22.03 MW
Air Compressor: 2.12 MW
Compressor: 1.954 MW
Heat Recovery Steam
Generator: 1.525 MW
Generator: 6.23 MW
Wind: 5 MW
Air preheater: 2.63 MW
SEF (*10-2)
0.23
0.01
*Hydrogen production not included in cost terms (EIA, 2015).
***

**Australian carbon tax for 2013-2014 used and converted to USD (Australian
Government Clean Energy Regulator)
***Data for natural gas plant (Tsatsaronis, 1997).
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7. Challenges for the Deployment of SMRs and NHES1
The future deployment of SMRs and their potential integration into NHES will be
dependent on the following (Carelli and Ingersoll, 2015):


Market demand is present to warrant supply chain development for new
nuclear construction;



Political environment supports the addition of non-carbon emitting
technologies and is favorable to nuclear power;



Technical feasibility of new designs are demonstrated and readily available in
an appropriate time frame to facilitate deployment;



And licensing occurs in an effective and timely manner.

7.1 Market Acceptance
In the United States, very few utility companies have the required equity to finance
the large upfront capital costs associated with reactors over 700 MWe (Locatelli et al.,
2014). Therefore, many new SMR designs are being seriously considered and are in the
design, research and development, or licensing stages. Table 7.1 displays the SMR
designs, which have nearly reached design completion, along with their expected
deployment dates (NEA/OECD, 2011). Appendix J contains a more-inclusive list of
international SMR designs at varying stages. Since the United States has extensive
historical experience with light water reactors (LWRs), the promising, new SMR designs
are also water-cooled reactors, making it much more likely that the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) will issue construction and operating licenses. Newer designs, such
as Liquid Metal Reactors are a more difficult sell, as there is little historical operating
experience to demonstrate operational safety and the ability to respond effectively during
an accident.

Portions of this chapter previously appeared as: Boldon, L., & Sabharwall, P. (2014). Small Modular
Reactor: First-of-a-Kind (FOAK) and Nth-of-a-Kind (NOAK) Economic Analysis (INL/EXT-14-32616).
Idaho Falls, ID: Idaho National Laboratory.
Portions of this chapter to appear in: Boldon, L., Sabharwall, P., & Liu, L. (2015). The State of Progress
and Associated Challenges in the Deployment of Small Modular Reactors. International Journal of
Governance, Economy, and Ecology (in review).
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Table 7.1: U.S. SMR designs in the design and/or licensing stages

Reactor Rated
Type
Power

Stage in Design/Licensing

Expected
Deployment

NuScale

PWR

45
MWe

NRC Pre-application Review
Phase, Design Certification
Application to be submitted in
2015 (NuScale Power, 2014).

FOAK 2018
(NEA/OECD,
2011)

mPower

PWR

180
MWe

NRC Pre-application, Design
Certification Application and
Construction Permit
Application to be submitted
2013 (Nuclear Regulatory
Commission [NRC], 2014).

2018
(NEA/OECD,
2011)

IRIS

PWR

335
MWe

NRC Pre-application Review
Phase, expected Final Design
Approval in 2012 (Kling &
Carelli, 2014).

2015–2017
(Kling &
Carelli, 2014)

Westinghouse PWR
SMR

225+
MWe

—

—

7.1.1

Reliability and Availability

Competition is the primary driver of the electricity generation market, and as a result, will
have to warrant nuclear energy development. However, there are several other factors
which must be considered in conjunction with competition: reliability, availability, and
environmental effects. The price of natural gas is at a historically low point and as a
result the last few years have seen a large increase in the development of natural gas
plants. In 2011, natural gas prices ranged from $60 to $80/MWh (Rosner & Goldberg,
2011). Presently, the prices in 2014 range from $65/MWh to $130/MWh (NEI, 2014).
Since 86% of the natural gas production costs are fuel costs, fluctuations in the future will
likely make renewable technologies and nuclear energy more competitive (NEI, 2014).
Furthermore, now that natural gas accounts for more than 30% of electricity generation in
the United States, grid reliability may be an additional factor that supports nuclear
development (NEI, 2014).
Historically, natural gas fuel costs have been much greater than nuclear fuel costs and
have fluctuated significantly. Figure 7.1 demonstrates the long term stability of nuclear
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fuel costs as compared to natural gas fuel costs. Furthermore, Figure 7.2 shows why the
fluctuations greatly affect the natural gas production costs, as fuel accounts for almost
90% of these costs. On the other hand, fluctuations in nuclear fuel prices would not
impact the production costs as substantially, because fuel only accounts for
approximately 30% of the nuclear production costs.

Figure 7.1: Electric utility monthly fuel cost (₵/kWh) for oil, natural gas, coal, and nuclear energy
from 1995 to 2012 in $2012 (NEI, 2013c)

Figure 7.2: Breakdown of fuel and O&M percentages of the production costs for coal, natural gas,
and nuclear energy (NEI, 2013a)
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In addition to the stability of long term nuclear fuel prices, nuclear energy has
exhibited a high level of availability in comparison to other generation technologies, as
shown in Figure 7.3, which is significant in grid reliability and is exactly why nuclear
power is a common base-load technology. SMRs are designed to operate with the same
availability of large, conventional reactors of nearly 90% (EIA, 2013). Other generation
technologies exhibiting lower capacity factors operate with shorter refueling intervals, are
more sensitive to fluctuations in fuel supply and price, utilize more fuel, and generally
have a shorter life span.

Figure 7.3: Monthly Availability/Capacity Factors for Several Generating Technologies from
January 2011-October 2013 (EIA, 2013)

7.1.2

Environmental Concerns

The market for SMRs may be developed to support renewable energy or industrial
process heat applications. The ability to utilize waste or excess heat may provide
economic incentives, while enhancing plant efficiency. The Environmental Protection
Agency and Department of Energy estimate the market potential for combined heat and
power (CHP) facilities are approximately 40 GW in the United States alone and would
recover one quadrillion Btus of energy and prevent the release of 150 million metric tons
of CO2 to the environment (Department of Energy [DOE]/Environmental Protection
Agency [EPA], 2012). Additional reductions in CO2 emissions may be observed if the
energy source is non- or low-emitting. Furthermore, energy consumers may observe
savings of more than $10 billion per year (DOE/EPA 2012).
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7.2 Investment Risks
For a project to be pursued, all the risks must be weighed. For electricity generation, there
are significant regulatory, political, technological, financial, resource, safety, supply,
proliferation, and decommissioning risks (IAEA, 2008). Regulatory risks involve changes
to environmental or safety regulations that may result in significantly increased costs to
produce power as well as electricity market conditions dictated by regulatory bodies.
Political risks involve the social standing of nuclear power at the local, state, and federal
levels. Technological risks occur when new technologies or systems are developed.
Incorporating new reactor designs would result in increased technological risk. However,
standardizing a large number of reactors would help mitigate this risk (IAEA, 2008).
Changes to the financial market, such as changes in tax rates and fiscal policy may
greatly impact higher capital technologies (IAEA, 2008). High capital cost projects are
much more sensitive to fluctuations in interest rates and cost overruns (IAEA, 2008).
They are less able to respond to changing market conditions, as well. The availability of
resources, including both skilled personnel and fuel supply, are risk factors (IAEA,
2008). The fuel supply risk is particularly low for reactors, especially if the refueling
cycle is longer. Fossil fuels, on the other hand, have a much greater risk, as suggested in
the availability of diesel fuel in the Alaska case study. Safety and health is the major risk
for nuclear energy, as the ultimate goal is to provide clean air electricity while preventing
harm to the public via contamination or radiation release during accidents (IAEA, 2008).
Decommissioning risks also play into safety, as restoration of the site may be difficult if
any accidents have occurred (IAEA, 2008). Additionally, permanent waste storage may
be difficult to accommodate, particularly if the political or regulatory environments have
changed. Finally, proliferation is a concern during operation and storage.
All of these risks must be taken into account when assessing the feasibility of any
proposed project, but many apply specifically to nuclear power. The financial risks are
particularly important when estimating construction time and renewable energy in the
market, which would heavily influence overall project costs and the possible revenue in a
given region. The construction times and large upfront capital are the major risks
associated with nuclear plants; however, these issues may be mitigated with much faster
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onsite assembly of modular, mass-produced SMRs, thereby making them a competitive
choice for both electric and CHP systems.

7.3 Political Environment
Government involvement is crucial in multiple stages of technological development.
Initial involvement should support research and development and even demonstration of
a new SMR concept. This alone is not enough to make a new technology attractive to
utility companies. Policy must dictate conditions that would make these technologies a
good business investment, particularly if high upfront capital costs are necessary (IAEA,
2008). This may be done through many methods such as asset ownership, equity
participation, risk sharing, electricity tariffs to support construction, etc. (IAEA, 2008).
Other incentives, like loan guarantees or guaranteed power purchases, may prove helpful
(IAEA, 2008). Capital cost and production cost incentives may also help mitigate the
risks associated with high capital costs (Rosner & Goldberg, 2011). Some incentives are
already in play or have been used in the past. For example, production incentives are
provided for up 6 GWe of installed power prior to 2019, according to the Energy
Information Administration (EIA, 2014).
Tax credits are another important method to support the production of renewable
energies and nuclear energy (Rosner & Goldberg, 2011). Nuclear energy has a huge
advantage over fossil fuels, in its reduction in carbon emissions. However, according to
the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA, 2007a):
the advantage of nuclear energy in alleviating the risk of climate change will not favor
market penetration of nuclear products through advanced non-electric applications of
nuclear power as long as energy policies internalizing the value of carbon and other
pollutants are not implemented.
Other countries which apply value to the effects on global warming, material damage,
crop loss, and even health effects support the development of renewable and nuclear
energies. Germany, for example, does this, and the external costs for producing each
power method are illustrated in Figure 7.3 (IAEA, 2007a). The overall costs for
producing power are shown in Figure 7.4 (IAEA, 2007a). These external costs are site
specific and will help dictate which energy method is best suited for that particular area.
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Figure 7.3: External cost comparison in Germany, including global warming costs (IAEA, 2007a)

Figure 7.4: Total electricity generating costs for different technologies in Germany, including
external costs (IAEA, 2007a)

Some policies which apply to the United States may be used to address external
factors. The International Atomic Energy Agency states (IAEA, 2007a):
The Kyoto Protocol in February 2005 does create incentives that can benefit nuclear
power, depending on how they are translated into national policies. The Protocol’s
emission trading provisions effectively give a cash value to unused emission allowances
in the Russian Federation, for example, and the European Trading Scheme (ETS) creates
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incentives favorable to nuclear power in at least those European countries where
implementation policies are not specifically biased against nuclear power.
Government involvement does not just entail domestic financial policies. It also entails
the development of global relationships to further advanced research through
multinational support.

7.4 Licensing in the United States
7.4.1

NRC Licensing Process

As previously mentioned, licensing in a timely fashion is a paramount concern for the
future successful deployment of SMRs. The NRC review process is well developed,
including staff with technical expertise and the required analytical codes and
infrastructure for safety analysis (Carelli & Ingersoll, 2015). The first stage towards
licensing is completing a standard review plan (SRP) for a particular reactor design per
the requirements stipulated in NUREG-0800 (NRC, 1996). For near term SMR
deployment (2020 time frame), several vendors are in the process of developing designspecific SRPs, typically for their integral pressurized water SMRs. The Code of Federal
Regulations provides two regulatory approaches which may be utilized for SMR
construction and operating licenses moving forward. 10CFR50 Title 10 incorporates a
two-stage licensing process, in which the construction permit (CP) and operating license
(OL) are issued separately; this two-stage process may be beneficial for new FOAK SMR
designs seeking licensing, as delays in obtaining design certification may be resolved and
mitigated while construction proceeds (US Code of Federal Regulations [CFR], 1956).
The alternative approach under 10CFR52 requires a combined construction and operating
license (COL) (CFR, 1989). Non-FOAK designs may find the single-stage approach
advantageous, particularly if it incorporates a standardized design. Any key findings may
be resolved much earlier and there are likely to be fewer licensing delays later.
There are distinct conditions which may influence the licensing process, such as the
submittal of previously approved designs or sites. Furthermore, the status of the design
may also influence the licensing process. The site may be approved prior to submitting an
application for a COL or CP/OL through an Early Site Permit (ESP). Similarly, a design
certification rule (DCR) may be issued for a final design, in which changes must be made
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through a lengthy amendment and rulemaking process (Carelli & Ingersoll, 2015). It
should be noted that the NRC necessitates that any designs being licensed via 10CFR52
Part B must undergo a public rulemaking process (CFR, 1989; Carelli & Ingersoll, 2015).
Any application must reference the ESP and/or the DCR. Furthermore, an ESP may be
submitted for approval prior to submittal of a COL application, in order to designate the
site as approved for nuclear power purposes. In general, these additional considerations
result in four potential scenarios summarized in the Handbook of Small Modular
Reactors (Carelli & Ingersoll, 2015, p.281-282):


Option 1: Preliminary design provided and site needs approval. This option
begins with the submittal of an application for a CP that contains site safety
information, a complete environmental report (ER), preliminary design
information, and a preliminary plan for operational programs. Once the CP
is issued, an OL application is submitted that provides the final design
information and operational programs (with implementation schedules).
Upon review and approval of the OL and completion of construction, the
NRC grants authorization to load fuel.



Option 2: Final design provided and site needs approval. This option starts
with the submittal of an application for a CP that contains site safety
information, a complete ER, final design information, and a preliminary plan
for operational programs. Once the site is approved and the CP issued, an
OL application is submitted with a description of the operational programs
(with implementation schedules) and confirmation that safety configurations
and systems are as described in the final design application. Once
construction is complete and the OL is issued, the NRC grants authorization
to load fuel.



Option 3: Design approved/certified and site needs approval. This option is
the same as option 2 except that the COL application references a certified
design, i.e., a DCR. The COL further contains site safety information, a
complete ER, final design information with inspections, tests, analyses, and
acceptance criteria (ITAAC), and a description of the operational programs
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(with implementation schedules). Once the site is approved and the COL is
issued and ITAAC are met, the NRC grants authorization to load fuel.


Option 4: Design approved/certified and site approved. This option is the
same as option 3 in that a COL application is submitted that references the
DCR, but it also references a previously approved site. Once the COL is
issued and ITAAC are met, the NRC would grant authorization to load fuel.

7.4.2

LWR-Based SMR Licensing

NRC Commissioner Magwood described the key focus areas for an NRC licensing
review as reactor safety, radiation safety for employees and the public, and plant security
and protection from sabotage and security threats (Magwood, 2001). The Report to
Congress on Small Modular Nuclear Reactors details how SMRs are specifically
designed to meet the aforementioned general review categories. SMRs have been
designed to eliminate initiating events entirely, where possible, and to mitigate the
consequences of any events that may not be eliminated. This is often achieved through
reduced components, added simplicity, and enhanced passive safety features. The Report
to Congress on Small Modular Nuclear Reactors details four major categories in which
SMR designs may differ significantly from LWRs: initiating events, mitigating systems,
barrier integrity, and emergency preparedness (Magwood, 2001).
SMRs are often considered to be simpler than those of current reactor designs due to
their modularity, which minimizes the total number of components necessary to support
generation and to provide a high level of safety through inherent safety features
(Magwood, 2001). Ultimately, the likelihood of failure in components is minimized by
this reduction, and the response necessary to mitigate accidents is made simpler. This
plays a role in power operations during normal and extenuating circumstances. The SMR
designs aim to directly incorporate features that eliminate or reduce the likelihood of an
initiating event occurring and mitigate the consequences should one occur. Passive safety
features and a reduction in necessary human intervention represent two examples of risk
mitigation. Current LWRs in operation have multiple barriers preventing release to the
public including a containment structure. SMR designs may vary in the manner to which
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they anticipate controlling releases during a postulated accident and may not include a
containment building (Magwood, 2001).
In addition to new design challenges, differences in SMR staffing, security,
emergency planning, siting multiple units etc. when compared to large, conventional
LWRs provides an additional set of challenges. Control room staffing has become a
challenge, because current NRC regulation (10 CFR 50.54) stipulates the required
operators for each unit and control room (Carelli & Ingersoll, 2015; CFR, 1956);
however, it does not include requirements for controlling multiple modules from a
solitary control room. The challenge arises for SMR sites containing multiple modules,
which designers consider to operate more safely and in a simpler manner, thus facilitating
a reduction in staffing requirements and limiting the number of control rooms. The NRC
addressed this concern through an exemption process from 10 CFR 50.54 that would
apply for near-term SMRs (Carelli & Ingersoll, 2015; CFR, 1956). Further research and
analysis will also be performed with regards to human factors, in order to assess how and
if the NRC should amend their staffing regulations (NRC, 2010; NRC, 2011a).
Security requirements currently incorporate physical plant, materials control, and
cyber security (Carelli & Ingersoll, 2015). SMR designers would suggest a reduction in
security requirements due to the inherent passive safety features, siting of modules
underground, reduction in reactor size compared to conventional LWRs, etc. (Carelli &
Ingersoll, 2015). The NRC has not specifically addressed possible amendments to current
requirements for the protected area or for the security force, but has stated they may
review proposed changes as part of the licensing process.
10 CFR Part 50 Appendix E details the present requirements for emergency
planning, including an 10 mile emergency planning zone (EPZ) pathway for plume
exposure and a 50 mile EPZ pathway for potential ingestion exposure (Carelli &
Ingersoll, 2015). The current regulation contains an exemption statement that may be
used should the particular case warrant a change. In order for SMR designs to qualify for
this exemption, they must include justification for a reduced EPZ through extensive
analysis of possible releases, exposure pathways, dose, etc. (NRC, 2011b). The NRC also
addressed this concern, stating that further analysis of EPZs for sites containing multiple
modules and for differences between modular designs versus conventional designs must
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be performed (Carelli & Ingersoll, 2015). The co-location of multiple modules may make
the licensing process extremely cumbersome if the extensive review process is performed
for each individual module. The NRC addressed this concern by stating each module
requires an individual license, so that construction, operation and maintenance,
decommissioning, etc. may all be performed on a module by module basis, rather than as
an entire plant (NRC, 2011c).
7.4.3

Non-LWR-Based SMR Licensing

Advanced reactor designs adopting technology different from traditional LWRs will tend
to require longer licensing periods and may require additional research, development, and
testing. Perkowski summarized the R&D requirements for advanced designs, which
would be necessary to demonstrate the key focus areas for an NRC licensing review—
reactor safety, radiation safety, and plant security (Magwood, 2001). These R&D
requirements include determining an appropriate evaluation methodology for advanced
reactor concepts; developing advanced fabrication techniques and methods to support
materials and fuels testing; dealing with the regulatory problems specified by NRC and
industry contributors; and designing controls and instrumentation, including the required
human intervention (Perkowski, 2012).
7.4.4

Additional Licensing Challenges

Another regulatory concern which may influence SMR economics is the liability and
insurance requirements dictated by the Price-Anderson Act and NRC regulations
10 CFR 140 (NEI, 2011). Following the Price-Anderson Act, the nuclear industry must
bear all insurance costs, unlike other industries such as hydropower where flooding could
potentially occur. In general, the regulations may be simplified into primary and
secondary coverage and even further based on rated power and the operating conditions
of the facility. All reactors are required to maintain the maximum primary financial
protection (NEI, 2011). Reactors above 100 MW(e) are also required to have secondary
financial protection. This means that distinct SMR designs would follow different
requirements

in

terms

of

secondary

financial

protection.

Furthermore,

a

300-MW(e) threshold exists when it comes to treating multiple units as one facility (NEI,
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2011). As some SMR configurations deploy multiple units on a site, the ability to insure
the units as one site may be extremely beneficial. For example, one 125-MW(e) SMR site
would have to provide the $375-million primary coverage in addition to $111.9-million
secondary coverage, while a site with four 125-MW(e) SMRs would have to provide the
$375-million and $111.9-million coverage per site rather than per unit (NEI, 2011). This
demonstrates a tremendous reduction in insurance and liability coverage costs. This
feature should remain in the Price-Anderson Act and NRC regulations.
For reactors with a rated power level less than 100 MW(e), the primary coverage
required per unit is $1-$74 million and is a function of the population factor
determined (NEI, 2011). No secondary coverage is required. On the other hand, if these
reactors are used to produce heat rather than electricity, the Price-Anderson Act requires
an indemnification agreement between the NRC and industry, if the financial protection
does not cover $560 million or more (NEI, 2011). As a result, a site with one 45-MW(e)
reactor would have to provide the $50-million primary coverage in addition to a
$500-million indemnity agreement. These effects may be mitigated if a site was built
with 12 units, thereby seeing the same requirements per site rather than per unit.
However, an advantage of SMRs is the ability to produce heat in quantities that would be
useful for industrial processes—the rated capacity of one SMR. Serious amendments to
these regulations may be needed to help further the development and licensing of SMRs
below 100 MW(e). The thresholds of 100 and 300 MW(e) may not be sufficient to
accommodate unique SMR design features.

7.5 Licensing in Other Nations
Other nations have attempted to amend the philosophy and methodology of their
licensing process in order to facilitate licensing and construction of newer reactor designs
such as HTRs. The South African National Nuclear Regulator (NNR) has made changes
to accommodate the ESKOM Pebble Bed Modular Reactor (PBMR) (Bester & Hill,
2008). In this particular framework, the NNR utilizes a multi-stage process, in which they
are directly involved in certain steps in the design process. Because no international
design basis and safety criteria have been developed for PBMRs, it is necessary that the
designers provide sufficient information for the NNR to develop them. The NNR has
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attempted to create technology neutral defense-in-depth requirements and to detail the
specific future work/research into the design that would be necessary to meet their
standards. This framework ultimately utilizes an iterative process between design and
safety for FOAK designs (Bester & Hill, 2008).
With the increased attention to SMRs, a study into the potential SMR Finnish
regulatory framework was developed in order to demonstrate the applicability of the
framework to SMRs and to provide recommendations to facilitate the future licensing of
SMRs. The main recommendation entails the addition of a Standard Design Certification
of Module (SDCM), which would minimize the regulatory oversight requirements while
construction is underway (from the Construction License to Operating License Phases)
(Soderholm, 2013). High level SMR designs for the module and its safety systems can be
standardized much more readily than a large reactor. The long term goal presented is an
international licensing process incorporating the SDCM (Soderholm, 2013).
The addition of an SDCM may be feasible in Finland; however, it may not be a viable
option in other regulatory frameworks. Solderholm stated the following (Solderholm,
2013):
The NRC licensing process, which has been used as a basis for regulatory frameworks in
many countries, emphasizes the predictable process. This prescriptive licensing process
includes very detailed requirements, which can be seen as both beneficial and
challenging. The benefit comes from the predictability of the process and requirements,
while the challenge is the heavy and time consuming process in which the requirements
are formulated, design by design.
The UK licensing process may be seen at the other end of the licensing spectrum; this
framework “focuses on a goal setting approach, which brings flexibility to the licensing
process. This approach sets only the high level regulations, while the licensee is
obligated to present the safety case and therefore the required safety level fulfillment”
(Soderholm 2013).
More flexible frameworks may provide a better opportunity for SDCM incorporation.
Additional research into other possible licensing frameworks may help speed the SMR
licensing process. Additionally, an iterative design approach where the regulators are
communicating feedback on designs beginning in the preliminary stages may prove
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useful. Ultimately, the process of licensing an SMR design would vary significantly from
country to country. Licensing also depends on the existence of a licensing program for
previously deployed nuclear reactors and experience with various advanced designs. This
is one of the paramount challenges facing the SMR community, as careful and detailed
licensing procedures are critical to maintaining the safety of the nuclear fleet.
Presently, the Department of Energy (DOE) is supporting an effort at the Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI) to develop a SMR utility requirement document that
will establish design requirements for industry and also improve the licensing framework
(IPCC, 2014). Likewise, the International Atomic Energy Agency has developed an
approach for developing a set of technology-neutral safety requirements applicable to any
type of reactor (IAEA, 2007b).

7.6 Deployment in the United States
The future of Small Modular Reactors is dependent upon the ability to obtain
construction and operating licenses from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in a
reasonable time frame, enabling designs to progress from the preliminary stages through
construction without significant investment losses, and whether the market demand and
supply chain may be established. This is not possible for newer unproven designs or more
specifically for non-LWR designs. As a result, the clear path forward for SMRs is the
licensing, construction, and operation of Generation III+ light-water SMRs designed with
enhanced passive safety features and defense-in-depth features. These units would
demonstrate the maturity of SMR inherent safety and passive design features and may
result in a reduction in emergency planning requirements, necessary human intervention
during normal operations and initiating events, and staffing requirements; they would
also show improved risk mitigation and proliferation resistance. The capacity for multiple
units on a single site must also be demonstrated, similar to how the risk associated with
multiple units for the current fleet of large reactors was accounted for at sites with up to
three units, such as the Palo Verde nuclear generating plant.
An alternative option is to construct an LW-SMR prototype to demonstrate both
power and cogeneration modes of operation. This may be a more attractive option
financially, as cogeneration makes base-load power more flexible in responding to load
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demands; thus, SMRs may become more attractive to the utility companies that would
finance any future SMR projects. Furthermore, the licensing expenses and experience
gained through prototype development may provide additional financial savings for
commercial SMRs. The next step in SMR development, following the successful
implementation of LW-SMRs into the energy portfolio, is to construct and operate
prototype High Temperature Reactors (or other advanced designs), in order to
demonstrate their operational feasibility, as well as the ability for new structural materials
to handle HTR conditions. The Next Generation Nuclear Plant (NGNP) Project at Idaho
National Laboratory determined the functions and requirements from prototype to
commercial development of Very High Temperature Reactors cooled by Helium (Idaho
National Laboratory, 2010). This project eventually incorporated the production of
hydrogen in a cogeneration mode.
The Very High Temperature Reactor was chosen for the NGNP Project, as it met the
Generation IV goals selected for new reactor designs: Sustainability, Economics, Safety
and Reliability, and Proliferation Resistance and Physical Protection (INL). These goals
are significant for any future nuclear design; thus, it is imperative that even the LW-SMR
designs provide reliable, clean air energy with high fuel utilization; effectively manage
nuclear waste; demonstrate overall life-cycle economic benefits with low investment risk;
improve safety through designs with very low probabilities of core damage, thereby
diminishing the offsite emergency planning requirements; and demonstrate increased
sabotage prevention and overall proliferation resistance. All of the Generation IV goals
must be proven through operation; merely designing for these improvements is not
sufficient evidence for the NRC to issue licenses with reduced emergency planning
zones, for example.
FOAK or prototype reactors have already been constructed or are in development as
part of the SMR cost-share program within the DOE, in order to assess whether the
market demand is present, interested parties are capable of financing commercial projects
post-prototype, and whether the NRC has the capabilities to assess new SMR designs
(Carelli & Ingersoll, 2015). The cost-share program ultimately mitigates some of the
financial risks that may arise for potential investors as a result of natural gas prices,
competition in electricity markets, and the political environment for nuclear energy.
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The final step in SMR development is the development or retrofitting of already
existing manufacturing facilities to mass produce modules. This is the only method of
improving major construction delays, cost overruns, etc., which increase the financial
risks that are typically associated with nuclear power plants. The present, near-term SMR
landscape in the United States is limited to a handful of integral PWR designs. In order to
further the development of manufacturing facilities, SMRs must penetrate the U.S.
market with a single SMR type—PWRs, for example. This allows for standardization of
components and mass production, assembly-line facilities; furthermore, it allows for
improved construction and operational learning within a skilled workforce, all of which
improve SMR safety and economics. A manufacturing license may also help in
establishing the mass-manufacturing of SMR modules that would support extensive
deployment. 10 CFR 52.167 details the requirements for a manufacturing license by
stipulating ITAACs necessary for the reactors’ licenses (Carelli & Ingersoll, 2015).
Nuclear development in France during the 1970s and 1980s demonstrated how design
standardization and improved learning can facilitate nuclear progress in a large way
(Grubler, 2010). Rather than utilizing custom designs as the United States did, the French
constructed reactors of just three PWR designs (Forsythe, 2003). Operations were nearly
identical at each facility, resulting in substantial learning and experience gained with each
reactor year of operation, facilitating the relationship between research and design
entities, industry, and regulatory bodies. It is this method of SMR deployment that would
promote rapid expansion and development of infrastructure within the U.S. and,
ultimately position the nation to expand into the international SMR market.

7.7 Deployment in Developing Countries
Human development may be analyzed via many distinct methods, such as the capabilities
approach, human development indicators, or even economic development like gross
domestic product (GDP). In the capabilities approach, developmental levels are
determined by the degree to which individuals can pursue their capabilities, exercise their
creativity, etc. (Sen, 1995; Nussbaum, 2000). GDP or other economic methods of
assessing the level of development may not represent the actual conditions (World Bank,
2013; SIDS Outcome, 2013). There is strong agreement that electricity and human
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development are highly integrated and human development factors often increase with
electrical system development (Pasternak, 2000; Abdel-Aziz, Rao, & Lee-Shanok, 2009).
To support human development within these nations, it is therefore necessary to enhance
energy reliability, economy, and security. Often developing countries are highly
dependent on fossil fuels and are subject to supply changes, price fluctuations, and
significant climate change effects. Nuclear power may provide a method of mitigating
some of these negative impacts. However, the integration of nuclear power in developing
nations will require methods to introduce nuclear training and education, resulting in a
supply chain to maintain the technologies. Similarly, standardized design, construction,
manufacturing, etc. must be established so that licensing may reference widely applicable
international standards and codes.
7.7.1

Advantages

SMRs may be well suited for operation in developing countries as they (Barkatullah,
2011; Kessides & Kuznetsov, 2012):
are a robust, ‘forgiving’ nuclear power technology, designed for simplicity and plant
resilience, and to incorporate inherently or ‘passively’ safe features such as natural
circulation for core cooling, incorporating most primary components in a single vessel,
long coping periods to handle interrupted backup power supply, and generally designed
for below-grade or barge deployment with the intended result of much reduced risk of
accident, and fewer and less acute consequences in case of accident (Carelli, 2014;
Ingersoll, 2011). A promising feature for the economics of wide SMR deployment in
developing countries is the modularity of some designs, which refers to the incorporation
of all major safety-significant systems within one module, to the potential of modules to
be standardized and factory-built in series, with minimum site-specific design and
construction. It also refers to the possibility of scaling-up power production in
increments, building and putting additional modules into service over time, which would
reduce the initial capital outlay and overall investment risk.
SMRs may provide energy security through stable long term fuel and market prices;
flexibility in operations through renewable energy support, process heat applications,
potential operation in smaller electricity grids, and siting in regions with limited water
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availability (Carelli & Ingersoll, 2015). Developing countries like Jamaica and Ghana are
highly susceptible to oil price supply and fluctuations, which drastically effects electricity
availability and prices. Historical fuel prices, as shown in Fig. 7.1, clearly demonstrate
the stability of nuclear fuel and the instability in fossil fuels.
SMR designs may utilize significantly less water resources than large reactors and
some fossil fuel technologies and reduce the downstream pollution associated with fossil
fuel plants (Carelli & Ingersoll, 2015). They may also be paired with desalination to
supply clean water to a region. The base-load production offers stable and predictable
power supply and will ultimately support human development without the negative
environmental problems of fossil fuel technologies.
Many developing nations contain megacities with some of the largest populations in
the world. Air pollution and other negative climate change impacts are prevalent in these
locations and will only get worse as fossil fuels are continually used (World
Meteorological Organization, 2012). SMRs may be deployed flexibly as fossil fuel plants
are replaced and retired or as electricity demand increases, so that fewer additional fossil
fuel plants must be constructed. They may also be located closer to the megacities than
typical LWRs due to enhanced safety systems, particularly if developing nations have
culturally different perspectives on nuclear power than developed countries (IAEA,
2012b; Hecht, 2012).
7.7.2

Challenges

In the export of nuclear energy technology, a license is obtained within the country of
deployment, regardless of the particular regulatory body and oversight in either the
country of origin or destination (Carelli & Ingersoll, 2015). Often this creates problems
as standards and codes are adopted for one country or the other and does not promote
international deployment. Another concern is that developing countries may not have an
internally established nuclear program including the manufacturing supply chain through
construction, operation, and regulation. Thus, any deployment in developing countries are
subject to the regulatory requirements of the country exporting the good (Carelli &
Ingersoll, 2015).
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International development of codes and standards will be necessary to facilitate
further deployment of SMRs. The Nuclear Energy Standards Coordination Collaborative
(NESCC) was created to provide a forum for international collaboration to amend current
and establish new international standards where needed to support future nuclear progress
in design, licensing, fabrication, etc. (Carelli & Ingersoll, 2015). NESCC aims to develop
technology independent standards for materials and methods. These standards could be
utilized by a new regulatory body that lacks the technical expertise or experience to
independently analyze new reactor designs and technologies. Furthermore, the following
processes may even be issued a SMR international certification: operators; manufacturing
facilities, equipment, and processes; and standardized operation and maintenance (Carelli
& Ingersoll, 2015). Many developing countries may receive aid from developed countries
to support new energy deployment; SMR deployment may prove difficult if aid nations
promote the use of non-nuclear energy technologies (World Bank, 2010). Revisions to
the lending policies for international aid nations may promote SMR deployment,
particular if they take emissions or other externalities into account (World Bank, 2010).
Furthermore, access to nuclear technology may be limited by developed nations, which
would limit developing nations to high-emitting technologies or to costly renewable
energies (Ropeik, 2012).
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Conclusion1
As the world attempts to meet growing energy demands in more sustainable manners, it
must address the rising demand for electricity while ensuring energy security, mitigate
concerns related to climate change and the continued use of fossil fuels, and allow use in
limited-capacity electrical grids. To meet these measures, stricter environmental
regulations may be enacted that make aging fossil fuel plants too expensive to operate.
Additionally, the current fleet of nuclear reactors may face potentially costly repairs and
safety upgrades, prompting their retirement. Small Modular Reactors (SMRs) may be
able to replace these retiring nuclear plants and aging fossil fuel plants, thereby taking
advantage of the existing infrastructure and facilities and reducing some investment costs.
Historically, once nuclear plant projects were completed, they demonstrated solid
economic performance, usefulness, and safety over many years of reliable operation,
prompting today’s plant life extension programs and making them solid long-term
investments. SMRs may also demonstrate the high reliability and environmental
advantages of nuclear technology but with reduced investment risks. The modularity
inherent in SMR designs and the ability to fabricate modular reactor components in a
factory setting may allow builders to shorten the construction time and reduce the
scheduling risk typically seen with larger plants; thus, the initial billions associated with
the upfront debt burden may be significantly reduced. Furthermore, modular reactor units
may be added to a site as needed, making their deployment more flexible and allowing
them to better follow escalating energy demands. While factory-built reactors might be a
relatively new concept for the commercial energy industry, they have been used on naval
vessels for over 50 years.
For SMRs to be incorporated into the future energy mix, it will be necessary to obtain
regulatory, utility, market, and public acceptance and attract investment in first-of-a-kind

Portions of this chapter previously appeared as:
Boldon, L., Sabharwall, P., & Painter, C. (2015). An Overview of Small Modular Reactors: Status of
Global Development, Potential Design Advantages, and Methods for Economic Assessment.
International Journal of Energy, Environment, and Economics, 22(5), 437-459.
Sabharwall, P., Bragg-Sitton, S., Boldon, L., & Blumsack, S. (2015). Nuclear Renewable Energy
Integration: An Economic Case Study. Journal of Electricity, 28(8), 85-95.
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(FOAK) plants so the reactors can demonstrate their safety advantages and economic
competitiveness. As the designs of SMR plants evolve, better estimates of capital and
operating costs must be determined to clearly demonstrate the potential economic
benefits with a high level of confidence. Ultimately, the evaluation of potential markets
and preliminary economic analyses provide the foundation for making decisions on
technical SMR design requirements. The deployment of SMRs, however, will be directly
tied to the societal, political, and economic considerations of the deployment location.
This is precisely why developing easy to understand metrics, such as the SEF, may prove
useful in demonstrating the level of sustainability within an energy system. Since both
renewable and nuclear energies have limitations due to capital costs, meeting
instantaneous electricity demand, or influencing electricity grid and market stabilities, the
NHES example presented offers one potential strategy that couples multiple processes to
improve economics. Table 8.1 details some of the major benefits and drawbacks for the
NHES system, with regards to the sustainability pillars: economy, environment, social,
and institution.
Table 8.1: NHES Benefits and Drawbacks for Sustainability Pillars
Sustainability Pillars

Economic

Environment

Benefits
1. Flexibility to adapt to market changes.
2. Scalability to adapt to power or heat
demand.
3. Could be designed for a wide range of
applications.
4. Could use available existing
infrastructure.
5. New market opportunities for nuclear
energy.
6. Opportunity cost essentially zero for
variable renewable and nuclear energies
(i.e., the wind or solar energy and uranium
would not be used for any other purpose).
7. Energy supply security reduces
likelihood of price volatility.
1. Promotes environmental goals through
reduction in emissions compared to
current energy sources.
2. Process heat for industrial applications
reduces greenhouse gas emissions, when
compared to burning fossil fuels.
3. Consideration of low-risk, highconsequence events that pose significant
health and environmental impacts have
already been internalized for the nuclear
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Drawbacks
1. New technology may have
unknown limitations.
2. Initial understanding the proper
licensing requirements by both the
governing body and the integrated
system owner will be a challenge.
3. Need for initial investment from
the integrated system owner to prove
feasibility and safety.

1. Nuclear waste solution is still a
concern for the public—recycle,
storage for future use, or disposal in a
repository.
2. Threat to local wildlife by wind
mills.

Sustainability Pillars

Social (Political)

Institutional
Dimension

Benefits
industry.
1. May be applicable to regions currently
underserved by nuclear power or those
lacking a large centralized electrical grid.
2. Improved energy security and
independence.
3. Higher reliability and resilience than
any of the components operating
individually, in order to meet the peak
demand.
4. Various energy sectors working
together to promote eco-friendly practices.
5. Promotes clean environment while
adapting new technologies for better
efficiency and financial return
1. Opportunity to merge environmental
goals and economics in the decision
making process.
2. Brings adaptability and flexibility to
market changes.
3. Promotes and encourages industrial
symbiosis.

Drawbacks

1. Waste solution should follow the
ethical aspects of sustainability and
leave conditions at least as good as
they are now for future generations.
2. Broader public involvement
necessary for improved public
perception.

1. Consistent government support is
needed.
2. New modified policies that
internalize air quality and take
considerations like energy security
into account will be required.
3. Determining which government
agency would ultimately be
responsible.
4. New standards required.

The SEF incorporates exergy, exergoeconomic, life cycle, and economic analysis in a
manner that is more readily understood and applicable to political decision-making and
the general public. Economics and life cycle analysis are widely used for comparison of
energy systems. The SEF is meant to correct the information lost by not incorporating
thermoeconomic and political information, such as carbon taxation, in a manner
understood by both technical persons and the general public. The exergy component
identifies where plant inefficiencies are located and their overall impact on resource
utilization, which relates directly to the environment. The exergoeconomic component
identifies how economic costs relate to the system thermodynamics, combining both
environment and economy. The life cycle component includes the environmental effects
of a system due to its emissions, such as the global warming potential, while the
economics component of the SEF utilizes the investment costs—both capital and
operation and maintenance. In this particular demonstration of the SEF, SMR investment
costs were determined for application in an NHES. Additionally, a socio-political aspect
was applied, such that the global warming potential was internalized. Although the
economic terms in the SEF carry the most influence over the results, the negative
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influence of inefficient technologies and emissions are also incorporated. The comparison
of two distinct systems producing hydrogen—the NHES and steam methane reforming
system—demonstrated that, the NHES emissions savings over the natural gas system far
outweighed the much higher costs.
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Acronyms
ABWR

Advanced Boiling Water Reactor

ALARA

As Low As Reasonably Achievable

CAES

Compressed Air Energy Storage

CC

Contingency Cost

CFR

U.S. Code of Federal Regulations

CM

Contribution Margin

COL

Combined Construction and Operating License

CP

Construction Permit

DCR

Design Certification Rule

DD&E

Detailed Design and Engineering Costs

DOE

U.S. Department of Energy

EES

Engineering Equation Solver

EIA

U.S. Energy Information Administration

EMWG

Generation IV Economic Modeling Working Group

EPA

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

ER

Environmental Report

ERCOT

Electric Reliability Council of Texas

ESP

Early Site Permit

FCR

Fixed Charge Rate

FOAK

First-of-a-Kind

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

Gen

Generator/Power Supplier

GHG

Greenhouse Gas

GT-MHR Gas-Turbine Modular Helium Reactor
H.E.

Heat Exchanger

HTSE

High Temperature Steam Electrolysis

HTGR

High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor

HTR

High Temperature Reactor

IDC

Interest During Construction

IPCC

International Panel on Climate Change

IRR

Internal Rate of Return
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ISO

Independent System Operator

ITAAC

Inspections, Tests, Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria

LBMP

Locational Based Marginal Pricing

LCA

Life Cycle Assessment

LCI

Life Cycle Inventory

LCOE

Levelized Cost of Electricity

LOCA

Loss of Coolant Accident

LR

Large Reactor

LSE

Load Serving Entity

LWR

Light Water Reactor

MACRS Modified Accelerated Cost-Recovery System
Mid-C

Mid-Columbia Hub

MW

Mega-Watt

NEA

Nuclear Energy Agency

NETL

U.S. National Energy Technology Laboratory

NGNP

Next Generation Nuclear Plant

NHES

Nuclear Hybrid Energy System

NNR

South African National Nuclear Regulator

NOAK

Nth-of-a-Kind

NPP

Nuclear Power Plant

NPV

Net Present Value

NRC

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

NREI

Nuclear-Renewable Energy Integration

NREL

U.S. National Renewable Energy Laboratory

NYS

New York State

OCC

Overnight Capital Cost

OL

Operating License

O&M

Operation and Maintenance

PJM

Regional Transmission Operator Hub (PJM Interconnection LLC)

PWR

Pressurized Water Reactor

R&D

Research and Development

RTO

Regional Transmission Operator

SDCM

Standard Design Certification of Module
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SEF

Sustainability Efficiency Factor

SMR

Small Modular Reactor

TCIC

Total Capital Investment Cost

WACC

Weighted Average Cost of Capital
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Nomenclature
Exergy and Exergoeconomic Nomenclature
Efficiency
Energy
Enthalpy
Entropy
Entropy Generated
Exergetic Cost
Exergoeconomic Cost
Exergoeconomic Factor
Exergy
Exergy Destruction
Heat Added
Installation and Operation Cost Rate
Irreversibility
Kinetic Energy
Losses
Potential Energy
Pressure, Reference Pressure (1 atm)
Product (subscript)
Resource (subscript)
Resource Consumption
Temperature, Reference Temperature (25°C)
Work
Unit Exergetic Cost
Unit Exergoeconomic Cost
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Economic Nomenclature
Factory Equipment Learning Rate
Learning Rate Exponent
Production Site Labor Learning Rate
World Labor Learning Rate
Contingency cost
Equipment Costs
Labor Costs
Material Costs
Cost of Debt
Cost of Equity
Yearly Cash Flow
Contribution Margin
Cost Escalation Rate
Overnight Capital Cost of Large Reactor, SMR
Share of Debt
Real Discount Rate
Nominal Discount Rate
Share of Equity
Total Number of Units Onsite
Proportion of direct costs
Proportion of indivisible costs
Industrial Productivity Coefficient
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Equipment Percentage
Labor Percentage
Material Percentage
Gain for Multi-module Site
Scaling Factor
Number of Onsite Units
Number of Construction Years, Facility Lifetime
Number of offsite plants of same type
Number of onsite plants of same type
Rated capacity of large reactor, SMR
Rated capacity, cumulative rated capacity
Construction loan interest rate
Learning rate
Salvage Value
Plant Lifetime
Gain for one pair of twin units
Gain for two pairs of twin units
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Appendix A
NPP Detailed Cost Breakdown
(GIF Code of Accounts)
Table A.1: NPP Code of Accounts (EMWG, 2006)

Account Number
1

Account Title
Capitalized Pre-Construction Costs (CPC)

11

Land and Land Rights

12

Site Permits

13

Plant Licensing

14

Plant Permits

15

Plant Studies

16

Plant Reports

17

Other Pre-Construction Costs

18

Other Pre-Construction Costs

19

Contingency Pre-Construction Costs

2

Capitalized Direct Costs (CDC)

21

Structures and Improvements

22

Reactor Equipment

23

Turbine-Generator Equipment

24

Electrical Equipment

25

Heat Rejection System

26

Miscellaneous Equipment

27

Special Materials

28

Simulator

29

Contingency Direct Costs

DIRECT COST
3

Capitalized Indirect Services Cost (CIC)

31

Field Indirect Costs

32

Construction Supervision

33

Commissioning and Start-up Costs

34

Demonstration Test Run
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Account Number
TOTAL

Account Title

FIELD

COST
35

Design Services Offsite

36

PM/CM Services Offsite

37

Design Services Onsite

38

PM/CM Services Onsite

39

Contingency Support Services

BASE COST
4

Capitalized Owner Cost (COC)

41

Staff Recruitment and Training

42

Staff Housing

43

Staff Salary Related Costs

44

Other Owner Capitalized Costs

49

Contingency Operations Costs

5

Capitalized Supplementary Costs (CSC)

51

Shipping and Transportation Costs

52

Spare Parts

53

Taxes

54

Insurance

55

Initial Fuel Core Load

58

Decommissioning Costs

59

Contingency Supplementary Costs

OVERNIGHT
COST
6

Capitalized Operations

61

Escalation

62

Fees

63
64

Interest During Construction
Contingency Financial Costs

TOTAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT COST (TCIC)
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Appendix B
Real and Nominal Discount Rate Methods
The discount rate is an extremely important component in calculating an appropriate Net
Present Value and Levelized Cost of Electricity that will define whether an investment
should be made. It represents the interest at which the investment is made. If inflation is
accounted for in this rate, then this is a nominal interest. The real discount rate reflects
the interest rate for investments without inflation.
Discount rates are applied to annual cash flows, so that the present value of financial
losses may be determined. This is due to the fact that money, even one year from now, is
not valued the same as money in the present, as a result of interest rate and/or inflation
losses. As mentioned in the body of this report, the real discount rate is calculated from
the WACC, which includes the interest rate (or cost of debt), cost of equity, and shares of
both debt and equity for a particular investment. For a 50%-50% share of debt and equity
and costs of debt and equity of 10%, the real discount rate is 7.32%. This rate is applied
to each annual cash flow to discount it based on the number of years in the future the cash
flow takes place. The equation below displays how to discount an annual cost with the
real discount rate.

For this particular example, sample incomes and costs are shown in the table below. The
discounted cost for year 5 at the 7.32% real discount rate may be calculated as:

Table B.1: Discounting Cost Example

Cash Outflows

Cumulative

Year

Cash Inflows

(costs)

Cash Flows

Discounted Costs

0

-

(302,813,815.24)

(302,813,815.24)

$ (302,813,815.24)

1

-

(302,813,815.24)

(605,627,630.48)

$ (282,167,418.75)

2

-

(302,813,815.24)

(908,441,445.72)

$ (262,928,731.10)

3

139,073,760.00

(345,545,095.24)

(1,114,912,780.96)

$ (279,574,961.37)

4

139,073,760.00

(345,545,095.24)

(1,321,384,116.20)

$ (260,513,032.18)
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5

139,073,760.00

(345,545,095.24)

(1,527,855,451.44)

$ (242,750,779.99)

6

278,147,520.00

(388,276,375.24)

(1,637,984,306.68)

$ (254,172,200.01)

7

278,147,520.00

(388,276,375.24)

(1,748,113,161.92)

$ (236,842,277.28)

8

278,147,520.00

(388,276,375.24)

(1,858,242,017.16)

$ (220,693,940.19)

9

417,221,280.00

(431,007,655.24)

(1,872,028,392.40)

$ (228,278,813.16)

10

417,221,280.00

(431,007,655.24)

(1,885,814,767.64)

$ (212,714,348.63)

Different values are discounted based on what is being calculated. For NPV, the net cash
flow, or
Outflows

, are discounted. For LCOE, the annual Cash
and

the

electricity

generation
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are

each

discounted.

Appendix C
NPV Method
Discounting is a method of calculating the present value of future monies. Real or
nominal discount rates may be utilized to discount all future cash flows to the present
values. The WACC may also be used for this discount rate. Once all future cash flows for
a particular project lifetime have been expressed in current dollars, the summation of all
terms provides the net present value (Higgins, 2007).

Ultimately, the NPV provides insight into the potential investment returns by estimating
the worth of a project, i.e. how much money could be made off of a project. The higher
the NPV, the better the investment is, and a negative NPV means money could be lost in
this investment. In general, the following is applicable for analyzing the NPV (Higgins,
2007):
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Appendix D
IRR
The Internal Rate of Return represents the estimated return on an investment. It is the
discount rate at which the NPV becomes zero. It is necessary to iterate until this value is
determined. The IRR is often used in assessing which projects should be pursued and
even to rank projects. It may also be used to compare a project’s return to other market
returns. In general, the following rule should be followed in assessing whether a project
should be pursued (Higgins, 2007):

If a project’s investment is accepted, then it should be compared to other accepted
projects. The higher the IRR, the better the investment.
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Appendix E
LCOE
The Levelized Cost of Electricity represents the annual costs leveraged over the lifetime
and the electricity generated during the lifetime. It is used to compare the production
costs of different energy technologies. To calculate the LCOE, the following steps should
be followed:
1. Discount the annual cash outflows to their present value.
2. Discount the annual electricity generation to its present value.
3. Sum the present values of annual cash outflows to determine the net discounted
cash outflow.
4. Sum the present values of annual electricity generation to determine the net
discounted electricity generation.
5. Divide the net discounted cash outflow by the net discounted electricity
generation.
Higher costs or cash outflows result in lower profits. As a result, the lower the LCOE, the
better the energy technology is economically. Other factors may influence the LCOE,
such as government regulations. For example, government subsidies or carbon taxes may
lower the LCOE for non- or low-emitting technologies.
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Appendix F
SMR Case Study Excel Inputs
Table F.1: Microsoft Excel Model Inputs

Reactor Information
SMR Rated Power (MWe)

180

Number of SMRs on site

7

Rated Power Large Reactor (MWe)

1260

Specific Overnight Capital Large Reactor
($/KWe)

3767

SMR Capacity Factor

0.9

Large Reactor Capacity Factor

0.9

Proportion of direct costs

0.66

Proportion of indivisible costs

0.34

Detailed Design and Engineering Costs ($)
Technology Learning Rate (to NOAK)

500000000
0.045

Annual Operational Specific Costs
O&M Specific Costs ($/MWh)

18

Fuel + Decommissioning Specific Costs
($/MWh)

9.1

Economic Data
Interest Rate/Cost of Debt

10.00%

Cost of Equity

10.00%

Share of Debt

50.00%

Share of Equity

50.00%

Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC)

10.00%

Inflation Rate

2.50%

Corporate Tax Rate

35.00%

Real Discount Rate

7.32%

Nominal Discount Rate

9.82%
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Market Data
Electricity Price ($/kWh)

0.11

Construction Information
Number of Years Construction SMR
Interest Rate

3
7.32%

Number of Years large reactor
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Appendix G
EES Files
The following represents the EES code utilized in Run 1. Any subscript numbers refer to
flow numbers shown in Figure 3.2 in Chapter 3.5 or to the corresponding portion of the
Brayton cycle from Figure 3.3 in Chapter 3.5. The other three runs use the same code,
with changes made to the reactor outlet temperature and turbine and compressor
efficiencies.
"High Temperature Helium Cooled SMR Brayton Power"
"Reference Temperature"
T_ref=25
"CompressorInlet"
T_1=32.778 [C]
P_1=1930.532
h_1=enthalpy(Helium,T=T_1,P=P_1)
s_1=entropy(Helium,P=P_1,T=T_1)
"Reactor Inlet"
s_2s=s_1
P_2=4998.699
h_2s=enthalpy(Helium,s=s_2s,P=P_2)
eta_comp=0.86
h_2=h_1+(h_2s-h_1)/eta_comp
T_2=temperature(Helium,h=h_2,P=P_2)
T_2s=Temperature(Helium,h=h_2s,P=P_2)
s_2=entropy(helium,h=h_2,P=P_2)
"Turbine Inlet"
fpl=0.04
T_3=850
P_3=P_2*(1-fpl)
h_3=enthalpy(Helium, T=T_3, P=P_3)
s_3=entropy(Helium, T=T_3, P=P_3)
"Heat Exchanger Inlet"
P_4=P_1
s_4s=s_3
h_4s=enthalpy(Helium, P=P_4, s=s_4s)
eta_turb=0.89
h_4=h_3-(h_3-h_4s)*eta_turb
T_4=temperature(Helium, h=h_4, P=P_4)
T_4s=temperature(Helium, h=h_4s,P=P_4)
s_4=entropy(helium,h=h_4,P=P_4)
"Back Work"
w_in=h_2-h_1
w_out=h_3-h_4
BW=w_in/w_out
"Actual Reactor and H2"
T_fuel=1000
h_reactor=enthalpy(Helium, T=T_fuel, P=P_3)-enthalpy(Helium, T=T_3, P=P_3)
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eta_reactor=1-(h_reactor/enthalpy(Helium, T=T_fuel,P=P_3))
Reactor=300 [MW]
ReactorLoss=Reactor*(1-eta_reactor)
ReactorH2=(5/eta_reactor)
Output_Reactor=Reactor-ReactorLoss-ReactorH2
"Electricity Grid, Generator and Turbine Power Requirements"
eta_generator=0.99
ElectricityGrid=310[MW]
ElectricityWind=95 [MW]
ElectricityH2=1 [MW]
Output_Generator=ElectricityGrid+ElectricityH2-ElectricityWind
Input_Generator=Output_Generator/eta_generator
Output_Turbine=Input_Generator/((1-BW))
Input_Compressor=Output_Turbine*BW
Input_Turbine=Output_Turbine/(eta_turb)
"Storage"
eta_storage=0.7
Output_storage=(Input_Turbine-Output_Reactor)
"Exergetic Cost"
EC_1a+EC_1b+EC_2a-EC_2b-EC_3-EC_4-EC_9=0
EC_1c-EC_2a+EC_2b-EC_2c+EC_2h-EC_10=0
EC_2c+EC_2e-EC_2f-EC_5-EC_6-EC_12=0
EC_2f-EC_2g-EC_11=0
EC_2g-EC_2h+EC_5-EC_13=0
EC_6-EC_7a-EC_7b-EC_14=0
EC_1d-EC_8-EC_15=0
EC_1a=X_1a
EC_1b=X_1b
EC_1c=X_1c
EC_1d=X_1d
EC_2e=X_2e
EC_9=0
EC_10=0
EC_11=0
EC_12=0
EC_13=0
EC_14=0
EC_15=0
EC_2a/X_2a=EC_2c/X_2c
EC_3/X_3=EC_4/X_4
EC_5/X_5=EC_6/X_6
EC_7a/X_7a=EC_7b/X_7b
EC_2a/X_2a=EC_2b/X_2b
EC_2c/X_2c=EC_2h/X_2h
"Exergy X and Energy E"
X_1a=0
X_1b=0
X_1c=Reactor*eta_reactor
X_1d=100
X_11=(1-T_ref/T_4)*X_2f
E_2a=ReactorH2
X_2a=E_2a*(1-T_ref/T_3)
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E_2c=Output_Reactor
X_2c=E_2c*(1-T_ref/T_3)
E_2e=Output_storage
X_2e=E_2e*(1-T_ref/T_3)
X_2b=(X_2a-X_3-X_4)*(1-T_ref/T_2)
E_2b=X_2b/(1-T_ref/T_2)
X_2f=(X_2c+X_2e-X_5-X_6)*(1-T_ref/T_4)
E_2f=X_2f/(1-T_ref/T_4)
X_2g=X_2f*(1-T_ref/T_1)
E_2g=X_2g/(1-T_ref/T_1)
X_2h=X_2g*(1-T_ref/T_2)
E_2h=X_2h/(1-T_ref/T_2)
X_3=0.5
X_4=0.5
X_5=Input_Compressor
X_6=Input_Generator
X_7a=Output_Generator-ElectricityH2
X_7b=ElectricityH2
X_8=95
"Unit Exergetic Cost"
k_1c=EC_1c/X_1c
k_2a=EC_2a/X_2a
k_2b=EC_2b/X_2b
k_2c=EC_2c/X_2c
k_2e=EC_2e/X_2e
k_2f=EC_2f/X_2f
k_2g=EC_2g/X_2g
k_2h=EC_2h/X_2h
k_3=EC_3/X_3
k_4=EC_4/X_4
k_5=EC_5/X_5
k_6=EC_6/X_6
k_7a=EC_7a/X_7a
k_7b=EC_7b/X_7b
k_8=EC_8/X_8
"Installation, Operation and Maintenance Cost"
Z_HTSE=6
Z_SMR=30
Z_turb=6
Z_HE=0.3
Z_Comp=4
Z_Gen=0.3
Z_Wind=20
Z_storage=3
"Unit exergoeconomic Cost"
c_1a=0
c_1b=0
c_1c=(0.31/2)*(Z_SMR/X_1c)
c_1d=0
c_2a=c_1c
c_2b=c_2a
c_2f=c_2c
c_3=c_4
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c_7a=c_7b
c_5=c_6
c_2e=Z_storage/X_2e
c_1a*X_1a+c_1b*X_1b+c_2a*X_2a+c_7b*X_7b+Z_HTSE=c_3*X_3+c_4*X_4+c_2b*X_2b
c_1c*X_1c+c_2b*X_2b+c_2h*X_2h+Z_SMR=c_2a*X_2a+c_2c*X_2c
c_2e*X_2e+c_2c*(X_2c)+Z_turb=c_2f*X_2f+c_5*X_5+c_6*X_6
c_2f*X_2f+Z_HE=c_2g*X_2g
c_2g*X_2g+c_5*X_5+Z_Comp=c_2h*X_2h
c_6*X_6+Z_Gen=c_7a*X_7a+c_7b*X_7b
c_1d*X_1d+Z_Wind=c_8*X_8
"Exergoeconomic Cost"
Xergo_1a=c_1a*X_1a/100
Xergo_1b=c_1b*X_1b/100
Xergo_1c=c_1c*X_1c/100
Xergo_1d=c_1d*X_1d/100
Xergo_2a=c_2a*X_2a/100
Xergo_2b=c_2b*X_2b/100
Xergo_2c=c_2c*X_2c/100
Xergo_2e=c_2e*X_2e/100
Xergo_2f=c_2f*X_2f/100
Xergo_2g=c_2g*X_2g/100
Xergo_2h=Xergo_2b
Xergo_3=c_3*X_3/100
Xergo_4=c_4*X_4/100
Xergo_5=c_5*X_5/100
Xergo_6=c_6*X_6/100
Xergo_7a=c_7a*X_7a/100
Xergo_7b=c_7b*X_7b/100
Xergo_8=c_8*X_8/100
"Exergoeconomic Factor"
I_HTSE=X_1a+X_1b+X_2a+X_7b-X_2b-X_3-X_4
I_SMR=X_1c+X_2b+X_2h-X_2a-X_2c
I_turb=X_2c+X_2e-X_5-X_6-X_2f
I_HE=X_2f-X_2g
I_Comp=X_5-X_2h
I_Gen=X_6-X_7a-X_7b
I_Wind=X_1d-X_8
f_HTSE=Z_HTSE/(Z_HTSE+(c_1a+c_1b+c_2a+c_7b)*I_HTSE)
f_SMR=Z_SMR/(Z_SMR+(c_1c)*I_SMR)
f_turb=Z_turb/(Z_turb+(c_2c+c_2e)*I_turb)
f_HE=Z_HE/(Z_HE+(c_2f)*I_HE)
f_Comp=Z_Comp/(Z_Comp+(c_2g+c_5)*I_Comp)
f_Gen=Z_Gen/(Z_Gen+(c_6)*I_Gen)
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Appendix H
SMR Case Study Excel Outputs
The FOAK and NOAK TCIC results for various plant configurations are calculated in the
Excel file. Table G1 displays the results for the mid-range FOAK SMRs. Table G2
displays the effects of learning on the cost per unit at each site, assuming each site has
identical total rated power. Table G3 displays the mid-range annual flows for NOAK
SMRs, which are used to calculate the NPV, IRR, and LCOE for the specified inputs in
Appendix F.

Table H.1: Mid-Range TCIC Calculations for Various Plant Configurations for FOAK SMRs

Table H.2: 10 Year Sample of Annual Cash Flows for Mid-Range Single-Unit NOAK SMRs

Appendix I
NHES Case Study Excel Inputs
Table I.1: Excel NHES Model Inputs

Prices
Hydrogen ($/kg)

8

Efficiency
Wind

30.00%

Nuclear

90.00%

CAES

70.00%

Pumped Hydro

90.00%

Hydrogen

65.00%

Capacity (MW)
Wind

418.9

Nuclear

1639.5

Coal

0

Natural Gas

775

Storage

600

Operational Costs ($/MWh)
Wind

10

Nuclear

27.1

Natural Gas

34

Storage

0.57

Coal

32.7

Hydrogen ($/kg)

1.74

Conversion Factor
Hydrogen (MWh/kg)

0.0329
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The NHES Model calculates the operational costs for 2013 for both electric-only
generation, electricity with storage, and electric generation combined with hydrogen
sales. Tables H2 and H3 display some values from the Excel spreadsheet in order to
detail the methodology of the calculations.
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Table I.2: 12 Hours of NHES Model Spreadsheet

In this system, the base-load nuclear power is always generating at its maximum
capacity. Wind energy is generating at 30% efficiency and is assumed to have constant
output. At this point, it necessary to determine whether additional natural gas is necessary
to meet the demand or whether excess energy needs to be stored. This is performed by
calculating the additional capacity required and then using IF statements to determine
how much is actually stored and then available to the grid during peak demand:
1.
2.
If the Additional Capacity is negative, then storage is needed and the absolute value of
the Additional Capacity is available for storage. Otherwise, 0 MWe is available for
storage.
3.
If the Available for Storage value is greater than the maximum storage value or 600
MWe, then 600 MWe is stored. Otherwise, the Available for Storage value is stored.
4. The storage efficiency is applied, determining the Storage Available to the Grid.
5.
If the Storage Available to the Grid from the previous 12 hours is greater than the
Additional Capacity required (non-zero values only), then the Additional Capacity
Required is used. Otherwise, the Storage Available over the previous 12 hours is used.
6.
If the non-zero Additional Capacity value is greater than the Peak Demand from Storage,
then the difference represents the Natural Gas needed. Otherwise, zero natural gas is
required.
7.
If the Natural Gas Needed value is greater than the maximum natural gas output, then
the max output value is provided. Otherwise, the Natural Gas Needed value is produced.

In this particular scenario, the maximum natural gas capacity is not met. For this reason,
details on determining the reserve equations and if statements are not included in this
Appendix. The process is similar to what was done above.
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Table I.3: 12 Hours of NHES Model Spreadsheet to Demonstrate Hydrogen Sales
Hour

Actual Load

Total Electricity

Heat Energy Available

Kilograms of Hydrogen

(MWe)

To Grid

for Hydrogen (MWth-hr)

Produced

0

1610.5

1610.5

328.09

9972.28

1

1541.1

1541.1

475.30

14446.81

2

1493.6

1493.6

576.06

17509.35

3

1474.2

1474.2

617.21

18760.15

4

1489

1489

585.82

17805.93

5

1551.3

1551.3

453.66

13789.17

6

1693.2

1693.2

152.66

4640.23

7

1878.3

1878.3

0.00

0.00

8

1976.3

1976.3

0.00

0.00

9

2042.8

2166.4

0.00

0.00

10

2083.4

2146

0.00

0.00

11

2121.5

2158.8

0.00

0.00

To determine the hydrogen production and sales, the following methods were used:
1.
If Storage Available to Grid minus the Peak Demand Required from Storage is positive, then
the heat energy available for hydrogen production is that value divided by the thermal-electric
conversion efficiency. Otherwise, the value is zero.
2. Kilograms of Hydrogen Produced is calculated by dividing the Heat Energy Available for
Hydrogen
by
the
Conversion
factor
shown
in
Table 10.
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Table J.1: Design Information for Various SMRs under Development Internationally

Appendix J
Design Information for Various Small Modular Reactors under
Development Internationally
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